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LOOKING TOWARD 2012

It’s another year, and another opportunity, for us to be hopeful this
year will be the best of any before. For poker players, it’s not hard to
find reasons to be excited for 2012. Here’s why:
MORE PLACES TO PLAY LIVE: Think the poker boom has plateaued? Look
at this partial list of rooms expected to open in 2012 and let us know
if you still think so: Casino M8trix in California; Jacksonville Poker’s
third room, Hialeah Park and possibly more in Florida; Hollywood
Casino Kansas City in Kansas; L’Auberge Baton Rouge in Louisiana;
Hollywood Columbus, Hollywood Toledo, Horseshoe Cleveland and
Horseshoe Cincinnati in Ohio; and SugarHouse and Valley Forge in
Pennsylvania.
… AND HOPEFULLY ONLINE: It’s impossible to handicap the politics in
Washington, but this much we do know: Virtually every major U.S. casino company has begun their foray into an online poker world, whether with free-play sites or behind-the-scenes work for a real-money platform that can go live as soon as it’s allowed. If one company does this,
we’re right to be skeptical of it. When every company is doing it, it’s
hard to be skeptical.
NEW BLOOD AT THE TOP ...: The running joke in the poker world is if
you don’t like your favorite room’s poker manager, come back tomorrow. Poker is a cutthroat, competitive world, and while we’re saddened
every time we hear a manager is no longer a manager, we also know a
fresh perspective can be exciting. Nowhere will this be tested more than
in Oklahoma, which saw a manager exodus in 2011 that was along the
lines of Florida earlier in the year. Change can be good.
… AND HOPEFULLY AT THE BOTTOM: If all of the new rooms simply cannibalize from existing ones, no one benefits much. But if the new rooms
— brick-and-mortar and virtual — can re-energize the poker-playing
community and, more important, turn interested players into real players, then all of us will benefit. We lost a feeder system when Black
Friday hit. Together, we can replace it in spades this year.
We’ll see you at the tables.
— Christopher Cosenza and Scott Long

What’s this?
Download the free Microsoft Tag app to your smartphone at gettag.mobi. When you see a tag in this issue,
scan it with the app and your phone will take you to
vibrant content such as results, photos, stories, maps,
videos or even offers from our advertisers.
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ERWIN DOING IT RIGHT AT THUNDER VALLEY

Harvest Hold’em Series attracts more than 175 players, leading way for more events in the future.

F

rom buy-in to structure, Thunder Valley’s director of poker Ben
Erwin achieved for his Harvest Hold’em Series what all tournament
directors strive for when it comes to setting up an event: the sweet spot.
Erwin knew his main event on Nov. 24 would attract a good turnout,
especially after the above-average fields for preliminary
events, and he was confident the spacious poker
room (boasting 21 tables) would be able to accommodate all. He had no idea he’d end up having
to turn away more than 70 players because of
space constrictions.
Though there was obviously some disappointment from those who were shut out, he
handled the situation gracefully, guaranteeing
B
R
RE
E
steps
will be taken to accommodate all players
T MIL L
for the next series (scheduled in March). With a
starting field of 177 and more than $40K in the prize
pool, the cards were in the air at 11 a.m., further demonstrating Erwin’s ability to maintain professionalism among chaos.
The action was exciting but even-paced, and about 13 hours later
Walter Klenhard, a television movie writer from Woodland, and Bruce
Angeski, a cardio vascular perfusionist from Sacramento, made a final-table deal netting each about $12,000 and a share of first-place
honors. Observing them at the final table, it was evident their playing
styles were different, which piqued my curiosity. They were gracious
enough to stick around to chat afterward, and both were able to analytically dissect their play and clearly explain their strategies for each
decision at the final table.
Klenhard loves music and plays guitar in a local band and Angeski
runs three miles a day and works out regularly. My hat is off to these
well-rounded champions.
After the tournament concluded I found that Erwin was still full of

Final-table players sport their Ante Up shirts.
energy and planning for the future. He showed me where he plans to
put additional tournament tables and spoke of possibly splitting the
field into two flights for the next series. His enthusiasm was contagious
and I found myself wanting to come back … as a player.
I usually do single-day trips to get material for Ante Up, but this time
I wanted to get the whole Thunder Valley experience. My wife and
I stayed in the hotel and found the accommodations worthy of their
four-diamond rating. We ate at the Koi Palace restaurant and enjoyed
the wonderful food and outstanding service.
My better half also spent a couple of hours in the spa, after which
she reported the technicians were skilled and professional and the setting elegant. Taking the entire resort into consideration with the fantastic poker room and staff, casino-wide promotions and dining and
hotel value, a great getaway at Thunder Valley is waiting for you.
— Bret Miller is the Ante Up Ambassador for Northern California. Email him at
anteupbret@gmail.com.

CENTRAL CAL

Central Coast Casino: new location, new owner
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s the new Central California ambassador for Ante Up, I’ll be covering poker rooms and players on the Central Coast and in the
Central Valley, ranging from Sacramento to Ventura.
You may be shocked to know there are nearly 30
cardrooms in the middle of the Golden State. I’ve
played in these rooms and look forward to investing more time with them and sharing my experiences with you.
In the upcoming months we’ll take a closer look at these establishments, their games,
tournaments and players.
One room dear to me is at the Central
L
E
SL
L S Coast Casino in Paso Robles, a charming town
I E PA U
in the heart of the central coast, two hours north
of Los Angeles and two hours south of San Francisco.
It’s the home of the California Mid-State Fair and hundreds of wineries. Locals here have a saying: “It’s darn near paradise.”
The casino opened many years ago, but recently moved to a
new location and changed ownership. The new owner, Robert Ezzell,

is making improvements to the room and working to expand and
acquire licensing for more tables. CCC offers no-limit hold’em and
Omaha/8, and it has a great series of “Poor Boy” tournaments with
a $5 buy-in.
It also offers daily bonuses such as Aces Cracked, high hand of
the day and a bad-beat jackpot. Players are also rewarded for hours
of live play, including the “Win A Jeep” promotion, where players
can use their hours for eligibility. Ezzell believes in building strong
relationships with his players, and he offers complimentary food and
beverages to everyone who plays. However, once his beer and wine
application is approved, he might have to change his tactics of operation: free wine in Paso Robles could be dangerous!
If you’re looking for an enjoyable place to play in an entertaining town, I recommend the Central Coast Casino. It’s just off highways 46 and 101, which makes it easy to find. CCC has some of the
friendliest dealers on the Central Coast. For more information, visit
pasoroblespoker.com.
— Leslie Pauls is the Ante Up Ambassador for Central California and pro poker
player. Email her at anteupcali@gmail.com.
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HOLLYWOOD PARK MOVES ROOM, THROWS PARTY
T
he “Best Place to Play in LA” just got better as Hollywood Park
Casino unveiled its revamped poker room on Nov. 11.
Walking to the front entrance, you couldn’t help but notice the
lights and cameras. People were dressed way above the normal level
for playing cards. There was a red carpet, live entertainment and a Chinese dancing dragon.
In the past when you entered the casino, there
were California, Asian and other non-poker
games in front. The poker area used to be to
the far right, past the Pink’s stand, the gift
shop and arcade. Now, it’s poker, poker and
more poker being spread in front of you.
The first impression is how bright and spaD
AV
M cious it all feels. Even with a mass of wall-to-wall
E PA L
people (like for the reopening), you don’t feel crowded. Once you get used to the new atmosphere, you can’t help but notice the three giant TVs mounted on the far wall. The two on one wall
in the lower stakes area are visible from nearly every table.
Another change is the high-limit area, which is partitioned from the
casino by a semi-transparent floor-to-ceiling curtain. The third television screen is in this area, along with some smaller screens so there’s
no shortage of entertainment.
As for the former poker area, that will be renovated in the next
phase, which could produce additional gaming or an event centertournament room.
WSOPC HITS L.A.: With so many places to play poker in Los Angeles,
you’re almost never at a loss to find your particular game. If you’re a
tournament player, there are tournaments every day for you to put
your skills to the test.

The new Hollywood Park poker room.
The Bicycle Casino hosts the first World Series of Poker Circuit
stop of 2012. It kicks off Jan. 1 with a $345 no-limit hold’em event.
This historic WSOPC stop (the first in L.A.) is made up of 12 ring
events, including the main event Jan. 10.
In addition to NLHE, the schedule includes pot-limit Omaha,
triple-draw/badugi mix, limit hold’em and Omaha/8. If $345 is too
steep for you, there are eight non-ring events with buy-ins from $150$235.
LAPC: On the heels of the WSOPC, Commerce Casino’s Los Angeles Poker Classic begins Jan. 17. This six-week series continues through
February and has buy-ins starting at $65. There are a wide variety of
formats and games on the schedule, including H.O.R.S.E, deuce-toseven triple draw and Chinese poker.
So, if you are stuck in a cold climate this winter and like to play
tournament poker, get out of the cold and head to Los Angeles.
— Dave Palm is Ante Up’s Los Angeles Ambassador. You can email him at
LA.AnteUp@gmail.com.

SOUTHERN CAL

Pechanga reaches out to players, makes changes
By Christopher Cosenza
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s a poker player you always like to find out the manager of your
favorite poker room listens to his or her players. The best managers are able to hear players’ concerns and ideas, filter them, and make
all parties happy.
Pechanga’s poker room has taken this a step further, conducting
interviews with a few groups of its players to find out what can make
playing at Pechanga a better experience. They even have a survey on
their website asking for feedback (Pala Casino does an online guest
survey as well).
Pechanga manager Richie Lopez and VP of table games Mike May
then crafted a letter that outlined these findings and distributed it to
players, even via snail mail to its Players Reward cardholders.
“Pechanga’s slogan is, ‘It’s Paid Play’ and the motto of our poker
room is ‘Pechanga Poker Gives Back.’ So, we need to make sure we
are giving the players exactly what they want and are asking them
directly to tell us what they like and what they don’t like,” Lopez said.
“Our main goal is to make sure we’re doing absolutely everything we
can to make the Pechanga poker room their No. 1 choice to play and
that all of our players feel they have an open dialogue with myself and
the room’s management to make sure they are well taken care of.”
Here are some of the changes:

• Players asked for more value in daily tournaments, so as of
Dec. 1, Pechanga has added chips (call the poker room for totals and
structures) and cash drawings for tournament players.
• Jackpots attract a lot of players, but the harder it is to hit, the
more likely players are to look for easier qualifiers. So Pechanga’s
$3K bad-beat jackpot qualifier is now aces full of eights or better
beaten by quads or better. This jackpot is always $3K, but Pechanga’s
Mega Share Jackpot (quad jacks) starts at $100K these days, and once
this reaches $150K the qualifier will be reduced. The different hand
qualifiers and amounts can be found at pechanga.com. This jackpot
includes a 20 percent room share.
• It’s no secret poker players love to eat, and they love it even more
when they can eat at the table so they don’t miss a hand of action.
Pechanga’s tableside menu has been improved to have more variety
and prompt service.
And finally, Pechanga held a $10K freeroll for players who had at
least eight hours of live play between Nov. 14-19. When players were
upset because they missed out, Pechanga sent out another letter to
players offering a second $10K freeroll for December.
Like a fine poker player, Pechanga sized up the situation at hand
and adapted quite well. And if you disagree, you know Lopez and his
staff will listen to your comments. S

Interested in California tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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LANG GRABS 1ST BIG LIVE WIN AT DERBY
T

he World Poker Tour made its fourth and final Florida stop in an
unprecedented 50-day span with a regional series at Derby Lane
in St Petersburg, and what made this series so remarkable was the local poker economy.
“I’d like to thank the players for supporting this event so close to the
holidays,” Derby Lane director of cardroom operations Jeff Gamber said. “It’s a victory for the players because without their support it wouldn’t have
been a success.”
Indeed, for in spite of Hard Rock Tampa
(just a quick jaunt up I-275) squeezing in its
WPT Winter Poker Open just nine days before Derby Lane’s already scheduled stop,
the players still came out in droves for the
final
WPT series of the year.
C
A
HR
Z
The
$1,300 main event drew 323 playIS COSEN
ers, the third event in the 12-day series
to attract more than 300 players, a testament to how solid this poker economy is and how dedicated
Derby’s players are.
The main event stretched to three days (the structure was
that good) as Tampa’s Doug Lang dispensed of Carlos Loving, a
popular dealer from Sarasota Kennel Club, for the title and
nearly $78K. The heads-up players had chopped the remaining prize pool and left $10K to play for, which Lang was glad to win.
“It’s awesome,” said Lang, who’s better known as ou_dlanger610
online and had once won the PokerStars Sunday Million. “This is why
I play and put in the hard work, so I can make it to this point. … I

moved to Florida after online poker went down, because I wanted to
go somewhere there’s a decent live scene.”
This was the first big live victory for Lang, who said he started playing poker seriously back in his University of Oklahoma days a handful of years ago.
Loving, who had the chip lead for a good part
of this tournament, had a lot of supporters in
the small crowd gathered behind the roped-off
area around the final table. If the final hand
hadn’t been so unfortunate he might have taken
this title.
“It was just basically a cooler hand,” said Lang,
who had some moderate live success before this, including some deep
WSOP runs. “I woke up with queens the last hand before break and
three-bet him, which I had been doing a decent amount, and he had
eights so there’s no way he’s getting away from that. He’s a really good
player; he’s solid, aggressive, mixes it up really well. It’s tough to
put him on a hand.”
The WPT is scheduled to land at Derby Lane again
March 17-24 for the Derby Lane & WPT Poker Challenge.
“They run it really well here,” Lang said of Derby Lane.
“The dealers were all really nice. The staff was great.”
And what’s Lang going to do with the bankroll influx?
“I’m pretty conservative with money so I’m probably going to invest, play other live events and travel a little bit.”
— Christopher Cosenza is co-publisher of Ante Up and you can email him at
chris@anteupmagazine.com.

Clemente cements return with win at WPT Hard Rock Tampa
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he Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in Tampa hosted
its first World Poker Tour regional event with the Winter Poker
Open, which ran Dec. 2-11, and the seven events each surpassed the
guarantees. The $2,250 main event just about doubled its guarantee,
securing a $490K prize pool as Dan Clemente, a local pro from Wesley
Chapel, took home the title and $137K.
“I really wanted to make a statement to the tournament grinders around here and around
the country that I am back on the grind
and coming to a table near you
soon,” said Clemente, who took
the past year off from tournament
poker to focus on other business
ventures.
Clemente’s past scores include a win
G
AR
H
at the World Poker Open in Biloxi, Miss., for
R E T T RO T
$65K and a third-place finish at the Venetian
North American Poker Tour stop in Las Vegas for
$309K. He’s also a regular at the $10-$20 no-limit hold’em game at
the local Hard Rock.
Longtime pro and Florida resident Darryll “DFish” Fish finished runner-up in the main event for $80K.
“It felt good to play and win against an accomplished player like
Fish,” said Clemente, who starting playing poker in 1994 as a Marine.

When asked about the most crucial hand of the main event, Clemente said: “The biggest hand for me was with around 14 people left. At
2,500-5,000, I opened with A-K to 12K. A tight, but recently frustrated, young player three-bet to around 110K and the button jammed
all-in for 300K. I had 350K behind and I felt really strong that they
both had a pair. I wanted to call here because of all the dead money,
but with over a 300K stack, I was too much in control of the table to
risk it on a flip. I ended up folding and the three-bettor showed
down Q-Q while the all-in player showed 8-8. The board
came out K-4-4-Q-x and I would’ve been seriously short if
I had called, so I believe that was my most important hand
in reaching the final table.”
Coming into the final table, Clemente had around 25
percent of the chips in play and he made good use of them.
He knocked out almost every player and in the end his 4-4 held
against Fish’s A-2.
Other champs from this series include Natasha Barbour from Tampa
(Event 1), Ryan Franklin from Apollo Beach (Event 2), William McBride
from Thonotosassa (Event 3), Ramses Rosa from Brandon (Event 4),
John Cofhlin from Ft. Pierce (Event 5) and Christopher Hyden from St.
Petersburg, who would win another WPT event at Derby Lane in St.
Pete just a few days later.
— Garrett Roth is the Ante Up Ambassador for Central Florida and our Where to
Play editor. Email him at roth@anteupmagazine.com and follow him on Twitter
@GarrettRoth.
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Ruberto wins WPT Jacksonville main
W

T

e all know about Vegas, Los Angeles and Atlantic City when it
comes to poker hot spots, but what do you know about Jacksonville? In November the city jumped into the poker universe’s spotlight as the World Poker Tour came to town for the WPT Jacksonville
Fall Series at the Orange Park Poker Room. This stop
featured 11 tournaments and a $3,500 main event,
which guaranteed a $500K prize pool.
The series started with a bang in the first
event, which attracted 690 entrants and
crushed the $100K guarantee with more
than $200K in the prize pool. In the end,
Event 1 chopped three ways (Jeremy Goldman,
Herbert West and Jie Hong Liu each pocketed
R
N more than $30K).
OY
LENNO
All events had a great turnout, each easily covering their guarantees, which led to high expectations
for the $3,500 main event. The championship tournament had a starstudded field, including nine former WPT champs. Among the roster were reigning WPT Player of the Year Andy Frankenberger, Ante Up
columnist and WPT Season 6 POY Jonathan Little, Nick Schulman, Dwyte
Pilgrim, Lee Markholt, Victor Ramdin, Will Failla, Allen Carter, Jason Mercier, Darryl Fish, Shaun Deeb and WPT commentator Tony Dunst.
Those high expectations were well-deserved as 393 players entered
the main event, generating an incredible $1,277,250 prize pool, the
largest in North Florida history and the largest prize pool in a noncasino Florida poker room. It would take four days to get to the final
table and the $325K first-place prize, which included a seat to the
$25K WPT World Championship in Vegas. Michael Wessick (ninth), Alexander Venovski (eighth) and Matthew Ezrol (seventh) were the webcast

bubblers. The final six had their play streamed live (30-minute delay)
on WPT’s website with hand-by-hand analysis and comments from
Dunst.
Fish was the first casualty, taking home a little more than $46K.
He would finish second at Hard Rock Tampa’s WPT main event a
few weeks later. Arturo Rodriguez busted in fifth ($55K) and Victor Coelho
settled for fourth (a little more than $75K). The last woman standing
in the event was Lisa Hamilton, who hails from Las Vegas and banked a
little more than $110K for third.
Sam Soverel and Anthony Ruberto entered heads-up play with Ruberto
holding a 4-1 chip lead. Soverel made a match of it early, but ultimately the chips went in the middle with Soverel holding K-7 vs. Ruberto’s K-J. Ruberto flopped a jack to earn the first major WPT title at
Orange Park and $325K. Soverel pocketed about $180K for second.
The Orange Park Poker Room received high marks from the top
pros that travel the WPT circuit.
• Jacksonville hosted its inaugural All In for a Cure tournament
on Nov. 19 to benefit research to fight pancreatic cancer. The event,
which attracted about 100 players and volunteers, raised about $7K.
• Professional Dealer and Player School Inc. in Jacksonville has
been granted certified status with the Florida Commission of Independent Education.
“It has been a long, sometimes frustrating and costly endeavor to
reach this milestone goal,” said owner Charles “Chaz” Allen, former poker room manager at Ocala Poker. “But I am very happy the school has
achieved this status.”
Call (904) 317-6537 or visit professionaldealerschol.com.
— Troy Lennon is the Ante Up Ambassador for North Florida. Email him at
anteuptroy@gmail.com.

SOUTH FLORIDA

Madhani rocks n’ rolls way to WPT HRH title
By Christopher Cosenza
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he Seminole Hard Rock in Hollywood
kicked off the World Poker Tour’s unprecedented four-stop Florida tour in late October with the 18-event Rock N’ Roll Open,
which culminated with the $2,500 main event
that attracted 331 players and some of the
finest poker talent in the country.
Farhan Madhani of Miami won the title and
more than $172K. The win is by far the biggest in the career of the 33-year-old Madhani
(his birthday was the day after his momentous
victory).
The title came down to heads-up play
with Alexander Venovsk. They agreed to a partial chop of $150K each and then played for
$22K-plus and the trophy. Madhani, who
plays regularly at Gulfstream Park, was ecstatic to win in the manner he did.
“It’s a milestone win that took place in

my hometown in front of friends and family,” said Madhani, who’s been playing seriously for about 2.5 years. “That element was
incredible. The win felt great, the title feels
great, but it really just raises the bar for what’s
to come. It fueled the hunger.”
Though the victory came on the final day,
Madhani said two hands on Day 1 were key
to his success, one in which he laid down top
full house to quads, and the other where he
was short-stacked with second pair on a “nasty board” and was all-in for his tournament
life and survived.
“I just cruised from there,” said Madhani,
who dabbles in PLO and recently chopped
an Isle Poker Open event as well. “This serves
as a bankroll boost, which means bigger cash
games and more tourneys.”
One-time NAPT champ and 2009 Florida
State champ Harrison Gimbel finished third
($76,130).

Madhani made a
sick fold en route
to the title.

Allen “Chainsaw” Kessler was in town and
made a strong run at the title, ultimately finishing fourth and cashing for $54,052 of the
$761K prize pool.

Interested in Florida tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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WPT INVADES FLORIDA

Here are the winners of the four World Poker Tour stops in Fla. from Oct. 26-Dec. 20. Recaps are on Pages 12-14
HARD ROCK HOLLYWOOD
Oct. 26-Nov. 14
Event 1 • $350 NLHE

Entries: 1,104 • Prize Pool: $366,648
WINNER: Richard Freedman, $44,000

Event 2 • $350 NLHE

Entries: 81 • Prize Pool: $24,300
WINNER: Avery Clark, $8,261

Event 3 • $230 PLO

Entries: 46 • Prize Pool: $20,140
WINNER: Kwa Derrick. $7,500

Event 4 • $300 NLHE

Entries: 37 • Prize Pool: $9,620
WINNER: Brayden Fritzshall, $4,329

Event 5 • $350 NLHE

Entries: 89 • Prize Pool: $26,700
WINNER: Angelo Miele, $11,214

Event 6 • $150 NLHE

Entries: 189 • Prize Pool: $22,680
WINNER: Henry Fermin, $7,259

Event 7 • $230 NLHE

Entries: 142 • Prize Pool: $26,980
WINNER: Gebrehiweb Guiton, $3,500*

Event 8 • $230 NLHE

Entries: 83 • Prize Pool: $16,600
WINNER: Ed Wolf, $3,400*

Event 9 • $240 Omaha/8

Entries: 78 • Prize Pool: $15,000
WINNER: Gebrehiweb Guiton, $4,600

Event 10 • $230 NLHE

Entries: 372 • Prize Pool: $186K
WINNER: Eliyahu Levy, $25,000
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Event 11 • $125 AIOF

Event 2 • $560 NLHE

Event 12 • $560 6-Max

Event 3 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 123 • Prize Pool: $12,300
WINNER: Jorge Rivera, $1,464*
Entries: 71 • Prize Pool: $35,500
WINNER: Alex Glamoclija, $14,910

Event 13 • $230 NLHE/PLO
Entries: 36 • Prize Pool: $11,970
WINNER: Uri Kadosh, $4,548

Event 14 • $150 NLHE

Entries: 192 • Prize Pool: $23,040
WINNER: Zohair Karim, $5,411*

Event 15 • $1,100 NLHE

Entries: 133 • Prize Pool: $133K
WINNER: Mike Beasley, $28,315

$2,500 Main Event

Entries: 331 • Prize Pool: $761,300
WINNER: Farhan Madhani, $172,408

Event 17 • $100 w/re-entry
Entries: 146 • Prize Pool: $11,680
WINNER: Jesse Chinni, $3,739

Event 18 • $300 NLHE

Entries: 109 • Prize Pool: $28,340
WINNER: James Ladeira, $6,153*
* Denotes victory via chop.

JACKSONVILLE
POKER

Nov. 13-22
Event 1 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 690 • Prize Pool: $207,000
WINNER: Jeremy Goldman, $30,362

Entries: 108 • Prize Pool: $54,000
WINNER: Nancy Birnbaum, $12,042*
Entries: 97 • Prize Pool: $29,100
WINNER: Michael Schneider, 10,000

Event 4 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 139 • Prize Pool: $27,800
WINNER: Matthew Selman, $5,339

Event 5 • $230 Omaha/8

Entries: 73 • Prize Pool: $14,600
WINNER: Edward Sojack, $1,993*

Event 6 • $340 PLO/8

Entries: 97 • Prize Pool: 29,100
WINNER: John Holley, $11,508

Event 7 • $340 6-Max NLHE
Entries: 100 • Prize Pool: $30,000
WINNER: Chris Conrad, $8,600

Event 8 • $560 NLHE

Entries: 126 • Prize Pool: $63,000
WINNER: Will Failla, $21,987

Event 9 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 165 • Prize Pool: $49,500
WINNER: Larry Little, $14,013

Event 10 • $230 NLHE

Entries: 104 • Prize Pool: $20,800
WINNER: Michael Call, $3,895*

Event 11 • $230 NLHE

Entries: 86 • Prize Pool: $17,200
WINNER: Teresa Bell, $5,073

$3,500 Main Event

Entries: 393 • Prize Pool: $1,277,250

WINNER: Anthony Ruberto, $325,928
* Denotes victory via chop

HARD ROCK TAMPA
Dec. 2-11
Event 1 • $200 NLHE

Entries: 459 • Prize Pool: $80,325
WINNER: Natasha Barbour, $20,451*

Event 2 • $750 NLHE

Entries: 243 • Prize Pool: $167,670
WINNER: Ryan Franklin, $47,014

Event 3 • $200 NLHE

Entries: 198 • Prize Pool: $34,650
WINNER: William McBride, $10,325

Event 4 • $200 Omaha/8

Entries: 157 • Prize Pool: $27,475
WINNER: Ramses Rosa, $8,655*

Event 5 • $440 6-Max

Entries: 160 • Prize Pool: $64,000
WINNER: John Cofhlin, $20,160*

Event 6 • $200 NLHE

Entries: 394 • Prize Pool: $68,950
WINNER: Christopher Hyden, $17,906*

$2,250 Main Event

Entries: 245 • Prize Pool: $490,000
WINNER: Daniel Clemente, $137,396
* Denotes victory via chop; winners received
a main-event seat.

DERBY LANE

Dec. 9-20
Event 1 • $600 NLHE

Entries: 171 • Prize Pool: $102,600

WINNER: Samir Agamiyev, Tampa

Event 2 • $245 NLHE

Entries: 322 • Prize Pool: $70,840
WINNER: Michael Karnezis, Red. Beach

Event 3 • $170 6-Max

Entries: 346 • Prize Pool: $51,900
WINNER: Kellan Schneider, Clearwater Bch.

Event 4 • $365 NLHE/PLO

Entries: 114 • Prize Pool: $37,620
WINNER: Wade Collier, Long Boat Key

Event 5 • $365 PLO

Entries: 83 • Prize Pool: $27,390
WINNER: Brandon Allen, Port Orange

Event 6 • $200 Seniors

Entries: 250 • Prize Pool: $45,000
WINNER: Walt Meredith, Lutz

Event 7 • $550 NLHE

Entries: 55 • Prize Pool: $27,500
WINNER: Christopher Hyden, St. Pete

Event 8 • $170 Limit Hold’em
Entries: 65 • Prize Pool: $9,750
WINNER: Norbert Kara, Clearwater

$1,300 Main Event

Entries: 323 • Prize Pool: $387,600
WINNER: Doug Lang, Tampa, $78K*

Event 10 • $520 NLHE

Entries: 98 • Prize Pool: $49,000
WINNER: Filipp Khavin, St. Petersburg

Event 11 • $245 Ladies

Entries: 77 • Prize Pool: $16,940
WINNER: Dedra Hern
* Denotes chop amount
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Gulfstream Park

Isle Casino Pompano

The Gulfstream Park poker room wrapped up its
Tournament Challenge Series on Dec. 4 with the
Jeep Road to Winning Challenge, captured by
Sara Azmi of Lauderhill.
Azmi held off a strong charge from secondplace finisher Martin May of Plantation and thirdplace finisher Rolando Wong.
Azmi, Gulfstream Park’s first female Challenge
Series champion, chose the cash option of $19,000 in place of driving away in a 2012 Jeep Wrangler Sport. Here are the final results:

The All In For Charity poker tournament to benefit domestic
violence and children's charities is Jan. 8 at the Isle Casino Pompano
in Pompano Beach, Fla. Buy-in is $300, or $350 for a VIP seat that
includes a goodie bag and champagne brunch. The grand prize is
a seat in the World Series of Poker main event, and other prizes
include trips to Mexico and the Bahamas and seats in poker training
camps. The brunch will begin at noon, with the tournament starting
at 2:30 p.m. The event will raise money for Women In Distress of
Broward County Inc. and the Sun Sentinel Children’s Fund.
• The Isle Classic is Jan. 11-30 (See ad on facing page).

1. Sara Azmi, $19,000
2. Martin May, $5,000
3. Rolando Wong, $2,500
4. Lewis Rutstein, $1,500
5. Jorge Hernandez, $1,200

6. Claudio Benedetti, $900
7. Khampetch Seignarack, $700
8. Zion Mesika, $600
9. Joseph Duchman, $500
10. Dusan Kipicic, $500

Hard Rock Hollywood
Legal Services of Greater Miami, Inc. and Miami Poker Society will host the Betting for Justice
charity tournament Jan. 21 at noon. The event
will feature superstar Vanessa Rousso. Co-hosted
by Derek Jackson of the Marlins, the tournament
will award $10,000 plus additional prizes for the
top 10 players. Buy-in is $150 with optional $25
rebuys for the first three levels and a $50 add-on. To
register for the event visit lsgmi.org or call 305-438-2531.
• The WPT’s Lucky Hearts Open runs Jan. 29-Feb. 14, including a
$3,500 main event Feb.10-14 that has a $750K guarantee. There will
be 18 events in all. See the ad on Page 29 for more details.

Calder Casino
Studz Poker Club at Calder Casino & Race Course will host
the Miami Gardens Poker Classic, a six-event tournament series
featuring more than $200,000 in guarantees Feb. 3-12.
“We continually listen to our players and offer the types of
tournaments that they want,” said Chris Trabue, director of poker
for Studz Poker Club. “After many successful events, we’re eager
and excited to have our first tournament series.”
Full details for the Miami Gardens Poker Classic can be found
at StudzPoker.com and you can find the schedule on Page 5.

Dania Jai-Alai
Vendel Johnson, a Pembroke Pines resident,
wanted to go all the way to the end Nov. 30
at the Dan Le Batard tournament.
His “no-chop” decision was a good one
as he pocketed the first-place prize of $2,112
and the trophy.

Gulfstream, Poole ready for big year
M

B

any of this country’s longest-running cardrooms have been attached to casinos, away from the distractions of the casino floor.
In Florida, poker rooms were allowed at existing parimutuels as an addition to their betting operations
beginning in 1996. So to maintain the
Scott
attraction to their races and jaiPoole
alai games, TVs displaying that
action remained a big part of
the new cardrooms. Later,
with the addition of slot
machines to some of these
facilities, much of the promotional focus has shifted
to
the casino operation and
G
O
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away from the races, which
V E LE M
were at one time the centerpiece of the tracks.
However, that’s something you won’t see at Gulfstream Park, which opened for its annual meet on
Dec. 3, one month earlier than the traditional start
of the season after the first of the year.
“Horse racing is what we’re all about; we are a
thoroughbred race track, with slots and poker and other added entertainment,” Gulfstream director of poker operations Scott Poole said.
“We’re not a slots parlor with racing; that’s what has happened in
some places around the country. We all understand where we fit.”
The excitement that live racing brings, especially the quality of the
racing this facility attracts at this time of year, has created a bump in
poker business that Poole has anticipated with great enthusiasm. During that busy opening day, he said, “We see our biggest bump after the
second race and we’ll hold that through the dinner hour. I’d say we’re
up today about 30 percent.”
Many of the additional patrons may not be avid poker players, but
instead “a horse player who comes inside the building looking for a
comfortable place to sit and something fun to do while he’s betting
horses; it’s just added entertainment.”
But one man’s entertainment can be another man’s irritation, as
the races on the screen can sometimes disrupt the flow of the game,
especially in their latter stages. Poole laughed as he told me, “When
the horses hit the stretch, the excitement is noticeable. Occasionally
I’ll see a game grind to a halt with every player looking up at he screen
and most of them screaming and yelling.”
But you can’t please all of the people all of the time.
“We do have people that feel the distractions slow the games down
and get frustrated,” he said, “but if you want to blend the two, and we
absolutely do, we think we have it set up well.”
Much of the responsibility falls on the dealers, who are well-trained
at Gulfstream to avoid problems and keep the games moving along.
“It’s an added awareness that we have trained our dealers to have
N
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that you may not need dealing poker somewhere else; they must watch
what the players are doing because occasionally their focus will be on
the TV screens.”
This skill also extends to the walk-around bet
tellers on the poker floor.
“We have at least one on the floor every day, two
on our bigger days, so that people that are interested in betting don’t have to get up from the table,” Poole said. “Our regular girl has an excellent
knowledge of poker, so she knows when to back off
as she sees the flow of the game.”
So steps are made to balance the distractions
and keep the action of the poker games consistent,
but only to a certain point.
“We certainly don’t want to discourage people
from betting; again, everything we do supplements
the horse racing,” Poole said, “and our players understand that.”
The onus remains with the players to be courteous and keep the disruptions to a minimum: If you
are a horse player (or dog player or jai-alai fan),
don’t hesitate to deal yourself out of a couple of
hands to get up from the table to focus on your races. Chances are
you’re not going to miss out on pocket aces.

Seminole Classic’s new poker room in Hollywood.
SEMINOLE CLASSIC’S NEW ROOM: The 10-table poker room near the bingo hall has been dubbed “Florida’s Smoking-Friendly Poker Room”
as smoking is permitted. Seminole Casino Hollywood (Fla.) dedicated
its updated poker room on Nov. 23.The room officially opened on
Dec. 1 with high-hand promotions on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays, bonus high-hand promotions on Tuesdays, spin to win
on Saturdays, cash back on Sundays and a promotion modeled after
the TV show Card Sharks on Thursdays.
Four large cigarette vending machines are on the nearby casino
floor with every brand imaginable for $8 a pack.
— Big Dave Lemmon is Ante Up’s South Florida Ambassador. Email him at
bigdave@pokeractionline.com.

Scan this tag for more Colorado poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/colorado/

AMERISTAR SAYS NICHE IS CASH GAMES
I

R

t isn’t easy to stand out when you’re surrounded by the Rocky
Mountains, but Ameristar Black Hawk Casino Resort Spa is one
structure you simply can’t miss. Credit its impressive footprint in the
middle of the Black Hawk casino strip, plus the attached
33-story luxury hotel, which contains 536 rooms. As
a city with fewer than 125 actual residents, Black
Hawk has less than one-fourth as many individual taxpayers as the Ameristar has rooms.
The Ameristar sports the most modern,
big-time casino look and feel among the Colorado options, but for poker players, where
the Ameristar stands out is the quality and
IC
quantity of its cash-game action, particularly
A
K
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at high limits. It has 17 tables — expanded this
year from the original 14 — and you can regularly
find several tables going, even on weekdays, despite the
relative remoteness of the Black Hawk locale. The weekend action is
consistent, with plenty of play even at the $2-$100 spread.
“Our niche in this market has really been cash games; we don’t
offer tournaments,” Jaque Poirier, Ameristar Black Hawk’s director of
casino operations said. However, “I don’t know that tournaments (will
always be) out of the equation.”
Like all Black Hawk/Central City/Cripple Creek rooms, Ameristar
can only spread cash games up to the maximum bet limit of $100, but
that obviously allows for a great deal of latitude, substantially more
than the old maximum bet of $5 (abolished two years ago). A weekend
N
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night will often see seven or eight tables spreading $2-$100 hold’em,
plus some $30-$60, $2-$5 and $2-$10.
That’s largely been the experience of Kevin Leach, who comes down
from Cheyenne, Wyo., about once a month: “You can get pretty much
any hold’em spread there on the weekend, so there’s basically always
something that fits your game.”
But the poker room at the Black Hawk casino, one of eight Ameristar operates nationwide, isn’t resting on its laurels. Ameristar has
made some improvements lately intended to improve the player experience across the board. Brett English took over as the poker room manager a few months ago, and he went over the four major changes:
• The poker room offers complimentary food delivery to the room,
and that “has been a huge success.”
• All chairs are being upgraded to high-end models, 175 in all, to
produce the most comfortable experience.
• Massage therapists from Tranquility in Motion are there several
days a week to provide massages at the table for $1.50 per minute.
• The Genesis Bravo system has been implemented to improve the
seating and comp process, with texting to cell phones for seat availability among many other amenities.
“The players came to the leadership team with what they wanted,”
English said, “and we take the players’ (feedback) very seriously.”
With the improvements, Ameristar Black Hawk hopes to keep its
regulars happy and attract new players.
— Rick Gershman is Ante Up’s Colorado Ambassador. You can email him at
rickgershman@gmail.com.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
A look at the Oregon-Washington poker scene

Fall Poker Rodeo, Wildhorse Resort and Casino, Pendleton, Ore., Nov. 4-13
Tam Nguyen, who won Event 8, was named best player overall. The series attracted nearly 3,500 entrants for $775K prize pool.

Anthony
Seo

Sun
Henson

Harold
Barton
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Event 1 • NLHE

Event 4 • Omaha/8

Event 7 • NLHE

Event 10 • NLHE

Event 2 • NLHE

Event 5 • Ladies

Event 8 • Limit Hold’em

Event 11 • NLHE

Event 3 • NLHE Shootout

Event 6 • Seniors

Event 9 • NLHE

Event 12 • NLHE

Entrants: 527 • Prize Pool: $54,119
WINNER: Anthony Seo, Renton, WA, $10,263
Entrants: 464 • Prize Pool: $93,016
WINNER: Devin Sweet, Corvallis, OR, $19,569
Entrants: 251 • Prize Pool: $51,694
WINNER: Bryan Holmquist, Kalispell, MT, $10,782

Entrants: 237 • Prize Pool: $48,978
WINNER: Denny Edwards, Hermiston, OR, $11,052
Entrants: 130 • Prize Pool: $15,610
WINNER: Sun Henson, Portland, OR, $2,765
Entrants: 213 • Prize Pool: $44,322
WINNER: Bob Schulhauser, Spokane Val., WA, $10,837

Entrants: 150 • Prize Pool: $15,550
WINNER: Duane Drushella, Albany, OR, $3,532
Entrants: 172 Prize Pool: $36,368
WINNER: Tam Nguyen, Salem, OR, $8,767
Entrants: 363 • Prize Pool: $73,422
WINNER: Craig Griffiths, Hoquiam, WA, $16,301

Entrants: 402 • Prize Pool: $121,982
WINNER: Harold Barton, Eugene, OR, $25,225
Entrants: 393 • Prize Pool: $200,605
WINNER: Kao Saechao, Portland, OR, $45,035
Entrants: 170 • Prize Pool: $17,490
WINNER: Nick Stanley, Seattle, WA, $4,137

Interested in Colorado or PNW tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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MISSISSIPPI: MISS POKER
Scan this tag for more Mississippi poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/mississippi/

BEAU’S ‘HEATER’ EXPECTS A BIG TURNOUT
I

f all goes as planned, I’ll be ringing in the New Year in Biloxi. Not
only will I be in the company of some of the best poker players
in the South, but the action is sure to be over the top for the holiday and the upcoming “Million Dollar Heater” planned at the Beau
Rivage. The revamped tournament schedule, replacing
the Southern Poker Championship, is scheduled
for Jan. 6-25.
This event, a former stop on the World
Poker Tour, is an independent tournament
exclusive to the Beau Rivage. It’s a testament to just how serious we take poker in
the South. Gone is the televised final table,
and instead the Heater will feature a first
for Biloxi: a $1 million guaranteed prize
JE
AY
NN
pool for the championship event.
IF E R G
Like all events at the Beau, poker room
manager Johnny Grooms and tournament director
Eric Comer will work together to host the region’s biggest action. Points
of interest for the Heater include:
The main event will be $5,175 and have a Day 1A and 1B. Reentry will be allowed on 1B for players knocked out on 1A.
Event 1 ($340) will have a $200K guarantee with two starting days
and re-entry allowed on Day 1B. Also, 10 of the 12 NLHE noon
tournaments will have a main-event seat added to the prize pool for
the winner. This is not deducted from the prize pool, it’s donated by
the casino, for an added $50,000 value.
Grooms designed this tournament with players in mind. On the
2+2 forums, where the initial schedule was released, a H.O.R.S.E.
tournament wasn’t included in the lineup. Forum readers asked for
a H.O.R.S.E. event and Grooms responded, “I can’t replace one of
the NLHE noon events. The field size and demand are much too
large to replace. I’ll see what I can do about adding a H.O.R.S.E.
event.” Just a few days later the schedule was released on the Beau
Rivage website and it included a 2 p.m. $340 H.O.R.S.E. event on
Jan. 9. Patronizing a poker room that does its best to facilitate the
requests of the players is always a great bet.
Said Grooms: “I am pretty excited about this event. The guarantees are a first for us, and adding $50K in main-event seats should
draw a pretty good crowd. Our structures received good reviews in
August-September, and we have refined them a bit.”
I expect the turnout will be one of the best for a January event in
years. Sure, they’re up against the Choctaw World Series of Poker
Circuit stop, which runs during the same window, but I don’t anticipate a major effect on either event. Choctaw permits 18-yearold players to participate, which adds an extra element for seasoned
players. With the guarantees the Beau is promising, this is a lock regardless of turnout. Too few players and we benefit from an overlay,
huge fields and we’re looking at monster payouts. Win-win.
It looks like January is all lined out, then I’ll be headed to Tunica
for some post-holiday poker at the WSOPC Harrah’s stop the first
of February. This event always packs the house, with many players
from the Gulf Coast coming to the cotton fields of north Mississippi
to compete with alongside locals and tourist for points, rankings and
the coveted WSOP jewelry. See you all soon!
— Jennifer Gay is a poker journalist, poker supervisor and player from the MidSouth region. She can be contacted at facebook.com/aceofjewels.

Magnolia Classic, Horseshoe Tunica, Nov. 4-13

Ray Delcueto of Florida,
left, won the $550 main
event, which drew 147
players on Nov. 12. He
pocketed $23,527 for the
victory. Below are the
winners from Magnolia’s
undercard events.

Utam Shaw: $3,001

Brian Duffy: $6,179

Dennis Walker: $3,219

Edward Allen: $3,841

James Vice: $9,472

Ran Alkasmikla: $5,772

Stephen Bass: $5,839

Richard McCrary: $18,643

Interested in Mississippi tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.

Scan this tag for more Louisiana poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/louisiana/

Terral looks to break through in 2012
P

S

oker is no respecter of persons, or personalities for that matter.
The game comes preloaded with a built-in ego check that seems
to activate for no other reason than its own amusement. Any player
will tell you the journey from the top of the mountain to the valley
floor can be accomplished in a short period of
time.
Matt Terral is living the poker journey, and
learning patience the hard way as he looks
to stake his claim among poker’s elite. The
27-year-old Shreveport native has been close
enough to the top of the mountain to inhale
the air that separates wunderkind from wanC
O
I N nabe. It’s the promise of greater things
TT
H
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and an unshakable belief in his abilities that keeps Terral grinding away at his objective of making a living in poker’s big events.
Terral has been honing his craft for the past 11 years.
He’s quick to note he’s not a child of the “Moneymaker Effect” as are so many in his age group. He’s no stranger to
online play, but live poker always has been his forte. He began
playing in the Shreveport rooms as soon as he was able to do so,
and has been a perennial top dog in Shreveport’s Dark City Poker
League, which just wrapped up its ninth season. Terral led the regular
season in points and once again earned a seat in the league championship. Despite his consistent play throughout the season, Terral was
eliminated in eighth place when his flush was sank by a full house on
the river.
“I wasn’t happy about it,” Terral said. “It’s very frustrating to take
a beat like that after playing so well throughout the season. That one
hand just crippled me.”
G
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Terral credits his ability to bounce back from bad beats to a lot of
patience.
“Patience is the strongest part of my game. My weakest part is not
being aggressive enough in certain situations and I want to work on
more of a balance between the two. But, taking a beat is mentally
tough on anyone. Sometimes the best thing for me to do in that situation is to take a break and leave the casino, get a good night’s sleep or
whatever. I have more difficulty dealing with it when it happens near
the money bubble in tournaments. That’s when I really have to work
at shaking it off and not allowing it to affect my play.”
Terral’s career high point came in 2007 when he captured a World
Series of Poker Circuit ring in New Orleans. That win puts him in an
elite category, but Terral isn’t resting on the accomplishment.
“I really want to consistently take it to the next level. I’ve
won a ring and I’ve had other circuit cashes, and I want to
return to that level of play in 2012.”
He isn’t intimidated in the least by tough competition,
and his experience at the circuit level keeps Terral on the radar like a rogue hurricane off the Louisiana coast. His presence in an event is met with respect by his peers because Terral
typically displays the consistency that makes him a constant threat.
He’s primarily a tournament player, but Terral has a desire to involve
himself more in cash games.
“I don’t play those enough,” he said. “In the past it has been more
of a financial thing, you know, where I just allocated most of my bankroll to tournaments. My cash-game play was limited to once or twice a
month, but this year I want to increase that. It helps to keep you sharp
because it’s your money on the table.”
— Scotty “The Spokesman” Rushing is a poker professional and sports journalist. Email him at scottyrushing@gmail.com or on Twitter: @scottyrush.

ATLANTIC CITY
Scan this tag for more New Jersey poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/newjersey/

Things certainly will heat up this 1st quarter in A.C.
By Cris Belkewitch
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he chase for a profitable year at the tables and a chance to make
a splash in the poker world has begun. With so many options in
Atlantic City the first quarter of 2012 is expected to be a busy one.
On the business front the newly opened Golden Nugget poker
room should be enjoying some initial success and thinking about plans
for a poker series; and in the coming months the new kid on the block,
or on the boardwalk rather, the Revel, will be opening its doors and is
expected to be a huge player in the East Coast market.
The early months look to be busy on the tournament front as well,
with things heating up again at the Borgata. The Winter Poker Open
will be Jan. 18-Feb. 3. The first event is a $560 deepstack no-limit
hold’em re-entry tournament, but the $3,500 main event on Jan. 29
is what everyone will be talking about as it has a $2 million guarantee.
This series has been one of Borgata’s more famous events, formerly a
World Poker Tour-branded event in its early years, so expect plenty of
guaranteed money and a nice mix of games on the schedule.
The Showboat has made mention of holding another House of
Blues Poker Open in February. On Thanksgiving weekend, it held a

series of tournaments with buy-ins in the $200 range and drew a nice
turnout, having good structures and guaranteed money attached to all
early tournaments. The HBPO offers a break for your bankroll and
given how soft the field was in November this one is expected to be
great value. Hopefully your bankroll is still intact by the time March
rolls around because the World Series of Poker Circuit makes its second Atlantic City stop of the season, hitting Caesars from March
1-12. It will host 12 ring events, including a re-entry main event with
a coveted seat at the national championships up for grabs. As is the
norm with the WSOPC stops in AC the schedule is NLHE-heavy with
one Omaha/8 tournament thrown in the mix.
The Borgata typically holds its Spring Open in April but those
dates haven’t been released. (Results from its fall installment are on
Page 30.) Then the Revel is set to open as players are eagerly anticipating what they have in store for them. Atlantic City is going to be
quite busy in the first quarter so let’s hope your New Year’s resolution
was to run good.
— Cris Belkewitch is the Ante Up Atlantic City Ambassador. A member of Team
Bustout, his insight can be found at thepokerjourney.net.
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WSOP Circuit, Harrah’s, Atlantic City, Dec. 2-12

Event 1 • $345 NLHE

Event 2 • $345 NLHE

Event 3 • $555 NLHE

Event 4 • $345 NLHE

Entries: 704 • Prize Pool: $204,864
1. Richard Smith, Remington, VA, $41,995
2. John Johnston, Howard Beach, NY, $25,987
3. Thao Le, Arlington, VA, $19,061
4. Sean Perry, Columbia, MD, $14,175
5. Huy Le, Atlantic City, $10,684
6. Michael Flesch, Manassas, VA, $8,160
7. Joshua Shmerl, Wauconda, IL, $6,314
8. Tomer Kravitz, Princeton, NJ, $4,950
9. Scott Strubel, Fords, NJ, $3,929

Entries: 888 • Prize Pool: $258,699
1. Jeffrey Gurfinkel, Brooklyn, $50,446
2. Leonid Vizirov, Chalfront, VA, $31,173
3. Erik Gorman, Matthews, NC, $22,962
4. Miriam Dubois, Hackensack, NJ, $17,136
5. Oliver Entine, Philadelphia, $12,956
6. Douglas Conant, Sutton, WV, $9,921
7. Eric Nathan, Columbia, MD, $7,694
8. Christopher Kusha, Staten Island, $6,041
9. Adam Feldman, Wyomissing, PA, $4,801

Entries: 288 • Prize Pool: $139,680
1. Michael Linster, Levittown, Ny, $35,529
2. Wai (David) Cheng, Randolph, NJ, $20,717
3. Gregory Glassman, Brooklyn, $15,032
4. Douglas Cressi, Glen Cove, NY, $11,091
5. Lorne Kanover, Bellmore, NY, $8,318
6. Jackson Kimball, Clarkston, MI, $6,339
7. Mohammed Munaf, Richardson, TX, $4,906
8. Dean Schultz, Stow, OH, $3,855
9. Joseph Messer, Los Angeles, $3,076

Entries: 555 • Prize Pool: $161,505
1. Dustin Manns, Media, PA, $33,922
2. Anthony Hill, Columbia, CT, $20,978
3. Tod Liang, Brooklyn, $15,340
4. Matthew Chang, Rockville, MD, $11,383
5. Kevin Tsao, Forest Hills, NY, $8,565
6. Phillip Vera, Manassas, VA, $6,533
7. Richard Smith, Remington, VA, $5,052
8. Anthony Zinno, Boston, $3,960
9. Daniel Chan, New York, $3,146
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Event 5 • $555 NLHE

Event 6 • $345 6-Max NLHE

Event 7 • $555 NLHE

Event 8 • $345 Omaha/8

Entries: 340 • Prize Pool: $164,9008
1. Peter Ippolito, East Meadow, NY, $37,926
2. Robert Parker, Staten Island, $23,447
3. Chris Tryba, Las Vegas, $17,105
4. David Laufer, Saylorsburg, PA, $12,687
5. An Hwang, Centreville, VA, $9,558
6. Jeffrey Gurfinkel, Brooklyn, $7,310
7. Scott Davies, Las Vegas, $5,673
8. David Zeitlin, Brooklyn, $4,465
9. Jonathan Rice, Cumberland, MD, $3,565

Entries: 428 • Prize Pool: $124,548
1. Jeremy Burleson, Stanley, NC, $28,646
2. Jamie Kerstetter, Monroe, NJ, $17,813
3. Gregory Joslyn, Middletown, NY, $12,604
4. Chinmay Patel, Brigantine, NJ, $8,924
5. Roman Valerstein, Newtown, PA, $6,410
6. Daniel Iscovici, Staten Island, $4,649
7. Mike Summers, Charlottesville, VA, $3,406
8. Jackson Kimball, Clarkston, MI, $3,406
9. Ali Kalid, Atlantic City, $2,522

Entries: 292 • Prize Pool: $124,548
1. Ryan Hall, Newark, DE, $33,989
2. Jayakrishnan Nair, Redmond, WA, $21,005
3. Charles Clark, Webster, NY, $15,241
4. Charles Furey, Atlantic City, $11,245
5. David Curre, Fairport, NY, $8,433
6. Dylan Drazen, Astoria, NY, $6,427
7. Mike Sica, North Brunswick, NJ, $4,974
8. Ara Melikian, Scarsdale, NY, $3,909
9. Henry Negron, Bronx, $3,118

Entries: 187 • Prize Pool: $54,417
1. Menachem Rosenberg, Brooklyn, $14,148
2. Richard Rettino, Bay Shore, NY, $8,740
3. George Kosta, Ventnor City, NJ, $6,311
4. Kevin Nettles, Los Angeles, $4,635
5. Charles Levinsohn, Monmouth Beach, NJ, $3,463
6. John Cernuto, Las Vegas, $2,361
7. Allyn Marshall, Elberon, NJ, $2,032
8. Mei Chung, College Park, MD, $1,596
9. Chris Back, Vancouver, $1,273

Event 9 • $1,080 NLHE

$1,600 Main Event

Event 11 • $345 NLHE

Event 12 • $345 NLHE (Turbo)

Entries: 195• Prize Pool: $189,150
1. Richard Ward, Max Meadows, VA, $49,178
2. Daniel Voccia, W. Hampton Beach, NY, $30,379
3. Roman Valerstein, Newtown, PA, $21,936
4. David Laufer, Saylorsburg, PA, $16,110
5. Eric Doerr, Newark, DE, $12,036
6. Jamie Kerstetter, Jersey City, NJ, $9,145
7. Stephen Kendrick, Suwanee, GA, $7,065
8. Jonathan Hilland, Austin, TX, $5,548
9. Mark Scellato, Jackson, NJ, $4,426

Entries: 618 • Prize Pool: $899,190
1. Tuan Phan, Vienna, VA, $188,190
2. Hao Le, Fairfax, VA, $116,796
3. Marc Roy, Montreal, $85,405
4. Larry Riggs, Maysville, NC, $63,375
5. Manh Nguyen, Homestead, PA, $36,372
6. Anthony Zinno, Boston, $36,372
7. Kevin Kaikko, Princeton, NJ, $28,127
8. Denis Gnidash, Fair Lawn, NJ, $22,048
9. Michael Devinsky, Middletown, NJ, $17,516

Entries: 328 • Prize Pool: $95,448
1. Jeremy Stein, Washington, $22,430
2. Thomas Taylor, La Porte, IN, $13,869
3. Michael Lippe, Woodbury, NY, $10,073
4. Andrew Dakoski, Stow, OH, $7,440
5. Mitchell Mantin, Las Vegas, $5,586
6. Bryan Trischetta, Scranton, PA, $4,260
7. Lori Nunes, Ft Worth, TX, $3,300
8. Martin Smith, $2,594
9. Dwayne Walker, Leesburg, VA, $2,070

Entries: 281 • Prize Pool: $81,771
1. Matthew Colvin, Dallas, $19,625
2. Vladislav Enkishev, Ft. Lee, NJ, $12,128
3. Brad Stager, Wayne, NJ, $8,800
4. Mark Swain, Durham, NC, $6,493
5. Roland Israelashvili, Forest Hills, NY, $4,869
6. Joseph Phelps, Waterford, CT, $3,711
7. Edwin Lopez, Timonium, MD, $2,872
8. Foster Haines, Lock Haven, PA, $2,257
9. Paul Mullins, Rockville, MD, $1,801
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WORLD TAVERN POKER PLAYS IN LAS VEGAS
P

arties and a pub crawl were on the agenda, but poker was uppermost in the minds of 450 players who traveled from around the
country to compete in the World Tavern Poker Open Championship
in November.
WTP is an entertainment company that runs free pub poker leagues
in 27 states with about 145,000 registered players. Twice yearly, qualified league players compete in the WTP’s tournament
of champions and national championship in Las
Vegas and Atlantic City. This year’s fall contests
were held at Binion’s.
Beside the two championships, where players faced off for World Series of Poker Circuit packages, other tournaments included
a women’s championship, Omaha/8, tag
team and a superhero smackdown with
players in full comic-book regalia. Imagine
A
C staring down Superman with squadoosh.
Y
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The TOC kicked off as a shootout with 338
hopefuls. The top two from each table went on to
compete in the main event, with Alec Minnis of Charlotte, N.C., taking
the title.
“I was in the zone, focusing on every hand, for the entire tournament,” he said. “Binion’s could have launched grenades in the next
room, and I would not have noticed.”
Minnis won with pocket kings against an A-Q all-in. He continued
the winning streak after he got knocked out early from Tuesday morning’s Bloody Mary event.
“I still wanted to play, so I crossed Fremont Street to the
Golden Nugget, and took first place in a tournament there,”
he said.
The national championship had 181 players, and after
seven hours it came down to aptly named LaRetta Wager of
Hubert, N.C., against Roma Rowe, who finished second in
the women’s event. Rowe went all-in with J-10 and Wager
called with K-3, which held up.
“There were several times in the tournament I thought I was finK

K
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The WTP winners.

ished,” Wager said. “Then I hit a string of good hands that put me
right back in it. The river, it makes or breaks you.”
Before heading to Vegas, her husband gave her some poker books
to help improve her game.
“I play three or four times a week thanks to WTP’s pub poker,” Wager said. “There is really no gambling where I live; I’d have to travel
far to play poker in a casino.”
It seems somewhat anti-climatic that the final hand was won with
a high card.
“I asked Roma why she shoved with J-10 off, and she wondered
how I could call with K-3. Well, I play heads-up like a whole different
game. And my cards were suited!” said Wager, who finished in the
money in several other events.
After the national event, players enjoyed a banquet at Binion’s,
where hypnotist Kelli Karl mesmerized several final-table members, one totally convinced he’d just won the WSOP main
event, and others transformed into Chippendale dancers.
It was five days of fun best summed up by WTP’s slogan:
“Great parties, great poker, great people.”
— Kay Fitzpatrick is Ante Up’s Northeast Ambassador. She’s a
freelance journalist who recently wrote a series of strategy blogs for
Everest Poker and is an avid player at New England’s poker rooms. Email
her at anteupkay@gmail.com.

New Jersey

Borgata Fall Poker Open, Atlantic City, Nov. 9-22
Event 1 • $450 NLHE

Event 6: $300 NLHE

Event 11 • $400 Seniors

Event 16 • $770 Bounty

Event 2 • $300 NLHE

Event 7 • $230 Ladies

Event 12 • $230 NLHE

Event 17 • $400 Stud

Event 3 • $450 NLHE

Event 8 • $400 NLHE

Event 13 • $450 H.O.R.S.E.

Event 18 • $1,090 NLHE

Event 4 • $400 PLO

Event 9 • $450 Omaha/8

Event 14: $400 Bounty

$2,700 Main Event

Event 5: $560 Bounty

Event 10 • $450 6-Max

Event 15: $1,650 Heads-Up

Event 20 • $300 Bounty

970 Entries • Prize Pool: $388,000
WINNER: Michael Lydon, $84,682
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480 Entries • Prize Pool: $124,800
WINNER: Amanda Musumeci, $30,925
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357 Entries • Prize Pool: $142,800
WINNER: Paul Longo, $37,401
144 Entries • Prize Pool: $50,400
WINNER: Christoph Brand, $14,665
304 Entries • Prize Pool: $152,000
WINNER: Harry Korotki, $39,804

362 Entries • Prize Pool: $94,120
WINNER: Craig Feldherr, $24,646
115 Entries • Prize Pool: $23,000
WINNER: Lana O’Brien, $6,694
572 Entries • Prize Pool: $200,200
WINNER: Hayong Zhou, $48,351
113 Entries • Prize Pool: $45,200
WINNER: Barry Levy, $13,153
299 Entries • Prize Pool: $119,600
WINNER: Mark Sykes, $29,586

149 Entries • Prize Pool: $52,150
WINNER: Arthur Bressler, $15,175
963 Entries • Prize Pool: $192,600
WINNER: Edward Grau, $42,044
104 Entries • Prize Pool: $41,600
WINNER: Barry Levy, $12,107
251 Entries • Prize Pool: $87,850
WINNER: Johanssy Joseph, $23,861
50 Entries • Prize Pool: $75,000
WINNER: Alexander Queen, $29,098

236 Entries • Prize Pool: $165,200
WINNER: Jeffrey Papola, $42,469
56 Entries • Prize Pool: $19,600
WINNER: Jay Zimmet, $7,225
260 Entries • Prize pool: $260,000
WINNER: Avraham Lipman, $70,614

Andrew Badecker

670 Entries • Prize Pool: $1,675,000
WINNER: Andrew Badecker, $388,657
223 Entries • Prize Pool: $60,210
WINNER: James Bergen, $16,353

Interested in Northeast tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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results.

Scan this tag for more Las Vegas and Nevada poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/nevada/

RAYMOND KEEPS VENEtiAN POKER ON toP
O
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ur continuing series of interviews with the heads of poker rooms
in Las Vegas continues this month with a conversation with the
director of poker operations at the largest poker room in the city. The
Venetian poker room opened its doors on April 2, 2006, and continues
to draw players through its multitude of cash games
and huge tournament fields. At the helm is Kathy
Raymond, a long-time poker veteran, and we are
thankful she had the opportunity to sit with us
and talk about her room.
Please tell us how you came to be running the
largest poker room in Las Vegas. My poker background in playing goes back to the age of 8.
My professional background started in 1992.
I was a CPA at the time and had been doIC
A ing that for 20 years. I was bored and looking
M
HA
E L H A for something crazy to do. Heard about this place
they were going to open up called Foxwoods, and it
intrigued me.
I started off as a dealer. I went from that position to supervisor and then proceeded to hold
just about every position there was. I wouldn’t
have had it any other way, as that gave me the tremendous opportunity to experience those things I
would be overseeing, and to understand how they
worked. I became director at Foxwoods in 1998.
I had been working on an expansion at Foxwoods
for about a year and a half when I got a call from
a gentleman at the Venetian who said they were
looking for a poker room director, and would I
be interested. I delayed my entrance (at Venetian),
because after a year and a half of preparation at
Foxwoods I wanted to see that room open. That
was my baby.
I love Las Vegas now. It was where I always
wanted to be. I was just really waiting for the right
company, and I believe Las Vegas Sands is that
company.
What makes the Venetian poker room different from
the other big rooms? I would say there are various
rooms in the city that are known for different
things. Bellagio is known for its high-limit games. Aria is known for
mixed games, etc. I think that what Venetian has going for it is that we
have combined a lot of elements. When we first opened this room, we
wanted to make sure that we had all the right elements.
The elements that have made us successful are the luxury of the
room, comforts, spaciousness, amenities, but I think more important is
the staff. Customer service is one thing, and we do that very well, but
I
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I think to be friendly to players is very important. Players come in and
they are looking to escape, especially in this economy. Come in, relax,
feel comfortable, and we provide that.
The other thing we’re really working hard on now is the diversified
offerings of games. We’re trying to get it so that when someone comes
into the room, there is no reason for them to walk out and look for
something else. When I look at our board and see a variety of games
running, I know we are doing what we set out to do: diversify.
The Venetian Deep Stack Extravaganza has become the largest tournament
series in Las Vegas, outside of the World Series. Please talk about how you have
been able to retain such high numbers in this economy. The DSE actually
started out with very big numbers because the players responded to
that ability to use their skills. They were educated enough to see a
good structure, good starting chips, and they knew enough about the
Venetian to know that we had always been consistent in our cash rulings and everything else and that we did have a good tournament staff.
It started out on a terrific foot. Business begets business.
With the following that we have with the Deep Stack, the other
thing that comes into play is the overlay. In this
economic environment, players want a good return on their money. If players know we already
have an average of 350-400 players per event,
it’s enough for them to say “I will be there.” With
that in mind I think that the high numbers feed
off of themselves, and if you continue to provide
all the elements … it will continue to climb.
The Venetian will be expanding its poker room soon.
Tell us about that. When we talk about an “expansion” you’re usually talking about a 10-table
room going up to 30. We’re talking about a
rather minor expansion. Right now we are at 52
tables, and we will be going to 59. In the scheme
of things, it’s not a huge expansion, but what is
exciting is that there will be a complete remodel
of the poker room in 2012. That’s what we’re
excited about more than just adding a few additional tables. It will be like April 2 in 2006. It will
be a grand opening.
It’s not only going to be aesthetic improvements, but logistically from a management standpoint, we’re going to be putting in eight additional supervisor podiums
throughout the room with computers, microphones and comp printers. We’re not just going to make the room look pretty; we’re going to
be able to enhance the service offered to our guests.
— Michael Hamai (a.k.a LasVegasMichael) resides in Las Vegas and is content
manager and editor of AllVegasPoker.com. You can follow him on Twitter
@LasVegasMichael or email him at Michael@AllVegasPoker.com.
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Venetian, Caesars
series DRAW MANY
By Todd Lamansky

Huy Nguyen topped a field of 520 to capture the main event
of the fifth annual Caesars Palace Poker Classic. The victory,
the second largest payday of his Nguyen’s career, was good
for $97,349.
A year ago this month Nguyen had his career-best cash,
a $232,706 victory in the $1,600 main event of the World
Series of Poker Circuit at Choctaw Casino in Durant, Okla.
He’s also cashed five times in the WSOP, most recently Event
36 ($2,500 NLHE) last June.
The series, which ran Oct. 21-Nov. 7, featured a variety of
NLHE tournaments, including six-max, heads-up, doublestack turbo, ladies and seniors events as well as PLO and
Omaha/8.
Newcomer Wallace Jordan won two NLHE events, a $100
and a $300, along with two more cashes, including a 30th in
the $1K main event, for a total score of $19,311.
• The Venetian concluded the fourth and final installment
of its 2011 Deep Stack Extravaganza series two weeks later
on Nov. 22. Seasoned pro and Epic Poker League member
Scott Clements took home top honors in the $2,500 main event
for $145,775, bringing his lifetime earnings to $4,840,852.
Clements’ career includes several first-place titles, including
a $1.5 million World Poker Tour Championship, 50 final
tables and an 18th-place finish in the 2010 World Series of
Poker Main Event.
Other notable champions include WSOP bracelet-winner
Eric Baldwin, who won $36,736 after besting a field of 141 in
the $1,070 NLHE event, bringing his lifetime tournament
earnings to $3,665,684. Claudia Roberts won two events, the
$340 NLHE and $230 ladies event, the only cashes of her
career on Hendon Mob. She topped a field of 351 in the
$340 event and 128 in the ladies event, earning $31,834.
The first installment of the Venetian’s 2012 Deep Stack
Extravaganza kicks off Jan. 26.
HISTORIC BAD BEAT: On Dec. 2 the first tournament progressive bad-beat jackpot hit at Santa Fe Station, paying more
than $41K. Playing the $50 nightly, Al Smith (A-A) and Terry
Putman (J-J) got it all-in preflop. The flop came J-J-6, and
the players at the table started yelling for an ace. The turn
brought a queen and the cheering died down a bit. But then
the dealer dealt an ace and the players at the table erupted
with high-fives and hugs. The six players at the table not in
the hand each received $2,056; Smith earned $12,336 and
Putman won $16,450.

The tournament bad-beat winners at Santa Fe.

Deep Stack Extravaganza IV, Venetian, Oct. 27-Nov. 22
Event 1 • $340 NLHE

Event 12 • $340 NLHE

Event 23 • $1,070 NLHE

Entries: 751 • Prize Pool: $217,414

WINNER: Chance Kornuth, $47,829

Entries: 357 • Prize Pool: $103K
WINNER: Eric Johnoff, $24,810

Entries: 141 • Prize Pool: $136K
WINNER: Eric Baldwin, $36,736

Event 2 • $340 NLHE

Event 13 • $340 NLHE

Event 24 • $340 H.O.R.S.E.

Entries: 197 • Prize Pool: $57,032
WINNER: Dominic Kay, $15,396

Entries: 259 • Prize Pool: $74,981
WINNER: Brett Morash, $17,994

Entries: 102 • Prize Pool: $29,529
WINNER: Ken Kavowras, $8,268

Event 3 • $550 NLHE

Event 14 • $340 PLO-PLO/8

Event 25 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 117 • Prize Pool: $56,452
WINNER: Blake Kelso, $16,937

Entries: 87 • Prize Pool: $25,186
WINNER: Tyson Marks, $8,060

Entries: 324 • Prize Pool: $93,798
WINNER: Lytle Allen, $22,514

Event 4 • $340 Omaha/8

Event 15 • $340 NLHE

Event 26 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 103 • Prize Pool: $29,818
WINNER: Jorge Walker, $8,946

Entries: 318 • Prize Pool: $92,061
WINNER: Joseph Koether, $22,098

Entries: 351 • Prize Pool: $101K
WINNER: Claudia Roberts, $24,386

Event 5 • $340 NLHE

Event 16 • $340 NLHE

Event 27 • $550 PLO

Entries: 189 • Prize Pool: $54,715
WINNER: Daniel Dizenzo, $14,774

Entries: 334 • Prize Pool: $96,693
WINNER: Harlen Jenkins, $23,203

Entries: 96 • Prize Pool: $46,320
WINNER: Phil Boucher, $14,823

Event 6 • $340 NLHE

Event 17 • $340 PLO-Stud/8

Event 28 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 189 • Prize Pool: $54,715
WINNER: Danard Petit, $14,774

Entries: 87 • Prize Pool: $25,186
WINNER: Stephen Metzler, $8,563

Entries: 372 • Prize Pool: $107K
WINNER: Tom Braband, $25,850

Event 7 • $340 PLO

Event 18 • $340 NLHE

Event 29 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 94 • Prize Pool: $27,213
WINNER: Randy Ohel, $8,708

Entries: 337 • Prize Pool: $97,561
WINNER: David Patterson, $23,417

Entries: 406 • Prize Pool: $117K
WINNER: Dale Beaudoin, $27,619

Event 8 • $340 NLHE

Event 19 • $340 NLHE

Event 30 • $340 PLO

Entries: 213 • Prize Pool: $61,663
WINNER: Sal Dicarlo, $14,802

Entries: 309 • Prize Pool: $89,455
WINNER: Stephen Graner, $21,473

Entries: 91 • Prize Pool: $26,345
WINNER: Dmitri Valouer, $8,430

Event 9 • $340 NLHE

Event 20 • $230 Ladies

Event 31 • $550 NLHE

Entries: 245 • Prize Pool: $70,928
WINNER: Gary Bolden, $17,023

Entries: 128 • Prize Pool: $24,832
WINNER: Claudia Roberts, $7,448

Entries: 288 • Prize Pool: $139K
WINNER: Brandon Piha, $33,347

Event 10 • $340 H.O.R.S.E.

Event 21 • $550 NLHE

$2,500 Main Event

Entries: 112 • Prize Pool: $32,434
WINNER: Murray Deutchman, $9,078

Entries: 267 • Prize Pool: $129K
WINNER: Shahaf Hadaya, $30,920

Entries: 265 • Prize Pool: $607K
WINNER: Scott Clements, $145,775

Event 11 • $550 NLHE

Event 22 • $340 NLHE

Entries: 169 • Prize Pool: $81,542
WINNER: Adam Chalupnicek, $22,017

Entries: 424 • Prize Pool: $122K
WINNER: Brent Hanks, $28,850

Caesars Palace Poker Classic, Oct. 21-Nov. 7
Event 1 • $130 NLHE

Event 11 • $350 NLHE

Event 22 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 371 • Prize Pool: 35,987
WINNER: Wallace Jordan, $7,121

Entries: 188 • Prize Pool: $54,708
WINNER: David Il, $12,586

Entries: 76 • Prize Pool: $7,372
WINNER: Jamie Vega, $2,139

Event 2 • $130 NLHE

Event 12 • $350 Heads-up

Event 23 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 55 • Prize Pool: $5,335
WINNER: Jacob Clark, $1,547

Entries: 51 • Prize Pool: $14,841
WINNER: Vikram Vijay, $5,342

Entries: 173 • Prize Pool: $16,781
WINNER: Ido Alon, $3,857

Event 3 • $240 NLHE

Event 13 • $130 NLHE

Event 24 • $240 NLHE

Entries: 199 • Prize Pool: $38,606
WINNER: Marco Falchi, $8,870

Entries: 179 • Prize Pool: $17,363
WINNER: Fabio Coppola, $3,995

Entries: 155 • Prize Pool: $30,070
WINNER: Marco Falchi, $6,916

Event 4 • $130 Omaha/8

Event 14 • $130 PLO

Event 25 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 48 • Prize Pool: $4,656
WINNER: Dom Pizziferri, $1,769

Entries: 56 • Prize Pool: $5,432
WINNER: Alan Levin, $1,574

Entries: 43 • Prize Pool: $4,171
WINNER: Robert Afoa, $1,669

Event 5 • $560 NLHE

Event 15 • $130 Seniors

Event 26 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 113 • Prize Pool: $60,000
WINNER: Praveen Lokam, $17,400

Entries: 103 • Prize Pool: $9,991
WINNER: Gary Martens, $2,897

Entries: 166 • Prize Pool: $16,102
WINNER: Doug Garman, $3,705

Event 6 • $130 NLHE

Event 16 • $240 NLHE

Event 27 • $240 PLO

Entries: 66 • Prize Pool: $6,402
WINNER: Rob Menake, $1,857

Entries: 140 • Prize Pool: $30K
WINNER: Jian Li, $6,900

Entries: 52 • Prize Pool: $10,088
WINNER: Ben Palmer, $2,925

Event 7 • $130 NLHE

Event 17 • $130 NLHE

$1,100 Main Event

Entries: 274 • Prize Pool: $26,578
WINNER: Darren Miches, $5,393

Entries: 36 • Prize Pool: $3,492
WINNER: John Hayward, $1,397

Entries: 520 • Prize Pool: $504K
WINNER: Huy Nguyen, $97,349

Event 8 • $240, Omaha/8

Event 18 • $240 NLHE

Event 29 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 29 • Prize Pool: $5,626
WINNER: Dan Dizenzo, $2,813

Entries: 205 • Prize Pool: $39,770
WINNER: Willem Izeboud, $9,148

Entries: 143 • Prize Pool: $13,871
WINNER: Monique Fisher, $3,191

Event 9 • $350 NLHE

Event 19 • $240 PLO

Event 30 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 85 • Prize Pool: $24,735
WINNER: Nicholas Nadeau, $7,172

Entries: 22 • Prize Pool: $4,268
WINNER: Ross Fabrizio, $2,134

Entries: 225 • Prize Pool: $21,825
WINNER: Con Martin, $4,435

Event 10 • $130 6-Max

Event 21 • $350 NLHE

Entries: 120 • Prize Pool: $11,640
WINNER: Paul Gibbons, $3,668

Entries: 135 • Prize Pool: $40K
WINNER: Wallace Jordan, $9,200

Event 1 • $345 NLHE

Event 2 • $345 NLHE

Event 3 • $345 H.O.R.S.E.

Event 4 • $555 NLHE

Entries: 260 • Prize Pool: $75,660
1. David Clark, Carrollton, TX, $18,208
2. Shawn Van Asdale, Reno, NV, $11,249
3. Prak Pich, Sacramento, CA, $8,127
4. Robert Nicholson, Castro Valley, CA, $5,981
5. Michael Rosenbach, Santa Rosa, CA, $4,481
6. Iris Kuzu, Kelseyville, CA, $3,415
7. Aryeh Cohen, Brooklyn, $2,645
8. Frank Williams, Danville, CA, $2,083
9. Taylor Skeels, San Carlos, CA, $1,666

Entries: 521 • Prize Pool: $151,611
1. Josh Roberts, Folsom, CA, $32,300
2. Drew Caseri, Merced, CA, $19,974
3. Jedidiah Hoffman, Reno, $14,592
4. Andrew Barber, Sacramento, $10,817
5. Bryan Borders, Santa Rosa, CA, $8,135
6. Matthew Weber, Sacramento, $6,206
7. Samuel Lee, San Francisco, $4,801
8. Adriano Wise, San Jose, $3,767
9. Robert Gallina, Vero Beach, FL, $2,998

Entries: 85 • Prize Pool: $24,735
1. Mark Bonsack, Maple Valley, CA, $7,484
2. Joseph Mongkoluaaree, Minden, NV, $4,625
3. Jeffrey Cox, Reno, $3,237
4. Jon Wallace, South Lake Tahoe, CA, $2,358
5. Ho Le, Sacramento, $1,735
6. Robert Furia, Granada Hills, CA, $1,296
7. John Richardson, SacramEnto, $1,039
8. Isaac Crow, Downey, CA, $866
9. Clifford Paine, Sacramento, $745

Entries: 101 • Prize Pool: $48,985
1. Michael Rosenbach, Santa Rosa, CA, $13,874
2. Ian Remmel, South Lake Tahoe, CA, $8,570
3. Vincent Remmel, South Lake Tahoe, CA, $6,188
4. Darren Williams, Martinez, CA, $4,545
5. Steve Johnson, Northridge, CA, $3,395
6. Anthony Winters, Patterson, CA, $2,555
7. Julius Estrada, Alameda, CA, $1,965
8. Joshua Pender, Rockhill, SC, $1,539
9. Donald Mccormack, Perris, CA, $1,227

Event 5 • $345 NLHE

Event 6 • $345 NLHE

Event 7 • $345 6-Max NLHE

Event 8 • $345 NLHE

Entries: 188 • Prize Pool: $54,708
1. Daniel Aran, San Jose, $13,874
2. Dan Natarelli, Simi Valley, CA $8,570
3. Ziv Fromovich, Sunnyvale, CA $6,188
4. Stephen Knapp, Rancho Cordova, CA, $4,545
5. Gregory Derov, Reno, $3,395
6. Vincent Fucillo, Merced, CA, $2,580
7. Christopher Simone, San Jose, $1,993
8. Jeremy Davis, Tucson, $1,565
9. Sean Drake, Sacramento, $1,249

Entries: 221 • Prize Pool: $64,311
1. Rudolph Sisson, Sacramento, $15,741
2. Reid Harris Iii, St. Simons, GA, $9,729
3. Aryeh Cohen, Brooklyn, $7,081
4. Jimmy Rogers, Payson, AZ, $5,236
5. Paul Evans, Mount Shasta, CA, $3,933
6. Peter Sullivan, Roscoe, IL, $3,000
7. Jeffrey Surdez, Discovery Bay, CA, $2,323
8. Gary Isaacson, Brentwood, CA, $1,826
9. Jarrett Fenlon, Richmond, CA, $1,456

Entries: 199 • Prize Pool: $57,909
1. Nicholas Long, South Lake Tahoe, CA, $14,705
2. Steve Kujubu, Sacramento, $9,084
3. Ivan Holmes, Berkeley, CA, $6,559
4. Merwick J. Black, Pollock Pines, CA, $4,817
5. Clay Richardson, South Lake Tahoe, CA, $3,599
6. Paul Kossluk, Ashland, OR, $2,735
7. Joshua Roberts, Garland, TX, $2,122
8. Neil Curran, Park City, UT, $1,659
9. Beverly Cheney, Grandbury, TX, $1,323

Entries: 206 • Prize Pool: $59,946
1. Alexandru Masek, San Diego, $15,236
2. Scott Stewart, Lakewood, CA, $9,411
3. David Holder, Norman, OK, $6,795
4. Gregory Sayabalian, Gardnerville, NV, $4,991
5. Brett Schwertley, Omaha, $3,728
6. Garilyn Nelson, Ogden, UT, $2,835
7. Shain Matthews, Marysville, CA, $2,189
8. Rex Clinkscales, Las Vegas, $1,719
9. George Saca, Sacramento, $1,371

Event 9 • $345 NLHE

Event 10 • $555 NLHE

$1,600 Main Event

Event 12 • $345 NLHE

Entries: 186 • Prize Pool: $54,126
1. Troy Declue, Wildomar, CA, $13,724
2. Jeffrey Rowland, Indianapolis, $8,476
3. Manuel Lozano, Santa Monica, CA, $6,120
4. Erle Mankin, Sacramento, $4,495
5. David Williams, Palo Cedro, CA, $3,358
6. David Brody, Las Vegas, $2,552
7. Leonard Swisher, Modesto, CA, $1,971
8. Travis Atkins, Placerville, CA, $1,548
9. Rip Fritzer, La Mesa, CA, $1,235

Entries: 221 • Prize Pool: $107,185
1. Michael Rosenbach, Santa Rosa, CA, $26,796
2. Kevin Murray, Goleta, CA, $16,562
3. Gina Trampusch, Reno, $12,054
4. Christopher Swan, Campbell, CA, $8,915
5. Zachary Bassett, Providence, UT, $6,696
6. Leonel Contreras, Kansas City, KS, $5,107
7. Robert Pinney, Live Oak, CA, $3,955
8. Jeff Foxworthy, Pacheco, CA, $3,108
9. Kenneth Paige, Lodi, CA, $2,479

Entries: 327 • Prize Pool: $475,785
1. Bryan Schultz, Carpentersville, IL, $111,812
2. Daniel Lowery, Peter Pender, AR, $69,132
3. Ronald Segni, El Cajon, CA, $50,210
4. James Czarnecki, Edgewater, MD, $37,087
5. James Atwood, Turlock, CA, $27,843
6. David Clark, Dallas, $21,234
7. Jose Fernandez, Turlock, CA, $16,448
8. Chris Clark, Grants Pass, OR, $12,932
9. Casey MccarRel, Walnut Creek, CA, $10,320

Entries: 156 • Prize Pool: $45,396
1. Jason Bousquet, San Ramon, CA, $12,255
2. John Demarinis, Danville, CA, $7,575
3. Haixia Zhang, Los Gatos, CA, $5,453
4. Nicholas Weeks, Concord, CA, $3,996
5. Anthony Scherer, Trucke, CA, $2,981
6. Kevin Nathan, Roseville, CA, $2,262
7. Jeffrey Dobrin, Philadelphia, $1,746
8. Mark Smith, Georgetown, KY, $1,370
9. Charles Holtgraves, Mission Hills, KS, $1,092
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WSOP Circuit, Harveys, Lake Tahoe, Nev., Nov. 10-21

HARVEYS STILL PACKS ‘EM IN FOR THE WSOPC
L

O

D

R

C

ake Tahoe was the place to be in November as the World Series of
Poker Circuit visited Harveys, a charter member of the WSOPC
that has hosted a stop during all eight seasons of the tour.
Players from across the country came to Tahoe
to compete for their share of the prize money
(Results are on the facing page).
The weather was great, allowing players
to commute from Sacramento and the Bay
Area. The scenery at the Lake is always
beautiful, giving players an extra incentive
to make the drive.
Poker room manager Vince Contaxis said,
“The turnout was great; this has been one of
R
A
DE
our best years ever.”
LL HOW
The poker room at Harveys regularly spreads $2$3 no-limit hold’em and $3-$6 limit games. During the tournament
the cash games were playing as high as $3-$5 and $5-$10 NLHE.
Players also enjoyed a rare $1-$2 pot-limit Omaha game that ran
throughout the week.

Michael Rosenbach was named best all-around player for the series,
making three final tables and winning two gold rings to earn a seat in
the WSOPC national championship.
The $1,600 main event drew 326 players, generating a prize pool
of nearly $500K for the three-day tournament. Brian Schultz, a 25-yearold from Chicago, was the big winner, pocketing $111,812.
Reno/Tahoe is redefining itself as one of the best destinations
for tournament players to enjoy. With the recent expansion of poker
rooms in the area, players have a variety of tournaments to choose
from throughout the year. It seems every month a new series arises
making Reno-Tahoe a great area for any poker player to visit or call
home.
ATLANTIS HIGH STAKES: The $1,060 High Stakes Hold’em Main Event
in early November at Atlantis Casino attracted 58 players as Dustin
Fox captured the $20,816 top prize. He was followed by Mike Harvey
($13,502), Hank Czarnecki ($8,439), Robert McCormack ($5,626), Liz Jones
($4,501) and Douglas Smeltzer ($3,376).
— Cordell Howard is Ante Up’s Ambassador for Reno. Email him at antupcory@
gmail.com.

ARIZONA

Poker thrives in the Land of Enchantment with six poker rooms. Sandia Resort Casino,
Santa Ana Star, Route 66 and Hard Rock Albuquerque are local to Albuquerque, while Inn
of the Mountain Gods is in Ruidoso and Buffalo Thunder is in Santa Fe.
Low-limit hold’em and small-buy-in events dominate the New Mexico poker scene, but
there’s no shortage of action for the bigger players.
The game of choice is split between limit and no-limit hold’em with
the sporadic Omaha game spreading, too. All casinos spread $2-$4
limit as the smallest game, while the biggest limit games are $20-$40
at Buffalo Thunder and Sandia Casino on a weekly featured game
basis. Omaha/8 enthusiasts will find a daily $4-$8 limit game at
Sandia and $3-$6 on Sundays at Santa Ana Star.
As for NLHE, $5-$10 runs once a week at Hard Rock Albuquerque and regularly at Inn of the Mountain Gods during the
H
G summer when it becomes a horse-racing destination. Plenty of $1-$2
IP
SA N DID
NLHE can be found at all of the casinos, but a $5-$10 PLO game (the
biggest action by far in the state) is found weekly at Buffalo Thunder.
As for tournaments, during the week around Albuquerque there are about 45 tournaments scheduled. The biggest buy-in is modest, being the $100 Friday night event at Santa
Ana Star. Most tournaments around the city fall in the $30-$40 range.
Not known as a tournament stop for any series, Santa Ana Star is running the state’s first
tournament series, hosting the Winter Deep Stack from Jan. 14-21. The series will have
seven events in seven days. For more information, email poker room manager Dan Higginbotham at danh@santaanastar.com.
Each of the four casinos around the city offers a variety of promotions, the biggest being
the bad-beat jackpots. Sandia, the largest room in the state with 16 tables, frequently hits its
bad-beat jackpot.
Hard Rock runs one of the favorite local promotions with its “Deuces Never Loses”
promo. If you lose with pocket twos, the room will match the pot up to $100.
Route 66 offers Actions Aces, matching the pot for the player with losing aces.
Santa Ana Star throws the biggest variety of promotions at players, including high hands
all day, every day. Quads get $50, a straight flush is worth $100 and a royal flush nets $250.
Monday-Friday it has a “Most Pots Won” promo 2-7 p.m. Each time you win a pot worth
more than $10, you get a chip. At 7 p.m. the leader gets $100, second $50 and third $25.
Splash pots, Aces Cracked and an end-of-the-month $5K added tournament with 10 hours
live play round out the list of promotions at Santa Ana Star.
— Chip Sandidge is Ante Up’s New Mexico Ambassador. Email him at anteupchip@gmail.com.

It’s a new year, and that means new promotions at Casino Arizona’s Talking Stick poker
room. The most intriguing one is the Spring
Training Divisional Challenge, which begins
Jan. 2 and runs until June 30. Players will be
given points based on performance in day tournaments (American League) and in night or
weekend tournaments (National League). You
earn one point for each final table you make.
The top 15 from both divisions will be paid
(top spot in each division is $3K and a $1,070
seat into the Arizona State Championship) and
they will be invited to a $5K championship on
July 8.
• The dates for Casino Arizona’s popular Big
Stack series have been announced. The $330
events, which start you with 10K chips (optional $15 staff appreciation add-on nets you
3,500 more chips), will be Jan. 7, Feb. 4, March
3, April 7, May 5, June 2, July 7, Aug. 4, Sept.
1, Oct. 6, Nov. 3 and Dec. 1. Signups begin at
noon the Monday before any of the events.
• The dates for the 11:15 a.m. $225 Super
Bounty events are as follows: Jan. 14, Feb. 11,
March 10, April 14, May 12, June 9, July 14,
Sept. 15, Oct. 13, Nov. 10 and Dec.8. You receive 8,500 chips (optional $10 staff appreciation add-on nets you 2,500 more chips) and you
earn a $100 bounty for every player you eliminate. Signups begin at noon the Monday before
any of the events.
For more info be sure to check out talkingstickresort.com, and for more on this and other
Phoenix-area poker rooms be sure to read our
Arizona Road Trip feature on Page 50.
— Christopher Cosenza, chris@anteupmagazine.com
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LOTS IN STORE FOR HARD ROCK TULSA IN 2012
W

RI

S

hen I first moved to Oklahoma, the Cherokee Casino cardroom
was the first place I chose to play. Its vast array of poker games
and buzzing action were hard to resist. The poker boom and acquisition of large stakes and celebrity players pushed them to the forefront
of poker in the region. As the initial poker buzz died,
Cherokee poker took a hit and in the meantime, the
casino rebranded to Hard Rock Casino Resort.
Since the change, a dedicated poker staff has
been working diligently to restore and refresh
their cherished poker program.
Recently I interviewed poker supervisor
Chris “Gomper” Hyams, cardroom manager Dennis Myers and PR coordinator Tim Landes to
Y
ST
learn
more about what Hard Rock poker has in
A
A LY N H
N
store for the new year.
What are your poker plans for 2012?
Hyams: We’re going to add another major event. In the past we’ve
always had three events a year, the Oklahoma State Championship of
Poker in the first of the year, Mid-South Poker Classic in the middle of
the year and the Hard Rock Poker Open in November. We are looking
at creating a fourth event in August.
Myers: I’ve been working with Chris and getting all the knowledge I
can on poker. We want this to be a year that stands out for our poker
program.
I hear you are also getting a new poker room. Is that true?
Hyams: Yes, when the new building goes up.
Landes: The poker room will move away from where it is currently
once the building is complete.
Are you going to increase the amount of tables?
Hyams: Well, we have 12 tables now. We had 16 before and our target is to at least get back to that.
What kinds of promotions or incentives are you giving your players?
Hyams: Some of the most recent things we have been doing to encourage new players and our regulars to come play are our time-rake
games. For the players playing in a red-chip game we rake $5 from
every player in the game every 30 minutes. The players really do like
R
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OKLAHOMA: POKER IN THE MIDDLE

it better.
We have also developed a $10-$25 no-limit Texas Hold’em game
that’s every other Thursday and on the off Thursday we have a $5$10 pot-limit Omaha game. Thursdays have become a real big day
for live games.
Those are above-average stakes. How did you get those games started?
Hyams: Actually, it’s all our floorman Greg McCord. He came to me
one day and asked me if he could start calling players and putting
games together. We had no objection. He started with a couple of
names and spent some time at the nearby rooms where he got to know
players and started to bring them here. He is using his own phone and
puts in many hours calling all these players now. We have a lot of new
faces here because of him.
What are your other regular cash games?
Hyams: $1-$2 NLHE, $2-$5 NLHE on the weekends and a $1-$2-$5
PLO game. Thursdays are our biggest variety of games. Cash plays on
the table and it is very juicy.
We also have $1-$5 stud game $25 buy-in and a $2-$4 limit hold’em
game on Monday nights, which are seniors nights.
Tell the readers more about your Team Hard Rock promotion.
Hyams: It’s a tournament-based promotion we have been doing for
four years. You earn points for every tournament you enter and you
win points based on how well you placed. It is done in quarters so
at the end of the quarter the top point-earners come and play for
five spots on the team. Team players can receive entry into big events
throughout the year. We also provide them some apparel items, fancy
dinners and hotel rooms among other things.
What is most exciting for Hard Rock Tulsa poker in 2012?
Hyams: The staff is really uniting poker players from all over. Greg
has been doing such a good job finding new players. We really have
lots of new faces in the room. Our regulars love it, our new players
enjoy our action, and our poker staff really works hard to make players
feel at home. As the word continues to spread, so do our games. We
think it’s going to be a bright year for Hard Rock poker.
— Crystalynn Harris is the Ante Up Ambassador for the Oklahoma-Kansas area.
You can email her at crystalynn@anteupmagazine.com.

Interested in Oklahoma-Kansas tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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HOLLYWOOD PLEASED WITH FALL TURNOUT
H

ollywood Casino Lawrenceburg’s annual Hollywood Fall Classic, which
featured 14 events, saw Justin Brown of Bloomington, Ind., take down the main event and
$82,302.
Tournament
director
Kevin Dawn was pleased
with this year’s turnout.
“Event 1 was up
44 percent (over last
year) and the main
event was up 96
percent,” he said.
“Overall attendance
D
ON
O N was up 51 percent.”
L AW S
The HFC is one of three
big tournaments Hollywood
hosts yearly. The Hollywood Poker Open
kicks things off in the spring as the World
Poker Tour is expected to return for its third

Cameron Weller sporting
his Ante Up patch!
trip to the Hoosier state. The Indiana State
Poker Championship follows in late summer.
• The folks from DeepStacks Live invaded

Horseshoe Southern Indiana for the Breeders
Cup Celebrity Invitational. Michael “Grinder”
Mizrachi, with Mike “Mouth” Matusow, Karina Jett,
John Racener and other pros converged for the
charity tournament in support of the V foundation.
Larry Tingle of Louisville won the event, taking home $2,384.
One lucky player, Cameron Weller, won his
way into the tournament by posting on the
DeepStacks Live Facebook page.
Weller, a native of Chambersburg, Pa.,
made the trip for the tournament and was
a guest at the Breeders Cup race that week.
Weller also sported an anteupmagazine.com
patch during the event!
— Don Lawson is the Ante Up Ambassador for
Kentuckiana. He’s a part-time journalist and avid
poker player. He can be reached at anteupdon@
gmail.com.

HOLLYWOOD FALL CLASSIC

Event 3 • $555 NLHE

Players: 124 • Prize Pool: $60,140
WINNER: Sean Bennett, $17,406

Event 6 • $235 Ladies

Event 9 • $235 Heads-up

Event 12 • $235 Omaha/8

Lawrenceberg, Ind., Nov. 10-20
Event 1 • $345 NLHE

Event 4 • $235 PLO/8

Event 7 • $235 Bounty

Event 10 • $235 NLHE

Event 13 • $345 NLHE

Event 5 • $345 NLHE

Event 8 • $235 PLO

Event 11 • $235 6-Max

$1,500 Main Event

Players: 1,419 • Prize Pool: $412,929
WINNER: Steve Lotshaw, $26,270

Event 2 • $200 Seniors

Players 277 • Prize Pool: $53,738
WINNER: Doug Holland, $12,275

Players: 145 • Prize Pool: $28,130
WINNER: Robert Fine, $5,546
Players: 139 • Prize Pool: $40,449
WINNER: Michael Scarborough, $12,089

Players: 52 • Prize Pool: $10,088
WINNER: Jennifer Cason, $3,000
Players: 200 • Prize Pool: 28,800
WINNER: George Lusby, $6,562
Players: 89 • Prize Pool: $17,266
WINNER: Charles Craig, $5,360

Players: 63 • Prize Pool: $12,222
WINNER: Jonathan Taylor, $3,668
Players: 141 • Prize Pool: $27,354
WINNER: Danny Fentress, $6,100
Players: 131 • Prize Pool: $25,414
WINNER: Frank Athey, $8,029

Players: 88 • Prize Pool: $17,072
WINNER: Bradley Butcher, $3,007
Players: 300 • Prize Pool: $87,300
WINNER: Akbar Ghori, $17,281
Players: 198 • Prize Pool: $288,090
WINNER: Justin Brown, $82,302

Scan this tag for more Iowa poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/iowa/
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Northern Iowa has quite a few nice poker options
I

40

recently traveled to Northwest Iowa to visit some poker rooms, first
stopping at Argosy Casino in Sioux City. This is a small four-table
room (like several casinos in Iowa) with a friendly
staff. Argosy runs no-limit hold’em tournaments on Sundays (2 p.m.) and Wednesdays (7).
Both are $20 with a $10 rebuy. There also
is a 1,000-chip bonus for each hour played
in a cash game on the day of the tournament. The popular cash game here is $1$3 NLHE and the rooms opening hours
are Mon.-Thur. 4 p.m., Fri.-Sat. 5 p.m., and
K
N
EN
Sunday at 11 a.m.
E
WARR
I then visited the new Grand Falls Casino Resort in Larchwood. This is a big casino rising up out
of the prairie and serves the large population of Sioux Falls, N.D. This
is the sister property of Riverside Casino near Iowa City, so there are
many similarities. The poker room has eight tables, which normally
fill up on weekends with six $1-$2 NLHE, a $2-$5 NLHE and an
Omaha/8 game. On Wednesdays at 1 there’s a stud/8 $2-$10 spreadlimit game. As for tournaments, an Omaha/8 event runs Mondays
at 1 p.m. and NLHE tournaments run just about daily. The Sunday
tournament begins at 1 p.m. and is generating a good amount of in-

terest with a $100 buy-in and larger payouts.
Poker room manager Todd Slager, his well-trained staff and the
friendly players made me feel welcome.
• Back on the other side of Iowa, the $220 tournament at Mystique
in Dubuque was on Nov. 19. This tournament runs about every six
weeks and draws players from a good distance. There were 58 players,
which generated an $11,600 prize pool and ended in a six-way chop.
Where did I finish? Let’s just say I had to wait a long time for the cash
game to get going after I busted.
• Last issue we mentioned how the University of Northern Iowa
had concluded there wasn’t enough data to conduct a study on the
effect online poker could have on Iowans. This month we have better
news as the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission released a report
requested by the state Legislature, saying intrastate online poker could
generate $13 million to $60 million a year in revenue, according to
numerous reports.
Based on a 22 percent tax rate, that would mean revenue to the
state of $3 million to $13 million, the report concluded. This is huge
as lawmakers are considering whether to introduce a bill legalizing
online poker this month.
— Ken Warren is the Ante Up Ambassador for Iowa. You can email him at
anteupken@gmail.com.

Interested in Indiana or Iowa tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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HARRAH’S JOLIET CONTINUES TO CHANGE THINGS
J
ust when it looked like Harrah’s Joliet was done making changes,
poker room manager Doug Walters comes up with the bimonthly
Big Game. On Feb. 17 Harrah’s will host a $10-$20 no-limit hold’em
game with a $5 ante. Minimum buy-in is $1,000, plus a $5-$10 NLHE
feeder will be run. The Big Game, which has no cap, is
the third Friday of the month. Another one is scheduled for April 20.
The changes didn’t stop there, however, as the
rake has been reduced to $4 max between 9
a.m. and noon daily. Since opening six months
ago, players have seen more promotions than
all Illinois poker rooms combined.
“We are committed to making our guests’
J
experience unique here at Harrah’s,” Walters
O
G
E G
said. “We constantly look for ways to make playIE R T U
ing here the place to play in Illinois.”
Said Harrah’s Joliet VP Josh San Salvador:
“Though I’ve only been with the Harrah’s Joliet team for
a about (a month), it’s clear to see the property is committed to offering an excellent product from the standpoint
of both tournaments and promotions, as well as the physical room itself. I am confident as we continue to enhance
these things to go along with our unparalleled customer service, the Harrah’s Joliet poker room will continue to grow and
thrive in the Chicagoland area.”
• Harrah’s first poker league just wrapped up with Dave Roemer winning his way to the World Series of Poker Main Event. The nine-week
league had more than 90 players. Roemer made it into the finals by
A
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finishing eighth.
“What I really enjoyed about the league was the sense of camaraderie that builds with some of the other league players that you see
week after week,” Roemer said. “It makes the league that much more
enjoyable; it’s really a good time.”
Joe Chang took second with 2010 Windy City Poker Championship
winner Mike Sabbia finishing third.
• With the Horseshoe Hammond’s Chicago Poker Classic just
around the corner (Feb. 23-March 5), the $3,125 main event is the
largest buy-in tournament in the Chicago area. Last year’s event had
304 entrees with Skokie native Tom Koral taking top honors. The sevengame mix tournament returns, as will NLHE and PLO.
“I look forward to the challenges that the seven-game mix tournament offers,” last year’s runner-up Angelo Fuscone said. “Unlike other
tournaments, players’ skills need to be well-rounded.”
The Horseshoe will be adding more than $350K to its tournaments, including a 2012 Camaro. For the complete list of events,
go to horseshoehammond.com.
• Northwest Indiana’s Bar Room Hold’em League begins
its second season on Jan. 8. This free league will run at 26
locations with $13,000 in prize money up for grabs. Scott
Eriks has been one of the organizers from the start.
“We created a league where a local player can come out
to a location, play free poker and meet some great people and
have a great time playing poker,” he said. For more information, go
to barroomholdemleague.com.
— “Chicago” Joe Gieturga is the Ante Up Ambassador for the Chicagoland area.
You can email him at chicago.joe@comcast.net.
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A RefreSHEr COURSE ON MICHIGAN POKER

I

’m your newly minted Ante Up Michigan Ambassador. Born and
raised in the Motor City, I play no-limit hold’em cash games for food
and tournaments for fun. We have a vibrant poker scene in the Great
Lakes State. Among the casinos, charity rooms and home games, there
is plenty of poker action. My primary focus every
month will be on the following five casino poker
rooms in three regions of Michigan:
Soaring Eagle, Mt. Pleasant: Soaring Eagle is
home to two annual Heartland Poker Tour
events. In addition to NLHE (and being the
only casino here to offer a $400 max buyin to the $1-$2 game) Soaring Eagle offers
Omaha, stud, razz, pineapple and crazy
S
pineapple. Visit soaringeaglecasino.com or
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call (989) 775-5198.
Firekeepers, Battle Creek: Snap. Crackle. Pop. Battle
Creek is home to Kellogg’s cereal. … and Firekeepers
Casino, the only poker room in the area. This spaciously modern
room with 12 tables is the only World Series of Poker satellite location in Michigan. Firekeepers offers a range of cash games (hold’em,
stud and Omaha) and a regular tournament schedule. I live half-way
between Battle Creek and downtown Detroit. It’s always a coin-flip
between heading west to Firekeepers and east to Motown. Learn more
at firekeeperscasino.com or call (269) 660-5631.
Greektown, Detroit: They say the eyes are windows to the soul. How
about a poker room with soul and windows? Meet Greektown Casino,

one of the few poker rooms with windows to the outside world. It
overlooks Monroe Street, the heart of Greektown with the best Greek
restaurants in town. Greektown Casino, which has 13 tables, offers
hold’em cash games and tournaments (the best daily events around).
Check out greektowncasino.com or call (313) 223-2999.
MGM Grand, Detroit: Take the elevator to the third floor and you’ll find
the only poker room in a Michigan casino completely isolated from
slot machines and table games. It’s no wonder Hollywood movie stars
like to play poker at MGM when they’re in town. This room is quiet,
classy and spacious.
An added benefit to playing here is you don’t have to go far for good
food. The poker room shares the third floor with the Ignite Sushi Bar
and Lounge. Some of the best sushi in Detroit is just several steps (or
staggers, depending on the time of night) away from the poker table.
Learn more at mgmgranddetroit.com or call (313) 465-1070.
MotorCity, Detroit: Did you know Wonder Bread was once baked in
Detroit by Wagner Baking Co.? Today, they still make bread at the
facility that housed this famous bakery. This historic building is now
home to MotorCity Casino. All you can eat, baby. MotorCity is one
of the toughest poker rooms in the country. If you want action, this is
the place to be. You also might find yourself seated at a table with an
NFL star, MLB player or Olympic gold-medalist. MotorCity attracts
professional athletes and professional poker players, alike.
Visit motorcitycasino.com or call (313) 237-6735.
— Sammy Wynn is Ante Up’s Michigan Ambassador. Contact him by email at
anteup@sammywynn.com or through his website at motorcityrounder.com.
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West bests them all for HPT title at Soaring Eagle
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Robert West, an electrician from Lincoln Park, Mich., navigated
a huge field to capture the Heartland Poker Tour Main Event at
Soaring Eagle Casino Resort in Mount Pleasant, Mich.
The standout field included some of poker’s most elite players,
such as Annie Duke, Joe Sebok and Kathy Liebert. World Series of Poker’s 2009 main event champ Joe Cada played, as did his runner-up,
Darvin Moon.
In the end, a well-timed three on the river gave West a straight
for the $234,410 victory and HPT championship title.
The main event attracted 545 players, a 32 percent increase over
the same event last year.
Had runner-up Brandon Barnes won, the 18-year-old from Dearborn Heights, Mich., would have been the youngest HPT champion in history.
“I played to the best of my ability,” he said. “It feels pretty amazing, to be honest.”
The $117,205 second-place prize will help his goal of avoiding a
9-to-5 job. In contrast, Dave Goddard will use some of the $70,323 he
won in third place to pay for higher education, though not for him.
The White Lake, Mich., man has three daughters in college.
Barnes was responsible for a double elimination on the bubble,
sending five players to the TV table for the second time in HPT’s
seven-year history.
Short-stacked Sean Roy left with $23,988 in seventh place while
Charles Geckle earned $39,068 for sixth.
Phil DeLaney of Dearborn Heights made his way to the TV table
for the second time. Two years ago he won HPT’s Championship

Robert West earned
nearly $235K with
his victory.

Open at Soaring Eagle for $127,058.
A repeat wasn’t in the cards, however, sending DeLaney home
in fifth with $46,882.
“I’m happy with the decisions I made and how I played,” he
said.
All but two HPT champions from 2011 descended on Soaring
Eagle for their last crack at the coveted Player of the Year title.
Though Scott Hastings, Craig Casino and Jordan Jayne led the race going into the weekend, Nate Geise and Randy Pfeifer showed promise
on day two. Either needed a 10th-place cash to lock it up. Geise
went out 34th with Pfeifer right behind him in 33rd. With all other
champs out of the way, Hastings became HPT’s seventh POY just
one month after playing, and winning, his first HPT event.

Interested in Michigan tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.

Scan this tag for more Minnesota poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/minnesota/

SURMA WINS RECORD-SETTING MSPT EVENT
T

he Mid-States Poker Tour drew record numbers in the satellites
leading up to the $1,100 main event on Nov. 19-20 at Grand Casino Mille Lacs in Onamia, Minn. It looked like they were going break
the 200-entrant mark Friday night before Day 1, if only the weather
would have cooperated. Despite several inches of snow dumped on
the morning of Day 1, the event still managed 171
entrants. Lee Surma of Maple Grove, Minn., managed to beat David Marlow of Cottage Grove,
Minn., heads-up to claim the $47,667 prize.
I spoke with Bryan Mileski,
founder and president of the
MSPT, to find out how the
tour began. The story actually begins with the HeartJO
Y
K
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land
Poker Tour. The HPT beS
SO M
gan in Minnesota and held several
events around the state from 2006-09.
“(The HPT) used to have four or five events in Minnesota,” Mileski said. “In fall 2009, that’s when they
kind of left Minnesota.”
That resulted in a void for Minnesota-area players
who had been following the HPT. This is when Mileski
came up with the idea for the Minnesota State Poker
Tour. He worked with Canterbury Park to host the tour,
which launched a few months later in December 2009.
“Fortunately we were able to do enough advertising during the Fall
Poker Classic when everyone was here,” Mileski said. That resulted in
a respectable 130 entrants for the inaugural event.
The MSPT hosted six events in 2010 and another six in 2011. The
tour was renamed the Mid-States Poker Tour in mid 2011. This was

in preparation for the 2012 season, which boasts nine events in Minnesota, Iowa, South Dakota and Wisconsin. All events will have a $100K
guaranteed prize pool, except for the three events at Meskwaki Bingo
Casino Hotel in Tama, Iowa, which will have a $300K guarantee.
“We’re really building a lot of momentum here because the Mille
Lacs event had 171 (entrants). That’s basically the third largest tournament in the state so far this year,” Mileski said. “We’ve got Canterbury
(Park) then (Running) Aces, which should have over well over 200 (entrants) in each. Then we go to Meskwaki, which should be well over
300.”
And Mileski expects the tour to continue to grow.
“Once we make a loop through (all the new stops) I
Lee
think
it’s really going to take off where we’re drawing
Surma
300 here on a regular basis. That’s the plan anyway.”
And if you make the final table of an MSPT event
all of your friends and family can follow online as the
final table is streamed.
The MSPT will be the first tour in the Midwest
to use radio-frequency identification-enabled tables,
which allow hole-card information to easily be added
to the stream. The cards have embedded RFID chips
that allow a sensor on the table automatically identify
which cards are dealt to each person. A program then
automatically displays card information on the screen
when the table is streamed.
The first MSPT event of the season will be at Running Aces Harness Park in Columbus, Minn., from Feb 15-19. Visit msptpoker.com
for the full schedule.
— John Somsky is the Ante Up Ambassador for Minnesota. You can email him at
john.somsky@gmail.com.
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WISCONSIN
Scan this tag for more Wisconsin poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/wisconsin/

Potawatomi Autumn Feast draws 182 entries
T

A
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Autumn Feast final results
1. Brian Andrews, $27,527
2. Patrick Mayew, $13,650
3. Andreija Solovjev, $9,100
4. Steven Thompson, $6,506
5. David Linde, $4,550

6. Ali Akbar, $4,095
7. Leif Knudsen, $3,640
8. Nicholas Horrigan, $3,094
9. Richard Mentel, $2,730
10. Alex Hahn, $2,366

town Milwaukee, houses 20 tables and offers a variety of games, including limit and no-limit hold’em, stud and Omaha, all available at
multiple stakes, 24 hours a day.
On a final note, Potawatomi has been so enthralled with the success
of its events that it has decided to re-establish weekly tournaments.
Beginning this month, tournaments will be Sundays, Mondays and
Wednesdays. Call 414-847-7605 for more details.
— Chad Holloway is Ante Up’s Wisconsin Ambassador. He’s also a senior writer
for PokerNews.com and contributes to Phil Laak’s Unabomber Poker Blog. Email
him at anteupchad@yahoo.com or follow him on Twitter @ChadAHolloway.

Interested in Minnesota or Wisconsin tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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he Autumn Feast tournament at Potawatomi Bingo and Casino
on Nov. 13 came down to Brian Andrews and Patrick Mayew. The
$500 buy-in attracted 182 players for a $91K prize pool, and in the
end Andrews bested Mayew heads-up to capture the $27,527 firstplace prize.
The Autumn Feast Tournament, one of only a
few events held here each year, came on the heels
of Potawatomi’s first $100K event, the MidSummer Classic on July 31, which drew 201
players for a top prize of $30,650, which Michael Altman won. That tournament proved
so popular it had sold out at 200 players a
week in advance. The aforementioned exH
tra player was reserved for the tournament’s
AD
W
HOL LO
special guest, Vince Van Patten.
The commentator for the World Poker Tour
was on hand to mingle with players, play in the tournament and fulfill
his role as Potawatomi’s spokesperson.
Potawatomi’s poker room, at 1721 West Canal Street near down-
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PENNSYLVANIA
Scan this tag for more Pennsylvania poker news or go to anteupmagazine.com/pennsylvania/

FOR GLANTZ, FAMILY AND POKER RULE
M

att Glantz is a former options trader turned poker pro specializing in high-limit cash games and big buy-in tournaments. He
plays in some of the biggest mixed games in the world. The 39-yearold Glantz travels the circuit when it fits his schedule and plays in a
$300-$600 mixed game he created at the Borgata
in Atlantic City. He’s been playing professionally for nine years and has lifetime tournament
winnings of more than $4 million. He nearly
won a $3K no-limit hold’em bracelet at the
2005 World Series of Poker, finishing second for almost $365K.
Glantz continues to prove he’s one of the
hardest workers in poker and was appointed
M
S
to serve on the Standards and Conduct ComIK
E OWEN
mittee of the Epic Poker League.
Where did you grow up? I grew up in Lafayette Hill,
Pa., which is where I still live with my wife and two kids. Lafayette Hill
is a small suburb right outside of Philadelphia.
What is your best game? I really don’t have a best game. I’m not fundamentally great at any specific game. I am capable in all forms of poker
and make my money off of my opponent’s mistakes. I have a knack
for playing my opponent and exploiting their weaknesses. The actual
form of poker we are playing at any specific time is irrelevant to me.
It’s always still poker.
You’ve played in hundreds of tournaments; what’s been your favorite experience? I really enjoy the challenge of playing live tournaments. Even
if you cash at a huge rate of 20 percent, that means 80 percent of
the time you’re leaving the tournament a loser. So, it’s tough to get
accustomed to, but as long as I can be profitable in big tournaments
I will continue to travel with the tour when it fits my schedule. It will
surprise nobody to know my favorite event each year is the $50K Players Championship at the WSOP. It’s an event that features all the most
well-known players in the world and brings out an amazing aura of
top competition in a tournament that’s high on everyone’s list to win. I
have made the final table of that event twice in the last four years, but
finished a disappointing fourth and fifth. But I still love the event.
What are some of the biggest mistakes you see players make in the early
stages of tournaments? Well, it seems that every big-buy-in tournament
we are so deep in chips to start that it is a crucial mistake to overvalue
hands. When you have 40 blinds in a tournament and you overvalue a
hand it’s not nearly as huge as when the effective stacks are 300 blinds
and you do the same.
Overall, how was 2011 for you? I had a good year in tournaments. That
was the first year I had put an emphasis on tournaments at the expense of cash games. I had buy-ins of about $400K and cashed for
over $750K. Cash games I had a terrible year. I was in the black, but
only small, and every time I took a step forward, my wins seem to
get reeled back in. I played at a much higher level than ever before
in tournaments, but in cash games I know I played worse than ever
overall. It’s tough to balance the two and I will be working on that
more this upcoming year.
What do you do with most of your free time? When I’m home I’m busy
with the kids. We got a ton of activities going on daily. Basketball,
gymnastics, Aikido, drama club, dance artistry. My wife has a tough
enough job when I am home, but when I am traveling for work her
job just seems impossible.

If you could change one thing about the WSOP schedule or events what would
it be? Easy, move it from June to May like the old days. It would be so
great to not have the WSOP in the summer. When the kids get done
with school for the year I would much rather be spending time with
them than in Vegas while they’re starting their summer.
If you weren’t playing poker for a living, what would have been your second
career of choice? I was an options trader on the Philadelphia Stock Exchange for 10 years. I would have to say I would be back on the floor.
Very similar job to poker.
Let’s say there’s another major poker boom and you, Jason Mercier and Phil
Hellmuth were offered a reality TV show. How much would it take to convince you
to do it and how do you think it would turn out? (laughs) Funny. It would be
a no-brainer. I would do it instantly. It would be exactly this. Jason and
I would be constantly needling Phil until he couldn’t take it anymore.
Jason hustling Phil for all the money as I was eagerly watching for
moments to needle Phil. Phil telling the audience how insanely lucky
Jason is and then Phil not really understanding our needles. Did I
mention needling Phil? That is what the show would be about. Jason
is the only poker player I know that needles as much at the table as I
do. Good thing we are friends.
As far as goals for poker go, do you have specific ones you’re focusing on?
Yeah, I gotta win a big tournament and a WSOP bracelet. I won an
EPT High Roller for $800K a few years back, but never won a big
tournament in the states. Also I have never won a bracelet. I have
a second, third, fourth, fifth, another fifth and a sixth at the WSOP.
That is frustrating.
— Mike Owens is the Ante Up Ambassador for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia. He’s a poker player, journalist and creator of CheckRaze.com. He can be reached
at anteupowens@gmail.com.

Interested in Pennsylvania-W.V. tournaments and promotions? Turn to our Where to Play pages in the back of the magazine.
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North Carolina Moves
Closer to live dealers

N
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orth Carolina Gov. Beverly Perdue finalized an amended compact
with the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians Principal Chief Michell Hicks on Nov. 28. This deal, which allows for live dealers across
all casino games, would mean about 400 new jobs
(roughly 240 as dealers) in North Carolina.
The deal is a 30-year compact with a percentage of revenue supporting local schools in the
state. The percentage will increase every five
years starting at 1 percent and maxing out at
8.5 percent.
On Dec. 2 the General Assembly attorneys
sent a letter to Perdue’s office with questions
A
E about the new agreement and wanted two secRK
R H O A D tions of it rewritten before they would agree to
change the gambling laws. House leaders are worried
the deal would create a monopoly for the casino and that
it’s unclear on how funds are to be distributed. Said Perdue press secretary Chris Mackey: “We don’t believe that there are any obstacles that
stand in the way of the General Assembly authorizing the governor to
create these jobs.”
The General Assembly session reconvenes on Feb. 16, when Perdue
expects lawmakers to make adjustments to complete the deal by the
end of February. Harrah’s said once the deal is final it would take about
90 days before it would have staff ready to offer live play.

Virginia

Many pros and celebrities turned out for U Care’s Big Charity
Game in Richmond, Va., as some players traveled more than 500 miles
for a chance to play (and knock out) a pro for a good cause.
Some of the familiar faces included Michael “Grinder” Mizrachi, Chino
Rheem, Jason Lee, Ante Up’s Cris Belkewitch and MMA announcer Elliot
Wilborn. Sponsors included Bustout Poker Clothing, Blue Shark Optics,
DeepStacks University and Off Tilt Poker Tables.
The first night saw a fast pace because the event had unlimited rebuys until the first break. The crowd erupted when
Rheem busted out within the first five minutes of
play and yelled “Rebuy!” He had nine rebuys in
about 90 minutes. Players who eliminated pros
received a $50 bounty. Tom Chisari won the event
and the $1K World Series of Poker seat.
Lee made it to the final table of the main event
and finished sixth. For future tournaments go to
ucarecharitypokertour.com.
— Mark Rhoades is Ante Up’s Ambassador for North Carolina. Email him at
markr@carolina.rr.com.

U Care charity results
Nov. 11

1. Tom Chisari,$1K WSOP seat
2. Marcus Smith, $555 WSOPC seat

Nov. 12 (11 a.m.)

1. Ricky Petry, $1,600 WSOPC seat
2. Charles Smith, $555 WSOPC seat
3. Ryan Burch, $345 WSOPC seat
4. Bryan Pavasko, $235 WSOPC seat
5. Rich Rebmann, $235 WSOPC seat
6. Sonny Graham, $235 WSOPC seat

Nov. 12 (7 p.m.)

1. Chris Polson, $555 WSOPC seat
2. Lisa Hodgess, $345 WSOPC seat
3. Bryan Pavasko, $235 WSOPC seat
4. Greg Burtchett, $235 WSOPC seat
5. Ricky Petry, $235 WSOPC seat
6. George Webster, $235 WSOPC seat
7. John Jackson, $235 WSOPC seat
8. Kelly Mann, $235 WSOPC seat
9. Lewis Longest, $235 WSOPC seat

Nov. 13

1. Gordon Reamey, $2,500 WSOP seat
2. Lewis Longest, $1,600 WSOPC
3. Greg Mitchell, $1,500 WSOP
4. Victor Ruffilo, $1K WSOP
5. N/A
6. Jason Lee, $345 WSOPC
7. Jack Walls, $235 WSOPC
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Nutz Poker League
Here’s a recap of the
past three winners:
• Rich Geiger won the
Courtside Extravaganza
for a $100 gift card.
• Judy Allen won the
October monthly, a
bracelet and a $500 gift
card.
• Dale Rich won
the semiannual grand
championship, a trip to
Las Vegas and a $1,500
World Series of Poker
buy-in.

Miami Poker Society
Vincent Chow defeated
Daniel Vieira to be
crowned Season
5 champ at Waxy
O’Connor’s. For his
victory he’ll be entered
into WSOP bracelet event.
• Turn to Page 18 for a Jan. 21
MPS charity event at Hard Rock.

All-In Free Poker
On Nov. 16 at the league final, which had
160 players, Janine Danna won the main
event and earned a $4,500 WPT Boot
Camp Battle on the Beach package in
Aruba.
She defeated Robert Polanco, who won a
$1,895 WPT Boot Camp at the Isle Pompano
in January. They were followed by Greg Danver, Patrick Culbertson, Bob Gunning, Eliot Imhoff, Sharon Danver, Tom Dippel,
Madeleine Volk and Dan Danna.
• See the story on Page 18 for details on the Jan. 8
charity event at the Isle.

Miami Poker Stars
Ginny Borras bested the 50-player field
to win the Season 2 main event, a trip to
Las Vegas, including airfare, hotel and a
$1K buy-in to a tournament of her choice.

Texas Hold’em Poker Tours
Jason Bruns won the Nov. 5 event, earning a
$150 buy-in. Michael Coles was second ($90)
and David Bethancourt finished third ($60).
The top 12 each received a $100 buy-in
to the $10K guarantee event at the new
Creek Entertainment Gretna cardroom.

Pleasure Island
Jack Chaemcheun
defeated reigning champ
Jerry McFadden
on Dec. 10 for
the annual title
at Scully’s on the
Bayou in Ft. Walton Beach.
Jack’s A-9 was enough to best
Jerry’s Q-10 on the final hand
when they got it all in preflop.
Chaemcheun earned a
prize package that included a
trophy and entry into Pensacola Greyhound Track’s $20K
guarantee.
McFadden also received
entry into the PGT $20K.They
were followed Frances Wilson,
Henry Kelley, Dennis Whisner, R.C.
Klein, Jack Lippert, Cheryl Geohagan, Garrett Corpus and Maria
Johnson.
Third through eighth also
earned Pensacola poker room
tournament entry chips.

FREE POKER

FLORIDA
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ROAD TRIP
ARIZONA

Ante Up recently made its way to the desert to visit the poker rooms of Phoenix proper.
By Christopher Cosenza
You may think no-limit poker is ubiquitous, but in Arizona it’s merely a mirage. State laws, like in a few stubborn areas around the country,
make it illegal to deal true no-limit in the Grand Canyon State. But
that hasn’t stopped the creative managers and staffs of these fine desert
poker rooms from turning the situation into a poker oasis.
Arizona poker rooms are allowed to have spread-limit cash games,
up to a max $500 bet (most have $2-$100, $5-$250 and $10-$500
spreads). For most players (combined with NLHE tournaments) that’s
plenty to satisfy their fix, so it’s easy to see why the betting caps have
had little effect on the tremendous growth of poker here.
Ante Up recently hit the road to visit the cardrooms of Phoenix proper, where we found beautiful locations and some of the finest poker
facilities in the country. Remember to check our Where to Play pages
in the back of the magazine for up-to-date tournament schedules and
promotions.

Talking Stick has 47 tables and ton of TVs.
Casino Arizona at Talking Stick | 480-850-7777
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talkingstickresort.com | @casinoarizona
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Once you see the massive 47-table cardroom in Casino Arizona at
Talking Stick, it’s so hard to imagine a little more than two years ago
the tables were in tents. Along the way the poker room had some incarnations before settling on its current site and design. And now this
room is the pinnacle of Arizona poker, hosting its state championship
(which met its million-dollar guarantee the past two years) and the ladies state championship. But perhaps the volume of business is what
makes Talking Stick stand out most.
“There’s always a game,” said manager Kent Odekirk, who has been
in poker almost 14 years and is affectionately known as Ode. “We have,
since Oct. 1, given away $1,372,469 to players from promotions we offer, and $889,926 of that was in bad-beat jackpots.”
Talking Stick, open 24 hours, also has a bit of history as the first
non-smoking poker room in the state (others have since followed suit).
The game variety, especially the limit action, is second-to-none and
attracts some of the most popular players in the area. With tableside
dining, a full tournament schedule and the biggest cash games in the
state, Talking Stick is as elite as any poker room in America.

Ft. McDowell Casino | 480-837-1424
fortmcdowellcasino.com | @fortmcdowell
When you think of Ft. McDowell Casino’s poker room these days,
two things may spring to mind: great promotions and free food. The
only thing poker players like more than money is a free meal, and you’ll
get fed three times a day in the FMC poker room.
If that’s not enough to keep your butt in the seat then how about
its promotions? From extremely generous comps, bad-beat jackpots
and prize wheels for quads, to Aces Cracked and parlay cards during
football season, FMC makes it hard to keep up with the Joneses. What
generates all of these specials and more? A $3 jackpot drop, but don’t
get the wrong idea. FMC only takes a $3 rake, meaning it gives the
players more money back while taking the same overall amount as its
competitors.
Michael Byrne runs the room, doing everything in his power to restore
it to its former glory when FMC was THE place to play poker in Arizona. Hard times and competition took a toll, but a new glass-walled-off
location and the staff ’s dedication to keeping players happy is paying
off for Byrne, who actually dealt the first legal hand of blackjack in
Arizona history on April 1, 1992.
Plenty of TVs ring the room, and you may notice little signs below
some of them indicating radio stations. This is a relatively new trend
in poker rooms that allows players to know which station is carrying
the corresponding sporting event so they can listen in and not disturb
other players.
Though FMC doesn’t have a huge tournament schedule (some small
guarantees and cheap-buy-in dailies), it does host the Fields For Kids
charity event, which Byrne considers to be his signature series. Last year’s tournament (in November) saw such pros as Chad Brown, Kenna James and
Layne Flack come out for a good cause.
Byrne is old school, working alongside the
likes of Doyle Brunson and the Binions back in the
day, so he’s seen poker at its best and worst. If you
ever get a chance to chat with him be sure to ask for
a story; you won’t be disappointed.

Harrah’s Ak-Chin | 480-802-5138
harrahsakchin.com | @harrahs_akchin
We’ve said it in the past, but it bears repeating: Any conversation
about a Caesars Entertainment poker room begins and ends with the
World Series and all of the benefits that go along with it. Harrah’s AkChin is no different. As the only CE casino in Arizona, Ak-Chin has
the WSOP satellite market cornered. Its 10-table poker room, which
opens at 9 a.m. during the week and 7 a.m. on weekends, is similar
to most Harrah’s properties as WSOP logos and images are spread
liberally throughout the room’s decor, giving you that official WSOP
experience.
But if you’re talking promotions you can’t beat the Total Rewards,
which allows you to use your comps at any CE property in the country.
The staff at Ak-Chin was courteous and in a fun, light-hearted mood
during our visit, wearing NFL jerseys for Monday night football. Other
promotions include splashed pots and high hands that let you spin the

a

Bucky’s | 928-771-6779
Buckyscasino.com | @prescottresort
This 24-7 poker room is on the third floor
of the casino, has six tables and has promotions
such as Aces Cracked and high hands. Bucky’s
is part of the Yavapai chain and is in Prescott.

Casino Del Sol | 800-344-9435
casinodelsol.com | @cdsresort

Wild Horse Pass Hotel & Casino
prize wheel for a chance at $25-$200.
The most common cash game here is $3-$6 limit hold’em, but they’ll spread just
about anything upon request, including pineapple/8 and crazy pineapple/8, which
runs occasionally and are eligible for the 6-4 cracked promotion (call for details).
There’s some variety when it comes to tournaments, including a weekly $25 Omaha/8 tournament. Most NLHE events are $40 and begin with 3K chips (fields are
limited to 40-50 players so get there early). Harrah’s Ak-Chin has all of the amenities
you’ve come to expect from CE properties and is worth the somewhat lengthy trip
from downtown Phoenix.

ARIZONA

The Tucson poker room, which has 14 tables, pays $1 per hour in comps, and the casino
just opened a beautiful new resort in November.
Numerous poker leagues call this room home,
and there’s even the occasional guarantee tournament. A nice touch: CDS once added $500
to a ladies event prize pool and handed out
roses to those who busted.

ROAD TRIP

Elsewhere in Arizona

Vee Quiva Casino | 520-796-7777
wingilariver.com | @veequivacasino

Cliff Castle Casino | 928-567-7952
cliffcastlecasinohotel.com | @cliffcastle
Just of Exit 289 on I-17 (north of Phoenix),
Club 52 is a casual poker room away from the
slot floor. The Yavapai-Apache Nation owns
the casino and Rachel Jackson is the table games
manager. The poker room host tournaments
and has a bad-beat jackpot and high-hand promotions.

Desert Diamond | 520-342-1810
ddcaz.com | @diamondcasinos

Scan this tag for more
Arizona poker news.

Wild Horse Pass Hotel & Casino | 520-796-7777
wingilariver.com | @wildhorsepass
As the second-largest poker room in Arizona, Wild Horse Pass has a lot to offer to
keep its 25 state-of-the-art tables jumping. With about 30 TVs (eight large screens),
a fine tableside menu (try Ling and Louie’s Asian cuisine), automatic shufflers and
marble racetracks around the felts, WHP has plenty of amenities to make you feel
right at home in the Valley.
Typical games offered regularly are $2-$100 spread-limit hold’em (the biggest is $5$250), $4-$8 Omaha (most with a kill), and stud is dealt upon request.
Most of the daily NLHE tournaments are in the $50 range and tend to fill 10 tables.
During our visit the room was in the midst of $25K freeroll promotion in which the
first 200 players with 120 hours of playing time would qualify. The poker room has
paid more than $3.4 million in promotions, which include a bad-beat jackpot (aces full
of 10s beaten by quads) that starts at $7,500, Aces Cracked, high hands and hot-seat
drawings.
Be sure to check out the WHP website and sign up for your free players club card
so you can qualify for bonus bucks and more. S
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Desert Diamond, which has 19 tables, is in
Tucson and offers one-on-one instruction if
you’re a little rusty. There’s a bad-beat jackpot
in hold’em ($17,600 at press time) and Omaha
($8,900). Also, players in a live game receive a
50 percent discount on food.

The sister property to Wild Horse Pass, Vee Quiva is known for having some of the
best low-limit hold’em games in the Valley. Generally you’ll find $2-$4 up to $8-$16
and, of course, spread hold’em, but Omaha and the occasional stud game breaks out
as well.
The 14-table room has seven 50-inch plasma TVs, a tableside menu, modest morning (11 a.m.) and evening (7:30) tournaments and a host of fun promotions to keep
you in the room. Bad beats (aces full of 10s beaten by quads in hold’em), royal flushes
($500), Aces Cracked ($100) and splashed pots are just some of the offerings poker
room manager Mark Perry has set up. A side note: Perry’s wife, Deborah, runs the poker
room at Wild Horse Pass and together they are quite a duo.
One of the more unique giveaways we saw at Vee Quiva included Match Your
Stack, which pays three random cash-game players up to $100 every hour from 4-8
p.m. on Thursdays.
If you’re looking for affordable tournaments and lots of ways to win promotional
cash and prizes it’s hard to go wrong with either of the Perrys’ poker rooms.
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JONATHAN LITTLE • Tournaments

IN TOURNEYS, DON’T BE AFRAID TO GO ALL-IN
S

JO

ometimes opponents allow you to win a pot when they clearly
should not. I recently played this hand in a $1,500 preliminary
event. A player who had been fairly aggressive from late position
raised to 1,600 out of his 35,000 stack at 300-600-100 in the cutoff seat. A loose-passive, weak player with 40K chips
called on the button. I am fairly confident they
could both have a wide range since they’re both
loose. I expect the initial raiser to have a decent mix of monsters and medium-strength
hands in his range while the caller should
have mostly medium-strength hands, as he
didn’t reraise. I elected to make it 6,600 out
of my 50,000 stack from the big blind with
N
QS-10C. Both players called.
AT
TL
HAN LI T
With a hand like Q-10 out of position, reraising is almost always a better play than calling
because when you call, you have to hit the flop to win.
When you reraise, you give yourself the chance to win preflop as well
as postflop with a bluff. I was quite surprised to see both opponents
call, although once the initial raiser calls, the loose, passive button will
probably continue with every hand he called the initial raise with.
The flop came KD-QH-3C. I bet 7,000, the initial raiser called and
the button folded. My plan here was to make a cheap stab at the pot
and fold if either player pushed. If either player called, my plan was
to shut down on the turn unless I improved my hand. The initial
raiser surprised me again by just calling, as most players would push
or fold on the flop. I generally expect the initial raiser to show up with
a king, J-10 or maybe a hand such as Q-J. I’m in terrible shape against
most of this range, which means I should give up on the pot. If my
E
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opponent’s range had a decent amount of draws in it or hands like
6-6, I could go into bluff-catching mode, but since I think he would
fold the small pairs and can’t have many draws, my only play is to give
up, despite holding middle pair.
The turn was the beautiful 10S. Seeing how the initial raiser only
had 20,000 chips left and there was 35K in the pot, I decided to go allin. I don’t really see how he can fold any hand he called with on the
flop, as even J-10 made a pair and is getting decent odds. He instantly
called with A-Q and I won a nice pot.
You should notice in this hand that if my opponent went all-in
preflop or on the flop, he would’ve forced me off my hand and picked
up a nice pot. Instead, he allowed me (and the button) to see a cheap
flop, which gave both of us a chance to outdraw him. While I’m all for
letting your opponents stay in the hand when they’re drawing to three
outs, if the pot is large preflop and you have a hand that’s decently
strong, you should basically always try to pick up the dead money.
Also notice if the flop were K-9-3 instead of K-Q-3, I would’ve made
the same continuation bet and probably forced my opponent off his
A-Q. My opponent turned a super profitable push preflop, which
would have allowed him to profit 7,500 chips, with little risk, into a
disaster where he went broke.
Putting yourself into simple spots in tournaments is a way to avoid
trouble and, in this spot, my opponent did the opposite. When you
have a strong hand in a tournament and there’s a lot of money in the
pot preflop, don’t be scared to take a little risk and go all-in.
— Jonathan Little is the Season 6 WPT Player of the Year and is a representative for Blue Shark Optics. If you want to learn to play a loose-aggressive style,
which will constantly propel you to the top of the leaderboards, check out his
poker training website at FloatTheTurn.com.
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You should notice in this hand that if my opponent went all-in preflop or on the flop, he
would’ve forced me off my hand and picked up a nice pot. Instead, he allowed me (and the
button) to see a cheap flop, which gave both of us a chance to outdraw him.

JOE NAVARRO • Ex-FBI guy shares his nonverbal secrets.

WE LEARNED A FEW LESSONS FROM 2011
T

he 2011 World Series of Poker Main Event was amazing. It was
the youngest final table and the prize money was astounding.
Many thought participation would be small and yet more than 6,500
entered the main event, remarkable considering Black Friday in April
and a world economy bordering on recession. In late
May, ESPN invited me to give my two cents’ worth
each week during its coverage, and for me that was
a totally unexpected honor.
The main event also was a reminder that
when it comes to things people are passionate about, and poker players are passionate,
predictions often can be wrong. So much was
written about younger players not being able
J
O to compete effectively at major events because
O
R
E N
of their Internet background and lack of tournaAV A R
ment experience. That was quickly dispelled in July
(and November).
I found it interesting how disciplined many of the players were,
especially at that final table; keeping still and not giving away tells. I
guess to a great extent this is why they were
at the final table, because they were able
to conceal their feelings or mask them in
such a way as to make others believe they
were strong when weak without going
“Hollywood.” The discipline to remain
still and not give away tells or even to banter at the table as in years past, is indeed
remarkable and we should all note.
For years now, starting with Read ’Em and
Reap, I’ve been a big proponent of “concealing and not revealing” tells. In print
and in radio interviews, I’ve preached that
even if you’re not good at picking up tells,
you should at least concentrate on concealing them. After all, it’s your bankroll,
why give your opponents an advantage?
You may think you have no tells, but every pro I’ve spoken with says everyone has
tells and they look for tells to exploit.
Plus do you really know what your tells
are? If I asked you what your lips look like
right now you might have a guess. Under stress you can’t tell if your
lips are full, narrow or compressed, and yet others may be able to see
that and benefit. And that is why we want to hide tells; even if we
choose to ignore what others are transmitting with their bodies.
Hopefully by now you’re aware that the best way to hide in the

open and to conceal tells is to hold still or “freeze” in your favorite
“ready” or default position at the table. Scientists have long known
when we don’t move people ignore us consciously and subconsciously.
Since there’s nothing new to see or discern, the brain says, move on,
look elsewhere or find something more interesting.
If you’re holding still while playing but there’s movement of any
kind elsewhere, your brain’s “orientation reflex” says look at what is
moving (it’s a survival strategy to keep us alert) and we ignore what is
still, even if it’s in front of us. This has been tested in labs many times
but also in real life. Many of the children who survived the Columbine
High School massacre did so because they played dead (the ultimate
freeze response), holding themselves still caused the shooters to orient
toward anything that moved, while ignoring easy targets at their feet.
The “freeze response” allows us to assess danger while being unnoticed. We dupe our opponent’s brain into ignoring us, thinking there’s
nothing there, which is why Phil Hellmuth uses the “perch” position
(chin on fisted hands, elbows on table) while others as we saw at the
final table just hold still returning to the same position each time.
One other thing we can do to hide tells involves the eyes. No, it
has nothing to do with sunglasses, but it has
everything to do with how we stare. Those
It’s easy to be good of you who play cash games or who have
watched tournaments have probably noat staring someone ticed how frequently some players engage
down with those
in staring matches. I know players such as
Greg Raymer can do this well, but the truth
glasses, Greg!
is few can, and it can lead to making false
assumptions. Staring is not necessarily a
sign of strength, and it can back fire, making us frustrated the longer we do it with
little results putting us on tilt.
If you want to avoid the chance of
giving something away, avoid the staring
and just concentrate on something on the
table that will distract you. If others want
to stare at you let them. But why enter that
fray? Stare at a spot and hold still. You’ll
find others will have a tough time reading
your tells.
Hiding tells by remaining still and
avoiding stare downs, good advice that
costs nothing to practice and is easy to test.
— Joe Navarro is a former FBI special agent and is the author of 11 books,
including Read ’Em and Reap, 200 Poker Tells and the international bestseller,
What Every Body is Saying. You can follow him on Twitter: @navarrotells or at
jnforensics.com.

— POKER TELLS EXPERT JOE NAVARRO —

TWO GREAT BOOKS,
ONE GREAT MIND
Pick up Joe Navarro’s books on Amazon.com and visit www.jnforensics.com
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THE STATISTICS OF POKER
STEVE SELBREDE • Behind the numbers

ANALYZING $100 NLHE RING-GAME DATA
A

s a Silicon Valley scientist and research
engineer, my usual approach to a tough
problem is to design and execute an experiment.
Data rules for engineers. But poker experiments are difficult to design and usually not practical to carry out. If I want to
know whether to c-bet the flop, I can try it.
But if I repeat the “experiment” 100 times,
the circumstances will be different each time.
An engineer would say the variables are not
controlled.
Astronomers take a different approach
since they can rarely perform controlled experiments. (Let’s build a star and see how it
explodes.) They usually perform observations
and take lots of data. Then they analyze their
data and look for “truths.”
HAND HISTORIES: We can do something
similar for poker: We can acquire many hand
histories, plot the data on a graph and try to
tease as much “truth” as we can from the results.
The full ring $100 no-limit hold’em game
is a good one to analyze because it has an interesting mix of solid players and fish. We can
learn from the good ones and exploit the bad
ones. I also found that $100 NLHE is very
representative of games between $50 NLHE
and $200 NLHE.
Data-mining is the process of collecting a large number of poker hand histories
and analyzing them statistically. To provide
enough hands to make confident conclusions,
I acquired 2.6 million full ring $100 NLHE
hands from an online site. After restricting the
analysis to tables with eight-plus players, we
are left with 16.5 million player-hands from
about 54,000 players, Table 1. We analyzed
these hands using PT3.
Table 1
Hands dealt
Player hands
Money lost
Players
with < 100 hands
with > 1,147 hands

1,927,836
16,500,107
$1,621,605
54,257
37,999 (70%)
2,000 (3.7%)

A huge fraction of players saw very few
hands as 70 percent played fewer than 100
hands. Only 4 percent saw more than 1,000
hands. This is a surprising result: Why so few

serious grinders? Perhaps the serious players
play six-max or move up as they improve.
Though the number of “inexperienced”
players is large, the total number of hands
they play is relatively small. The “veteran”
players are only 3.8 percent of all players but
played 67 percent of all hands.
THE LOSERS: Table 1 reveals a lot of money
(~$1.6 million) was lost at a high rate ($9.83
per hundred hands). Most of this money went
to the poker site, though some of it was returned to players through rakeback, jackpots,
bonuses, freerolls, etc. Just who are these losing players? We begin by grouping the 16.5
million player-hands into 20 “equal” players.
Each “merged player” played the same number of hands, about 825,000. We then plot
the average win rate for each merged player
vs. the average number of hands he played.
This is essentially “profitability vs. experience” shown in Figure 1 below.

Clearly, inexperienced players lose at a
high rate while the veterans do much better. However, the high loss rate for the lowest
players (Region A) may be somewhat selfselecting. Inexperienced players with small
bankrolls who lose immediately may quit or
change stakes.
Those who initially win may play longer.
Even when they later lose their bankrolls,
their average loss rate improves. By the time
a player reaches Region B of the experience
curve, this effect is much reduced. Profitability gradually improves throughout Region B
and perhaps levels off by Region C.
THE WINNERS: Figure 1 shows the most experienced players are the most profitable.
Another way to show the value of experience
is Figure 2, where we plot profit vs. hands
played for individual players with at least
5,000 hands. It appears that players are still
improving quickly for the first 10,000 hands,
gradually for the next 30,000 hands, and then

stabilized by 40,000 hands.
The 32 most-experienced players, playing
40K-plus hands, had an average profitability
of $0.97/HH. But they only won a total of
$26,000, about $812 per player. There were
21 winners in this group. Another one or two
may be profitable if you include rakeback.
Even then, $100 NLHE is a poor way to
make a living, but may be a steppingstone to
greater things.

A question I’m often asked is, “What percentage of online players are winners?” Table
2 shows that 32 percent of all players in the
$100 NLHE database are winners. This improves to about 34 percent for the 2,000 most
experienced players.
As experience increases, the percentage of
winners also increases until 65 percent of the
top 100 players (with at least 19,000 hands
played) are winners. The oft-heard claim that
only a few percent of online players win is
clearly a fable.
Table 2
Players
54,257
2,000
1,000
500
250
100

Winners
17,398
684
363
204
124
65

Pct.
32.1
34.2
36.3
40.8
49.6
65.0

In future columns we will explore “optimal” play for many interesting stats such as
VPIP, PFR, flop c-betting, squeezing, blinds
play and button play. We will discover many
interesting “truths” about online poker that
should improve your play.
— You can find Steve Selbrede’s book the Statistics
of Poker at Amazon.com and please see his ad on
the next page.

LEE CHILDS • Learn to play the Acumen Poker way

WHY AREN’T YOU BEING MORE AGGRESSIVE?
I

’ve been playing quite a few low- and mid-level buy-in tournaments
and cash games recently and am still a bit shocked at the high number of players who still just limp into pots regularly. I know I played
just like that when I started in poker, but I quickly realized how awful
and unprofitable it was to simply just rely on my cards
and the board while hoping for the best.
Did you know 76 percent of no-limit hold’em
hands don’t go to showdown? That means only
24 percent of the time the cards in your hand
are relevant!
Just knowing this fact should really drive
the point home on how much more position
and aggression play into the game than your
cards.
LE
The most important thing to know to take
E C HIL DS
advantage of this? Play fewer hands out of position and focus on playing more in position. I know I’ve written a lot
about this (as has anyone else who writes about poker strategy), but
you must be playing in position to exploit these players. When playing
out of position, your cards and how they fit with the board are much
more relevant because you don’t have the advantage of knowing what
your opponent is going to do and you can’t properly control the size
of the pot.

Also, you need to increase your raise frequency when weak players
on your right are limping into pots in middle and late position. They
almost always have a hand that they’re just hoping to see a flop with
and will usually call a raise out of position and then check-fold the
flop, or give up on the turn if they don’t have a really strong hand.
Since you’re in position on them postflop, you’ll be able to gauge their
hand strength with all the information you gain by their reactions to
your betting, the board texture and their comfort level.
This also creates a looser image than you have. But have the discipline to back off when opponents give you a lot of resistance. Only
play big pots when you have the goods. This way you’ll be active in
more of the smaller pots while still playing a relatively tight game.
Start taking control of the pots other players are just hoping and
wishing to win. Use aggression and position to help pick up these
smaller pots and catch opponents by surprise when you crush a flop
with a couple of random cards they are not expecting.
Implement these techniques slowly at first, just like anything new
you’re working into your game and I bet you’ll be stacking chips much
earlier in tournaments and not complaining so often about being card
dead. Decide to Win!
— Lee Childs is a professional poker player and coach. He’s the founder and lead
instructor of Acumen Poker and Inside The Minds. Check out his sites at acumenpoker.net and facebook.com/insidetheminds.
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“DECIDE TO WIN”
Let professional poker player
and WSOP circuit champ
Lee Childs help you elevate
your poker game.

• Individual Coaching

www.acumenpoker.net
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• Group Training Sessions
• Individual Training Sessions
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LIVING THE DREAM

BE READY TO CHANGE YOUR PLAN ON THE FLY

I

recently played a few events at the Borgata Fall Open. I got 62nd
out of 970 in Event 1 for $1,129, final-tabled Event 3 for $2,770 and
min-cashed in Event 8 for $777. I’m not bragging because I should’ve
won the event I final-tabled. Day 1 of the first event
featured a key hand where I changed my plan when
a specific card hit the river. The pot wasn’t that
large, but it was what I learned during the hand
that I feel is important and should be part of
every player’s game. There are times when
you have a plan for a hand and something
changes; it could be a tell or it could be a
read on someone’s bet-sizing; it could be a
certain card that hits the board. It doesn’t matM
F
IK E
WOL
ter. The point is to be flexible enough to change
your game plan in real time.
I had two pair on the turn on a three-heart board. I led for about
three-quarters of the pot, intending to fold to a raise because this specific opponent is never raising with worse. He’s never semibluffing with
a naked heart or turning a one-pair type hand into a bluff. He doublechecks his cards and calls my bet quickly. Pretty obvious he has a flush
draw of some sort. The board was 7-6-2-Q. He had limped in late
position, so I can rule out AH-Qx combos as he probably would’ve
raised preflop. I had 7-6 in my hand so it made it more difficult for him
to have AH-7x or AH-6x.
He liked to float non-threatening flops then just give up on most
turns when he didn’t improve, which is basically lighting money on
fire. When in position I would isolate him preflop with the intention
of c-betting every flop then just barreling 100 percent of turns. In this
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case I was fairly certain he had floated my flop bet with ace-high (if
your going to float, try to do it in position so it’s easier to take the pot
away later) and picked up a flush draw on the turn.
Also he could’ve had a hand like Qx-JH. I bet the turn and he called
quickly. The river was the AS. Against Level 1 players I like to check
most rivers when a draw misses to induce. They tend not to think
about your range and how you must have showdown value because
you checked, instead they think, “Wow, I missed and my opponent
checked so I should bluff.”
I was about to check, but recently I’ve been taking more time to
make my decisions. I started thinking about how a black ace or king
changes the hand. Given the holdings I eliminated from his range earlier, he could have a random AH, and has just improved to top pair.
Why check to induce if he’s probably just going to check back with
A-5?
I decided to value-bet the river, almost the size of the pot. He’s incapable of folding an ace and his raising range on the river in this case is
a function of my bet size. He’s not going to raise my large bet with just
one pair, so I can easily fold if he raises. As I anticipated he snap-called
with AH-9C and I won a nice-sized pot.
The moral is to be flexible enough in your thinking to be able to
change your plan when an interesting card hits the board. Take an
extra second to re-evaluate how different cards change the dynamic of
the hand. When you act quickly, your game is on auto-pilot, which is
bad for many reasons. Stay flexible, breathe and take an extra second.
… event the cool kids are doing it.
— Michael is a team pro at surebetpoker.net. Email him at MichaelJWolf33@
gmail.com and follow his adventures on Twitter @mikewolf7.

ANTONIO PINZARI • Playing the table

ONE CLASS YOU WANT TO AVOID: ZILCH 101
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A

ver the years I’ve noticed an amazing transformation in all areas
of our wonderful game of hold’em. I’m not talking about the
television boom or the Internet boom. I’m referring to the number of
good players that permeate the game with their ability to make money
on a consistent basis.
There’s one area in the game where there
hasn’t been much transformation for the average player: betting properly. You’d think with
all of the written material available that betting mistakes would be rare. But seldom will
you find a book of information written about
betting. The fact is an entire hand would have
to be explained from start to finish, helping
players understand the most common misTO
A
NIO PINZ
takes, and how to avoid them. Here are several of the most common errors I see.
At a $5-$10 no-limit game the first to act limped for $10. The next
three players folded. Then there was a call for $10 before a fold and
a raise to $50 by the button. Total amount of the pot at this point is
$85. Both blinds folded and the under-the gun player called the extra
$40. The next to act, getting better than 2-1 odds, called to make the
pot $165. With three players in, there’s a flop of QH-10H-4D. First to
act bet $50 making the pot $215. Next to act called $50 to play for
a $215 pot, receiving better than 4-1 odds. The button (our preflop
raiser) folded. Let’s examine the hand to this point. Preflop the first to
enter the pot called the button raise to $50. Next player also called the
button raise receiving better than 2-1 odds.
Obviously the first player liked his hand enough to call a raise out
of position preflop. After the flop the same player bet $50, making the

pot $265.
There are some hands we can assume this player holds: two pair
(queens and 10s) and a set of fours make sense. I don’t think there
would be a set of queens since there’s only a flat call preflop. It’s suspect this player would be on any type of draw (flush or straight) and
betting out of position.
Next to act called $50 into a pot of $265, receiving better than 5-1
odds. This is where I knew there was a mistake in the $50 bet. When
the $50 call was made I instantly put that player on a flush or straight
draw; a proper call for the money while playing a drawing hand.
The turn card was the 3H, making three hearts on board. The first
to act compounds the betting error with a $100 bet, making the pot
$365. The next to act called $100, making the pot $465. The river was
the 9H. Once again the first to act bet another $100, with total disregard for the potential straight. Of course the next player then puts in a
nice value bet of $250, which is called and he receives a nice pot and
payoff with his AH-JH for the nut flush.
After the flop there was $165 in the pot. With two suited cards on
board there are two plays I consider proper with top two pair: check
(you’re out of position) or a $125-$165 bet, giving the flush draw incorrect odds to continue. Why would you want to give any player better than 5-1 odds to draw out on you?
The top-two-pair player, by betting incorrectly throughout the
hand, ended up with zilch.
You should always factor the odds you want to give opposing players in all hands, but especially hands you play out of position. This has
been Zilch 101.
— Antonio Pinzari is the former host of Poker Wars and has been playing poker
professionally since the ’70s.
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BETTING ERRORS

POT-LIMIT OMAHA
JAY HOUSTON • Finding edges

5 Tips for Transitioning to PLO Cash games
I

wonders of check-folding and saving your stack or flopping top set and
dropping bombs.
Just fold bad kings: From early position and from the blinds, don’t
three-bet with bad kings. Don’t even call. It’s where some of the best
players in the world lose most of their money. Why? Because your edge
(if you even have one) is incredibly marginal with K-K-7-2 against
a random hand that’s going to be getting involved with you preflop.
Trust me.
All of the money is made on the turn: As your PLO game starts to get
better you’ll notice a trend of “do or die” on the turn. It’s time to commit or quit. Bad players typically make most of their mistakes on the
turn, whether it’s calling with a bare flush draw or thinking bottom two
pair is good enough to get it in. Don’t be afraid to let go of huge draws
when facing a big bet on the turn; chances are even if you catch you
aren’t getting paid off.
The goal: For long-term success in PLO, your goal should be to get
weak players heads-up while you’re in position. That’s it. That’s all she
wrote. The cards will fall how they may, but if you’re sticking to this
plan it’s going to drastically increase your profitability.
— Jay Houston is a Team Pro with DeepStacks and a PLO specialist who crushes
the mid-stakes online cash games.
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’ve been doing a lot of personal coaching recently to help improve
the pot-limit Omaha skills of a few friends, and I was pretty taken
aback by their general approach to the game. Most people starting out
in PLO just immediately rely on their hold’em game to get by when
that will only get you into trouble. I put together a few
tips to prevent some crucial mistakes that are easily
avoidable.
A-K suited is bad: Believe it or not, in PLO, A-Q
suited is better than A-K suited. Having the ace
and the king of the same suit is not an ideal
situation because your value in making a
flush usually comes from another flush that’s
involved in the pot.
Keep that in mind when you’re asking yourJA
Y H
O N self whether to raise AS-KS-9H-2D from early
O US T
position.
Stop three-betting bad aces out of position: When I see a
min-raised pot on a table with 100-plus-big-blind stacks, and the fish
in the big blind pots it, pretty much everyone is licking their chops.
Don’t be that guy! Until your three-betting image is wide enough, just
call with A-A-9-7 rainbow when you’re in the big blind and watch the
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Q&A WITH JARED TENDLER

POKER PSyCHOLOGY ISN’T ABOUT YOUR MOM

Jared Tendler is a licensed mental health counselor and author of the new book, the Mental Game
of Poker. He previously did poker coaching at stoxpoker.com and is a coach at DragTheBar.Com.
He’s an accomplished golfer who does mental coaching for golfers as well. Recently he was
a guest on the Ante Up PokerCast, and here’s an excerpt from that conversation.

Tell us about the Mental Game of Poker and what prompted you to write it. don’t want to go too heavily into that thought, because if you do that
I felt there was a need to take the mental game, poker psychology, you’re kind of separating yourself from the game and you’re not going
a step farther. (Alan) Schoonmaker and Tommy Angelo, (Matt) Hilger, guys to be focused on the next hand.
What are some easy fixes that players can do today to improve their mental
like that, I think really set the foundation and got more poker players focused on the importance of the mental game. …. What I saw outlook on the game? Tilt and anger are major issues, but I don’t want
was a need to go deeper into specific issues like tilt. Tilt had been to give people the notion that there are simple fixes to some of these
prominently looked at as being anything less than playing your best. more complex problems. With a complex problem there are many
But there’s a lot of different kind of mental-game issues, such as fear, pieces to the puzzle and that’s what the book is really all about. But a
anxiety, focus issues, motivation, confidence issues, but yet poker play- simple tip that has helped many players is realizing that the mind and
ers were seemingly putting it under this one umbrella of tilt. … I’ve your thought processes are your mental muscle.
People who are mentally tough and able to deal with difficult cirworked with over 200 poker players, and when they talk about tilt
cumstances, it’s oftentimes because they’re able to
they’re talking about anger, and some of these secthink through it properly. Having your anger get
ondary issues kinda get pushed to the side because
the better of you in certain spots means you’re
of the anger they have when losing, or during a
getting a little bit loose in being controlled and
bad run or what some idiot at the table is doing to
being deliberate about maintaining that control.
piss them off. All these things sort of take such big
The anger you’re feeling is what’s easy, what’s
priority, so my real goal with the book was to try to
harder is to force yourself to slow down, so that’s
really systematize and organize the mental game
gonna take some will and a real concerted effort
in a very logical, straightforward non-jargoned
to do that.
way. And give people a real tool, a resource they
You were a three-time All-American in golf. What
could use on a regular basis.
similarities are there between the mental aspects of
There probably are some old-school folks who don’t
poker and golf? It’s really pretty striking. Golfers
understand this type of training. What’s your advice to
have confidence issues. … Both golf and poker,
them on why they need to think about the mental side of
If you’d like to
because there’s so much variance, you just can’t
the game? The mental game provides you another
hear the whole
set yourself up to expect things to just keep on
avenue to create an advantage where you’re going
interview scan
rolling very easily.
to make better, more consistent decisions.
the tag.
The games are going to bite you in the ass if
I think in the past a lot of people had gotten
you do that. Instead you have to stay solid on the
turned off by the mental game and sports psyprocess, how you go about making quality golf
chology because historically psychology has made
things to be about your mom (laughs), about deep-seeded issues, and decisions, poker decisions. And the execution of that is not always
so you’re lying down talking about some dream you had. It doesn’t in your hands, and that’s a big key. Certainly anxiety in big pressure
moments, you get into a big game, big amounts of money, more than
have to be that way at all. There’s nothing personal in this book.
This book is about performance, about making quality decisions. you’re used to, it’s oftentimes the equivalent of playing for money on
And these blips that pop up are predictable. It can be as simple as the golf course.
The pressure can be different, but how you handle that pressure
hating to make mistakes. It can be as simple as really wanting to win,
and feeling so much pressure that you end up making a poor decision. and the skills that you require are very similar to both games.
You’re licensed to counsel people on mental health, which sets you apart from
So there are a lot of simple reasons for why your decision-making
can break down that has nothing to do with how you were raised. others in the marketplace. How important is it for players to seek advice from a
licensed counselor over an unlicensed one? A lot of it has to do with edu(laughs)
What are some of the top mental lapses that you’ve seen in players and how cation and training. I spent two years getting a masters degree, after
did you research this topic? My research was my work. I’ve been coach- majoring in it in college, and then I spent three years getting actually
ing poker players for four years now. My research has been respond- trained, doing one-on-one therapy with kids and families, doing more
ing to people on forums and talking and interacting with them live traditional work. The value of that was the ability to know what is
and online and really try to understand what people go through. … relevant. So many people think about an expert knowing what to do,
Focus is a big (mental lapse). Sometimes players get distracted by pre- teaching you what to do, what to focus on, what to think about, but a
vious hands, especially one that was perhaps a pretty sick beat. That lot of times it’s getting you to not think about all the stuff that’s irreldoesn’t necessarily always have to cause anger; you can just be slightly evant. I’m a master at being able to identify what’s relevant and what’s
frustrated or kinda wondering if you could have made that decision not. … Sometimes it’s as simple as not understanding the learning
better. And the important thing to do in that regard is to leave the process. … It’s about having a robust ability to dissect problems and
evaluation or analysis to after the session. You obviously want to be solve them.
making adjustments to the changing dynamics of the game, but you — Read the excerpt from the Mental Game of Poker on the next page.

DR. JARED TENDLER • Poker psychology

TILT = ANGER + BAD PLAY
T

Seven Types of Tilt

The following list briefly describes the most common types of tilt:
• Running Bad Tilt: The tilt that’s caused by a run of bad cards is
not actually a unique type of tilt. Instead, one (or more) of the other
types of tilt happens so frequently in such a short amount of time that
your mind can’t reset itself before the next time you play. As a result,
tilt builds up and hangs over your head like a dark cloud.
• Injustice Tilt: Bad beats, coolers, and suck-outs are prime examples of triggers that make you feel cursed and make poker feel unfair.
• Hate-losing Tilt: Many players hate losing even though they realize how much variance impacts results in the short run. Wanting to
win is not the problem—the problem is how you handle the inevitable
losses.
• Mistake Tilt: Making mistakes is frustrating for many logical reasons; these reasons just happen to be flawed because of
inaccurate views about learning.
• Entitlement Tilt: Classic Phil Hellmuth
tilt is caused by believing that you deserve
to win for X, Y, or Z reason. Winning is a
possession and you tilt when someone undeserving takes it from you.
• Revenge Tilt: Disrespect, constant aggressive action, and opponents thinking
they’re better than you are just a few of
the reasons why you seek vengeance at the
table.
• Desperation Tilt: The urge to win your
money back and get unstuck is so strong, it
makes you play monster sessions, force the
action, and jump up in stakes.
Greater detail about each type of tilt is
provided in the corresponding sections within this chapter.
How you choose to read this chapter is
entirely up to you. It may make sense to
jump to whichever section fits your tilt profile the best. Although, there are many reasons to read all of the following tilt sections.
One main reason is that you may recognize tendencies and triggers
in a type of tilt you wouldn’t have immediately associated with your
game.

Winner’s Tilt
Playing badly after winning a lot is not caused by anger. The mistakes made when winning are most often caused by positive emotions,
and to a lesser degree the fear of losing money back. Winner’s tilt
is caused by overconfidence shutting down the thinking part of the
brain. Confidence is an emotion and too much of it produces mistakes
for the same reason as anger. However, the underlying cause of anger
is different than the cause of overconfidence and thus requires a different strategy to solve it.
— Jared Tendler is a licensed mental health counselor who has coached more
than 200 poker players. You can find his book at Amazon.com.
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The following is a chapter excerpt from mental health coach Jared Tendler’s new
book, the Mental Game of Poker, printed with permission.
he definition of tilt as defined by conventional poker wisdom is
too broad. Sometimes tilt just means playing badly; but it also
can mean playing badly because of winning, or playing too loose, conservatively, or drunk. Tilt is hard to eliminate because the definition is
so broad, it basically includes everything except playing great poker.
To fix tilt you have to know why you played badly. Only when you
know the cause of your poor play can you devise a specific strategy
to fix it. A strategy can only be as specific as the problem is defined.
There are hundreds of things that cause you to play poorly, and the
solution for each one requires a unique strategy. If you think being
specific isn’t that important, consider the following comparison.
You might hear something along the lines
of this from a player:
“I was doing fine, making some good
reads and was up a buy-in; then I went on
tilt and spewed off all my chips.”
In general, poker players don’t analyze tilt
in the same way they would a poker hand.
Instead, their analysis of tilt is the mental
game equivalent of analyzing a hand like
this:
“I’m in the small blind, it’s folded to the
cut off who raises to $10, I have ace-queen
suited, then I make a technical mistake and
lose my stack.”
You may as well say, “I sat down at the table, yada yada yada, I lost.” All the relevant
information you need to analyze the hand
properly and find out why you lost a stack is
left out. Without that information, there’s no
way to actually improve your poker skill. Tilt
is no different.
Spend enough time observing poker players and it becomes clear that the majority of
references to tilt refer to players being frustrated, angry, or enraged. It’s for that reason
this book defines tilt as an anger issue. That
doesn’t mean the solution is to just not be
angry. Thinking you can permanently flick tilt off like a switch is a
fantasy. Plus, you’re assuming anger is the problem. Anger is the symptom—not the real problem.
As discussed in chapter 4, solving your tilt problem means both successfully managing tilt at the table while also working away from the
table to resolve the cause of it. Both sides of the strategy are essential,
so avoid falling into the trap of believing that strategies such as taking
deep breaths, taking breaks, quitting, going to the gym, holding your
breath, or positive thinking are permanent solutions. These strategies
are best used to manage tilt until resolution eliminates it.
The goal of this chapter is to provide the background information you need to take tilt head-on and eliminate it from your game.
Organized in successive sections, the information about tilt steadily
becomes more detailed and specific. While the details at times may
seem like overkill, mastery is all about the small details — just ask any
high-stakes pro.
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MARC DUNBAR • What’s going on with our government

DON’T GO ‘WILD’ WITH THOSE MARKERS
O

nly in the casino world does the following quotation serve as a
logical defense against felony charges: The defendant “disputes
the amount owed and filed a counterclaim in the civil lawsuit over the
marker asserting that (the casino) forged markers, failed
to give him his promised discount, and induced him
to take out excessive credit by providing him alcohol
and prostitutes, among other arguments.”
The defendant referenced above is Joe Francis,
known in Las Vegas as a high roller who likes
to gamble at high stakes. If this name sounds
familiar, it’s because he’s known throughout
the rest of the world as the founder of GGW
Brands, the company that produced Girls Gone
M
Wild.
AR
A
C DUNB
In an order from the Clark County district
court dated Sept. 15, when the theft and check-fraud
charges against Francis were dismissed, he became known as the guy
who, at least for a short while, beat the Wynn Las Vegas out of $2 million. While that may be the end of the charges, it’s only the beginning
of the story.
Francis began his gambling exploits at the Wynn during 2005 or
2006, and by 2007 his credit limit had increased to $2 million. During
a week in February 2007, he was extended credit to $2.5 million, paying back only about $500,000.
Representatives from the casino met with Francis while he was incarcerated in Reno, then presented his marker to the bank for payment on June 18, 2008, about 16 months after it was issued. During
that time, in connection with Francis’ legal troubles, the accounts listed
on the marker were frozen by the federal government and closed.
The Wynn, unable to collect the money, contacted the Clark
R
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County prosecutor’s office and on Feb. 2, 2011, the State of Nevada
filed felony charges alleging Francis committed theft and check fraud.
Many of the facts of the case were undisputed, but the amount in
controversy, the legitimacy of the markers and allegations of alcoholinduced bad decision-making swirled throughout the case.
Eventually, the charges were dismissed, not entirely because he was
induced into signing huge markers by booze and prostitutes, but because the casino failed to collect the debt in its “usual course of business.” The Wynn waited 16 months to collect on a debt that should’ve
been collected in 30 days. The fact that the government closed the
account doesn’t make Francis a thief or prove he wrote a bad check.
The Wynn failed to follow the law, its own internal controls and basic
collections procedures, and in so doing proved you really can’t beat
the house, but the house can, sometimes, beat itself.
Though things went well for Francis in criminal court, the same
could not be said for his civil case against the Wynn, in which the
Supreme Court of Nevada upheld a lower court’s summary judgment
ruling in favor of the casino.
In holding that the Wynn was owed $2 million for breach of contract and unjust enrichment, among other things, the court pointed
out Francis provided “no contrary evidence” to the Wynn’s argument
that it was owed $2 million worth of unpaid markers.
Though Francis may have avoided prison time for his failure to pay
his markers, he is nonetheless responsible for the debts and other legal
fees incurred in result of his Las Vegas exploits. As the saying goes,
“the house ALWAYS wins.”
— Marc W. Dunbar represents several gaming clients before the Florida Legislature and teaches gambling and parimutuel law at the Florida State’s College of
Law. Follow him on Twitter (@FLGamingWatch) or his website (floridagamingwatch.com).

DR. STEPHEN BLOOMFIELD • Poker psychology

Watch out for the black swan hands
D

D

L

D

MIND

uring a recent $2-$5 game at the Orange Park Poker Room I straight, but there was a flush draw. Everyone, it seemed, thought they
had an epiphany: Uncertainty in poker can destroy you. There’s had the best hand, was afraid of the flush draw, and thought about
a great deal of uncertainty in poker. The observant player avoids situ- how to extract as much money as possible.
ations in which they create more uncertainty for themselves; the obThis is a Black Swan hand: low probability and high stakes. As I
servant players destroy themselves less.
watched the betting I had no idea what was going on.
Poker is full of unusual events, or hands …
The reason not to limp is because of these Black Swan hands. When
hands that shouldn’t have been played.
you limp you don’t know what anyone else has. Each player thought
In Super System, Doyle Brunson wrote: “In no- he had the best hand but was concerned about the flush draw.
limit play you must be very careful you don’t
The turn was the 2H. UTG checked; cutoff bet $100; button
lose all of your chips in an unraised pot.” Of shoved. After some thinking the UTG called and the cutoff folded.
course, sure, I get it…well most of the time.
The river was the 3C.
But I finally really did get it; it’s because of
Preflop the low probability event of 4-7 and 7-9 was a low-stakes
Black Swan event.
event for each of them. Each limped, hoping to hit and both did. For
A Black Swan event is an event that has the 8-8 it’s a high probability event that he had the best hand and the
R
.B
E three components: It’s an outlier, as it lies outopportunity to make it a high-stakes event by raising. But he chose to
I
LOO MF
side the realm of reguallow the others a low-stakes entry. If he
lar expectations, because nothing in the
had made it a high-stakes scenario there
past can convincingly point to its possiwould have been more likelihood of 4-7
bility; it carries a possible extreme effect,
and 7-9 folding.
and in spite of its outlier status, human
On the flop the stakes raise and the
nature makes us concoct explanations
chance of a low probability event hapfor its occurrence after the fact, making
pening, the Black Swan, might indicate a
it explainable and predictable, according
low threshold for action. After the fact evto Nassim Nicholas Taleb.
eryone tried to analyze what happened.
To give you a sense of what is meant
But one can’t predict, based upon Black
by Black Swan events, some people have
Swan hands. The second nut straight fold
explained that if the Pacific tsunami of
is brilliant, in my opinion. Preventing a
December 2004 had been predictable
Black Swan event is possible for 8-8, but
there would have much less destruction;
it’s not easy to see a set of eights isn’t the
best hand there.
a low-probability event with high conseSome may say it is a doomed hand,
quences.
others may have ideas about how to play
In poker we’re faced with Black Swan
the hand; I think it’s a useful illustration
hands .
of a Black Swan hand. I don’t offer adI observed a hand recently at a $2vice on playing specific hands, but I do
$5 game and Brunson’s admonition hit
offer alternate ways of looking at human
home. The pot was limped preflop and
nature. Black Swan hands are low probthere were three players, each with beNo, we don’t mean a Natalie Portman
ability events that have disastrous consetween $600-$800. The flop came 5-6-8
movie when we say a “Black Swan” event.
quences. To simplify: Don’t fall prey to
with two spades.
Black Swan hands and watch every hand,
Hole cards: UTG: 8-8; cutoff: 4-7 offeven when you fold. Oh, and keep your head in the game.
suit; button 7-9 offsuit.
The UTG and cutoff checked, then the button bet $50. The UTG — Dr. Stephen Bloomfield is a licensed psychologist and avid poker player.
His column will give insight on how to achieve peak performance using poker
player raised $90 and got two calls.
Everyone hit the flop; trips, the second-nut straight and the nut psychology. Email questions for him at editor@anteupmagazine.com.
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Twentieth Century Fox

“In no-limit play you must be very careful you don’t lose all of your chips in an unraised pot.”
— Doyle Brunson, Super System

anteupmagazine.com | MARCH 20101 |

CRACKING UNDER PRESSURE?

Stephen Bloomfield, a.k.a. the Doc, is one of C After five years of playing poker in Florida, Mississippi, Las Vegas,
Florida’s leading psychologists. He wrote Head H Connecticut and occasionally online, Doc is sharing his skills with
Games in the late ’80s to help competitors of
Ante Up readers through periodic columns, titled Head Games.
S
every type use the skills he had learned about
Doc offers support to some of the region’s best professionals and amaD teur players with one-on-one advising sessions and group workshops.
the effects of the mind on performance.
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ANN-MARGARET JOHNSTON • It’s your money

TIME TO GET YOUR RECORDS TOGETHER
W

N

-M

ST

ON

ell, it’s here again: tax season. The two “dirty words” for any
CPA to hear. It’s especially challenging for a CPA that specializes in poker players, most of which played on the Internet.
You can only imagine the fun I experienced on April 15, fielding frantic calls from hundreds (yes, hundreds) of
poker players in a panic about their money being
seized. On top of all this, I was trying to get out
those last tax returns that were due. A lot of
guys had so much money online that the last
thing they could afford to do was pay taxes
if the money wouldn’t be released soon.
The choice was to pay rent and eat or pay
A
taxes. Not a good situation.
H
R
O
GA
Even today, nine months after Black Friday,
RET J
many of my clients are struggling with many decisions and lifestyle changes. The last thing any of us want to do is think
about taxes, right?
So, what do you do when you need to find out your wins and losses
from Jan 1, 2011, to Black Friday? The first thing I suggest is to try
to email the sites (don’t even try Full Tilt) to see if they will give you
a record of your account for 2011. But, if you are like many people,
your money is stuck online with no one to talk to and no records.
In this situation, my advice is to do the best you can. Most likely

ANN
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you can go back to your bank statements during that time and see
what money you pulled from online sites. In these desperate circumstances, you just have to piece it together and file the most accurate
tax return you can. The key is to have plenty of notes and backup to
prove you were trying to prepare an accurate return. Save a copy of
the emails to sites, show a record of where you got your numbers and
document everything in case you were to get audited. Remember, an
audit is usually several years after you file your return so don’t think
you will be able to re-create everything years later.
If you’re a poker player and you cash in a tournament and they
give you that nasty Form W2G, please don’t lose it. Why? The IRS
matches those forms with your tax return and if you don’t list it on
your return, you will get a huge tax bill, even though you probably
claimed the income on your return. The bill will put you in shock and
then you have to call your CPA and pay them to fix it for you. I tell my
guys to mail or fax me a copy and I’ll keep it for them.
Be sure to file your taxes as best you can. If you had wins and losses,
a tax return probably needs to be prepared. It’s better to deal with it
now than to deal with IRS later.
— Ann-Margaret Johnston is a practicing CPA in North Georgia. She is the
author of How to Turn Your Poker Playing Into A Business. Her website is
pokerdeductions.com where you can find answers to commonly asked poker tax
questions. Feel free to email her at annm@johnstoncpas.com.
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AL SPATH • Book review

Are you ‘your worst poker enemy?’

D

r. Alan Schoonmaker’s Your Worst Poker Enemy tackles issues associated with logical thinking as it relates to the psychological effect of playing poker. Schoonmaker replicates the rollercoaster ride
poker players experience by addressing such subjects as head games,
varying emotions, irrational thinking and sometimes even exaggerated
masculinity (machismo), which players endure on a daily or
regular basis.
This author is quick to point out: “I’m not a poker expert. I’m a psychologist who plays for moderate stakes and
writes about poker psychology. I rarely give advice about
playing specific cards because many people can do it better.”
To this end he stays true to his word and provides the
reader insights that include recommendations on how to
deal with emotional instability and suggestions on logical
thinking while in stressful situations (can seem like every
hand) during play.
He has the ability to “remind” you of the exact emotion
a player feels when handling a tough beat or when there’s significant
damage to his bankroll and there’s the instant awakening: “This is me
he is talking about; I’d better reread that page again.”
Schoonmaker takes the reader’s attention into the much-feared conditions of running bad, anger, arrogance, paranoia, tilt, losing streaks,
aggravations, denial and not knowing when to quit. His ability to recreate the conditions each of us face is uncanny and makes us want to
read more on how to combat these obstacles to “winning poker.”
There were a few passages in particular that rang so true to me,
specifically, “If you listen, a few dummies will tell you exactly how to

beat them.”
The doctor illustrates with these examples:
• “I’m not aggressive. I won’t raise unless I’m almost certain I’ve
got a winner.”
• “I’ll always bet on the flop if I’m last and nobody has bet.”
• “I’ll call all the way with anything, if a pot is big enough,
but I’m not willing to make loose calls for small pots.”
• “I never check-raise because I believe in betting my own
hands.”
The last chapter primarily concentrates on the degree
of seriousness to which a player should take poker and I
found his observations and recommendations to be spot-on.
In particular, not allowing poker playing to take over your
life, setting your priorities, questioning if you’re doing yourself harm with overindulgence, making sure you’re playing
“within your means and in the right comfort zone,” and finally, deciding on options to diversify and balance your life.
Recommended reading of Schoonmaker’s book is not
only essential for you to complement your experience and table skills,
it should be mandatory for all players who display the emotional instability to perform and sustain excellence associated with playing at
the top of their game. My library of poker books is hardly complete;
however, with the addition of Your Worst Poker Enemy, I have enriched
my mind as well as my bookshelf collection.
— Al Spath is the former Dean of PokerSchoolOnline, author of Poker Journal,
and a private online and live poker coach (at Delaware Park Casino, Atlantic City
and Las Vegas). He can be reached for private poker mentoring at pokerinstructors.com or alspath@alspath.com.
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CALL THE FLOOR
Expert advice from poker room manager Jody Russell

Floor was wrong, but you shouldn’t press it
TDA Rules

Would you like Jody to answer your questions about a floor
decision that happened when you were playing? Email him at
editor@anteupmagazine.com. But, remember, if you’d like to
learn more about tournament poker rules you can find a complete description of the Tournament Directors Association rules at
pokertda.com.
allow players to keep asking for different floor decisions on their situation until they hear the answer they want. I certainly wouldn’t want
to play in a room that allowed that. Think about how you’d feel if a
correct decision was made in your favor then overturned as the result
of a “re-decision.” In a bigger room you could tell the floor person
you think they may be incorrect and ask to speak with the shift manager on duty. Otherwise just deal with the bad call then ask the room
manager to speak with the floorperson who made the bad call and
make sure it doesn’t happen again.
— Jody Russell is a veteran poker room manager who runs the Ante Up Cruise
Poker Room. Email questions to editor@anteupmagazine.com.
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I was playing $1-$2 no-limit hold’em in a California cardroom
when I checked the flop with the intent to check-raise. A player bet
$40 and the other remaining opponent goes all-in for $52. When it
got back to me I said, “all-in.” The dealer said, “You can only call
the $52.”
I said, “That is just not true, please call the floor. You cannot deprive me of my chance to check-raise.” A floor came over, and to
my surprise despite my overwhelming support from other players, the
floor agreed with the dealer and said I couldn’t raise.
Later on I ran into another floor and told him the story and he said,
“That was a bad call; you should have asked for another floorperson.”
What?
Was the original floor’s call correct and is it really protocol to ask
for another floor if you don’t like one floor’s call? Can you even do
that? And if you cannot and you’re sure the call is a bad one, is there
any recourse? — Mike Myers, via email
JODY’S RESPONSE: Floor people make incorrect calls sometimes.
Sometimes they don’t understand the situation and sometimes they
simply don’t know the correct call. I agree that was a bad call, but I
disagree about getting a second decision. It’s tough to watch someone
blow a floor call and sit still, but it would be counter-productive to
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Lee Childs is the on-board pro for Ante Up Poker Cruises who teaches a free intermediate class and offers additional smallgroup classes with the help of fellow Ante Up columnist Mike Wolf. Two free beginners classes are also offered each cruise.

Beyond the sea

Ante Up took to the high seas for our winter voyage, and our first cruise out of New Orleans was full of
great fun and poker. You can be part of the excitement in 2012 with cruises sailing from Tampa,
Port Canaveral and Baltimore. Go to anteupmagazine.com/cruise and book today!

Martha Patella of Long Island,
N.Y., enjoys the action on a
bustling night in the Ante Up
Poker Room. Cash games for
all levels run day and night. Bob Riley of St. Charles, Md., has nearly a dozen major cashes, including one in the
2009 World Series of Poker Main Event, but he was on this cruise for a little fun.
— Photos courtesy of Joel Geist, Jody Russell and Lara Wellman —

ANTE UP POKER CRUISE

Ante Up’s Scott Long and wife, Laura, go
off-roading in dune buggies in Cozumel,
Mexico. If you, too, want to get muddy,
Cozumel is a port stop on our next
cruise, March 17 out of Tampa.

Ante Up PokerCast fans Eric and Lara Wellman from Canada enjoy
dinner in the Voyager of the Seas’ opulent dining room. Every
cruise includes three meals a day in the dining room, as well as
complimentary buffets, snack bars and room service.

Want to have this kind of fun with us in 2012?
Scan this tag with your smartphone.

anteupmagazine.com | JANUARY 2012 |

Les Mildenberg of Nashua, N.H., won Royal
Caribbean’s on-board tournament, and will
represent Ante Up in the cruise line’s annual
poker championship.
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ANTEUPMAGAZINE.COM/CRUISE
WE HAVE THREE GREAT CRUISES IN 2012,
AND ALL OF THEM INCLUDE:
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OPEN-BAR COCKTAIL PARTY!

FREE POKER COURSES!
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PLUS: All-you-can-eat meals, shows and activities!

OKER CRUISE
MARCH 17-22, 2012

ROYAL CARIBBEAN’S JEWEL OF THE SEAS

Sailing from Tampa, Fla., and stopping in Cozumel, Mexico, and Costa Maya, Mexico!
Rates start at $579 per person*

BOOK TODAY!
ALL BOOKINGS MUST BE MADE THROUGH ANTE UP TO PLAY
IN THE POKER ROOM, PER ROYAL CARIBBEAN POLICY.

QUESTIONS? CALL SCOTT LONG @ 727-331-4335

ALSO BOOK OUR OTHER 2012 CRUISES TODAY!
AUG. 27-31

Monarch of the Seas
Sailing from Port Canaveral, Fla.
Stopping at Royal Caribbean’s private island
in CocoCay and Nassau, Bahamas!
Rates starting at $369 per person*

NOV. 10-17

Enchantment of the Seas
Sailing from Baltimore, Md.
Stopping in Port Canaveral, Fla., and Nassau
and CocoCay Bahamas!
Rates starting at $599 per person*

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE!
*All prices are per person, based on double occupancy, and include taxes,
government fees and port charges. Limited number of staterooms available
at these introductory rates. Ships Registry Bahamas
Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement on all guests if the price of West Texas Intermediate fuel exceeds $65 per barrel. The fuel supplement for 1st and 2nd guests would be no
more than $10 per guest per day, to a maximum of $140 per cruise; and for additional guests would be no more than $5 per person per day, to a maximum of $70 per cruise.

WHERE TO PLAY
CARDROOMS
| JANUARY 2012 | anteupmagazine.com
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ARIZONA
LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

BUCKY’S CASINO
(928) 771-6779 • buckyscasino.com
CASINO ARIZONA AT TALKING STICK
(480) 850-7777 • casinoaz.com
CASINO DEL SOL
(800) 344-9435 • casinodelsol.com
CLIFF CASTLE CASINO
(928) 567-7952 • cliffcastlecasinohotel.com
DESERT DIAMOND
(520) 342-1810 • ddcaz.com
FT. McDOWELL CASINO
(480) 837-1424 • fortmcdowellcasino
HARRAH’S PHOENIX AK-CHIN
(480) 802-5000 • harrahsakchin.com
VEE QUIVA CASINO
(520) 796-7777 • wingilariver.com/vee-quiva
WILD HORSE PASS CASINO
(800) 946-4452 • wingilariver.com/wild-horse-pass

Mon. & Thurs. (10a & 6p); Wed. (6p); Sat. (10a); Sun. KO (2p); call for details.

Progressive Aces Cracked (Sat., 11a-11p); Kings Conquered (Mon.-Fri.); Omaha high
hand (Wed. & Fri.).
Aces Cracked (daily, 2a-10a).

ARKANSAS

OAKLAWN RACING & GAMING
(501) 623-4411 • oaklawn.com		
SOUTHLAND PARK GAMING & RACING
(870) 735-3670 • southlandgreyhound.com

CALIFORNIA
101 CASINO
(707) 795-6121 • the101casino.com/casino
AGUA CALIENTE CASINO
(888) 999-1995 • hotwatercasino.com
ARTICHOKE JOE’S
(650) 589-3145 • artichokejoes.com
AVIATOR CASINO
(661) 721-7770 • theaviatorcasino.com
BARONA RESORT
(619) 443-2300 • barona.com
BAY 101
(408) 451-8888 • bay101.com
BICYCLE CASINO
LOCATION
(562) 806-4646 • thebike.com

CACHE CREEK CASINO
(530) 796-3118 • cachecreek.com
CALIFORNIA GRAND CASINO
(925) 685-8397 • calgrandcasino.com
CAPITOL CASINO
(916) 446-0700 • capitol-casino.com
CHUMASH CASINO RESORT
(805) 686-1968 • chumashcasino.com
CLUB ONE CASINO
(559) 497-3000 • clubonecasino.com
COMMERCE CASINO
(323) 721-2100 • commercecasino.com
DIAMOND JIM’S CASINO
(661) 256-1400 • diamondjimscasino.net
GARDEN CITY CASINO
(408) 244-3333 • gardencitycasino.com
GOLDEN WEST CASINO
(661) 324-6936 • goldenwestcasino.net
HARRAH’S RINCON
(760) 751-3100 • harrahsrincon.com
HAWAIIAN GARDENS CASINO
(562) 860-5887 • thegardenscasino.com
HOLLYWOOD PARK
(310) 330-2800 • playhpc.com
HUSTLER CASINO
(310) 719-9800 • hustlercasinola.com
JACKSON RANCHERIA CASINO
(209) 223-1677 • jacksoncasino.com
LAKE ELSINORE CASINO
(951) 674-3101 • lercasino.com
LIVERMORE CASINO
(925) 447-1702 • livermorecasino.net
LUCKY BUCK/CASINO 580
(925) 455-6144 • theluckybuck.com
LUCKY CHANCES CASINO
(650) 758-2237 • luckychances.com
LUCKY DERBY CASINO
(916) 726-8946 • luckyderbycasino.com
MORONGO CASINO
(888) 667-6646 • morongocasinoresort.com

Mon.-Fri. ($60, 11:15a); Tue.-Wed. ($130, 7:15p); monthly event, Jan. 7 ($330,
11:15a); monthly Super Bounty Big Stack event, Jan. 14 ($225, 11:15a).
Mon.-Fri. ($15, 10a) Mon. ($35, 7p); Wed. Omaha/8 ($45, 7p); Thurs. ($85, 7p); Sat.
Omaha/8 ($15 w/rebuys and add-on, 9a); Sun. ($20 w/rebuys, 11a & $15, 7p).
Mon., Tue., Thurs., Fri. & Sun. ($25, 10a); Wed. ($60 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Sat. ($120,
noon).
Tue. ($75 w/$60 rebuy, 7p).

Splash pots (Mon.-Fri. & Sun.); high-hand giveaways (Mon.-Fri.).
Aces Cracked pays $100; high-hand bonus; royals pay $100.

Mon.-Fri. ($30, noon); Mon. ($50, 7p); Tue. & Thurs. ($5, 7p); Wed. ($30, 7p); Fri. KO
($120, 7p); Sat. ($5, noon), ($10, 4p) and ($20, 9p); Sun. ($50, noon) & ($10, 7p).
Tue. Omaha ($25, 7:30p); Thurs. ($10 w/rebuys, 7:30p); Fri. ($40, 7:30); Sat. ($40,
12:30p & 5:30p); Sun. ($25, 12:30p).
Sun.-Thurs. ($30 w/$20 rebuy, 11a); Wed. ($10 w/rebuys, 7:30p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks beaten by quads and Omaha; player
comps for live play; Splash Pots pay $50; Aces Cracked.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads over aces full of deuces and Omaha
is quad fours; mini jackpot is hold’em is aces full; high hand (daily); Aces Cracked.
Splash Pots pay $25 every half-hour starting 7:15a (weekends) and 9:15a
(weekdays);NFL Playoff Splash Pots (call for details); $5K freeroll (40 hours min).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royals pay $500; Aces Cracked.

Mon. & Thurs. ($30, noon); Tue. ($50, 7:30p); Wed. ($100, 7:30p).

Aces Cracked pays $100; high hands; splash pots (daily); royals pay $200 (daily).

Mon. ($30 w/$10 rebuys, 7p); Tue. ($5, 10:30a); Wed. ($50, 7p); Thurs. ladies-only
freeroll (7p); Sun. ($10, 10:30a).
Mon.-Tue. ($20, 2p); Wed. ($35, 2p); Thurs. KO ($30, 7p); Sat. KO ($35, 5p).
2K freeroll (call for details and dates).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Weekend Warrior (earn up to $85 in free play); daily
special jackpots (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of jacks beaten by quads); player-reward
cards offer comps based on play.

Mon. ($20 w/rebuys, 7p); Tue. & Thurs. ($50, 7p); monthly events on Jan. 14 & 28
($115, 1p); monthly event, Jan. 7 ($295, 1p); ask about WSOP main event qualifiers.
Sun. $4K guarantee ($60, 10a); $7.5K guarantee monthly freeroll, Jan. 7 (10:30a).

Double Super Bad-Beat Jackpot in hold’em (Sun., 9a-midnight); Aces, Kings and
Queens Cracked (daily); Squeeze Baccarat and Mexican Stud now playing.
High hands; Rack Attack (call for details).

Mon. ($28 w/$20 rebuy & add-on, 11a); Tue. ($25, 11a); Wed. & Sun. ($49 w/$20
rebuys & $40 add-on, 6:45p); Thurs. ($48, 11a).
Wed. $500 added ($25 w/$20 rebuys, 6:30p); Sat. $500 added ($25 w/$20 rebuys,
2p); Sun. KO ($65 w/$25 bounties, 2p) & Mexican Poker ($30 w/$20 rebuys, 6:30p).
Mon.-Thurs. $1.5K guarantee ($40, 6:30); Sat. & Sun. $2K guarantee ($40, 10:30a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $100K; bad beat in Omaha; royals pay $500.

Mon.-Fri. ($120, 9:30a); Sat. ($200, 9a); Sun. varies (call for details); monthly event,
Jan. 14 ($530, 9:30a); Jan. 1 ($330, 9:30a).
Daily ($40-$60); Ho Ho Ho Hold’em series runs until Dec. 12 (call for schedule).
TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL
EVENTS
WSOPC
coming Jan. 1-12.
Wed. ($55 w/$50 rebuy, 6p); Sat.-Sun. ($55 w/$50 rebuy, noon).

Earn double points and WPT vouchers for future events (call for details).

Sunday ($50, 10:30a).
Mon.-Thurs. ($30, 10a); Fri. ($30 w/$30 add-on, 10a); Sat.-Sun. ($60, 11a).
Mon.-Fri. ($35, 10:15a); Tue. ($68, 7p); Wed. ($35, 7p); Thurs. ($48, 7p); Sat. ($10 w/
rebuys and add-on, 10:15a); Sun. ($70, 10:15a).
Mon.-Fri. ($14 w/rebuys, 10a); Mon., Wed.-Fri. ($50, 7p); Sat. Omaha/8 ($14, 10a);
Sun. player appreciation freeroll with $1K added (2:15p).
Daily ($55-$220) at noon and 6p (Mon.-Fri.) and 1p (Sat.-Sun.); LA Poker Classic,
Jan. 17-Feb. 28 ($65-$10,000) w/main event, Feb. 24 ($10,000, noon).
Daily at 10:15a; Mon. ($35, 6p); Tue.-Wed. ($65, 6p); Sat. ($30, 1:30p); Sun. ($65,
1:30p).
Daily ($125-$330) at 10a; nightly Sun.-Wed. ($150-$180) at 8p; Thurs. ($180, 10p);
Garden City Winter Series runs until Feb. 3. $1K events on Feb. 4 & 10.
Mon.-Thurs. (6:15p); Mon. ($40); Tue. ($35); Wed. ($60); Thurs. ($60); Fri. ($30, 9a &
$40, 6:15p); Sat. ($30, 2:15p); Sun. ($40, 2:15p).
Daily ($30-$125) at noon & 7p; weekend tournaments have a $1K guaranteed
prize pool.
Daily ($30-$150); Mon.-Fri. (1p & 6:45p); Sat. (10a & 1p); Sun. (2:15a & 1p).
Daily ($40-$75); Mon.-Fri. (11:30a & 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. (11:30a & 4:30p); monthly
$15K guarantee, Jan. 6 ($40 w/$10 rebuys, 6:30p).
Mon. ($140, 7p); Tue. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 7p); Wed. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 7p);
Thurs. KO ($120 w/$100 rebuy, 7p); Sun. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 3p).
Mon.-Thurs. & Sun. ($25, 10a & 7:30p); Fri. ($25, 10a & freeroll, 2p); Sat. ($25, 10a);
Sun. $5K guarantee ($60, 2p).
Daily ($20, 10a); Mon. & Thurs. ($60, 7p); Tue. Omaha ($20, 10a); Wed. KO ($60, 7p);
Fri. $3K guar. ($37 w/$10 rebuys, 10a); Sat. ($20, 10a); Sun. $5K guar. ($60, 2p).
Mon.-Sat. ($40 w/$20 rebuys and add-on, 11a & 7p); Sun. KO ($80, 11a & 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Mexican poker.
Aces Cracked (Mon.-Fri.); Morning Rack Attacks (Mon.-Fri.).

Jackpots in hold’em, Omaha, stud and Mexican poker.

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

Aces Cracked pays $50 (Mon.-Fri., 10a-10p); quads pay $250 (Mon.-Fri., 6a-6p);
high hands; cash drawings (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha; high hands; receive bonus chips in cash
games (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $50K minimum; high hands pay $200 (daily);
royal-flush bonus (all suits); Aces Cracked spins wheel.
High-hands pay $1.1K (Mon.); Splash the Pot (daily).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; bad-beat jackpot in Omaha and Omaha/8 is quad 10s
and pays $5K.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha.
Call for promotions.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha; high hands; cash giveaways; Aces
Cracked.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Aces Cracked (daily); high hands (Mon.-Thurs.); Splash
the Pot.
$150K bonus jackpots (Tue., Thurs., Sat., Sun.); Spin the Wheel wins cash prizes
(call for details).
Progressive tournament jackpot; earn points for tournaments.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; get paid ($100) w/aces full; high hands (Mon.-Thurs.);
royal-flush progressive jackpot caps at $500.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud.

Mon. ($120, 9:30a); Tue. ($175, 9:30a); Wed. ($65, 9:30a); Thurs. ($120, 9:30a); Sun.
($225, 9:30a).
Tue. KO ($75, 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. ($40, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royal-flush bonus; first-time players receive bonus
chips (see website for details).
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em (aces full of jacks) and Omaha (quad nines); mega in
hold’em is quad eights; royals pay $200; high hands pay $100; raffles (daily).
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud (payoffs doubled Sun., Mon., Wed.
(6-8p); Aces Cracked pays up to $300; Rack Attack pays up to $500.
Player points accumulated through live play (call for promotions).

Daily ($30-$97); Mon.-Fri. (10a & 7p); Sat (11a); Sun. (11a & 6p) including Fri. KO
($97, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha; Aces Cracked; get paid for royals; high
hands.

Daily ($40 w/$20 rebuys, 7p); Sat & Sun. ($25, 9:30a).

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

Guarantees include Wed. $2K ($50, 7p); Thurs. $2K ($50, 7p); Fri. $3K ($80, 7p); Sat.
$2.5K ($70, 6p); Sun. $2K (freeroll w/$10 rebuys, 1p) & $2.5K ($70, 5p).
Mon. KO ($140, 6:15p); Tue. ($65 w/$50 rebuys, 6:15p); Wed. ($100 w/$80 rebuy,
6:15p); Sat. ($120, 11a); Sun. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 1p); Jan. 7 ($330, 11a).
Mon. & Wed. ($60, 10a); Mon.-Thurs. ($65, 7p); Tue., Thurs. Fri. ($40, 10a); Sat. &
Sun. $10K guar. ($135, 10a).
Mon. ($50, 11a & 7p); Tue. $1.5K guar. ($40, 7p); Wed. $250 added ($30, 7p); Thurs.
($100, 6p, 20K chips); Fri. 2K guar. ($35, 7p); call for special monthly events.
Mon. ($30, 10a); Tue. KO ($35, 10a & 7p); Wed. KO ($25, 10a); Thurs. Survivor ($35,
10a); Fri. ($25, noon); Sat. ($25, 10a); Sun. ($35, 10a).
Sat. & Sun. ($35, 1p); $1K weekly freeroll on Thursdays (6p).

Double bad-beat jackpot (daily); Aces Cracked (daily); cash-back rewards (call for
details); monthly $10K guarantee, Jan. 8 & 22 ($100, 2p).
Call for promotions.

$33K and $100K Cash is King freeroll tournaments held regularly – qualify by
collecting high-hand stamps in live action (see website for details).
Daily ($0-$50), including Thurs. $2.5K guarantee ($50, 7p); Sat. $1.5K guarantee
($15, 10a & 4p).
Mon.-Sat. ($21 w/rebuys, 10a); Mon. & Thurs. ($36, 6:30p); Tue. & Wed. qualifiers
($45, 6:30p); Fri. ($54, 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. ($54, 6p).
Tue. $1K guarantee ($35 w/$40 rebuy, 7p); Thurs. $2K guarantee ($55 w/$60 rebuy,
7p); tournaments have optional dealer add-on.
Tue. ($40, 7:15p); Wed. ($50, 7:15p); Thurs. ($60, 7:15p); Fri. & Sat. ($35 w/$10
add-ons, 2:15p).
Mon.-Thurs. ($40, 1p); Fri.-Sun. ($60, 11a); Sun. KO ($100, 7p); monthly $20K guar.,
Jan. 7 ($250, 11a); monthly event, Jan. 8 ($250, 9a) $10K guar, Jan 16 ($125, 11a).
Mon.-Sat. ($15 w/rebuys, 10a); Mon.-Wed. ($27, 6:30p); Thurs. ($40 w/rebuys,
6:15p); Fri. & Sat. ($47, 6:15); Sun. varies (call for details).

$100K super bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; double jackpots (Mon. & Wed.); hourly
high hand (Tue. & Thurs.); Money Wheel (Fri.).
Cash giveaways (Sat., 1p-3p & 7p-2a); get paid to play (player comps).

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads).

Daily ($40-$300) at 10a, noon, 3p and 7p w/an event on Sunday ($100 w/$100
rebuys, noon).
Tue. & Thurs. ($45, 10a); Wed. ($65, 10a); Fri. ($75, 2p); Sat. ($90, noon). See ad
on Page 23.
Mon.-Fri. ($60, 7p); Sat. ($60, 2p); Sun. ($100, 2p).

Early bird specials; players can earn $5 per hour in cash back (call for details).

Daily “no juice” tournaments ($60) at 10a, noon, 3p & 7p (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads (call for details).
Mon. ($40, 7:30p); Tue. ($20 w/rebuys, 7:30p); Wed. ($60, 7:30p); Thurs. ($60 w/
rebuys, 7:30p); Fri. ($120, 7:30p); Sat. & Sun. ($60, noon & $120, 3p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of kings); qualify for Poker Bingo (call for
details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high-hand jackpot (get entered into grand-prize
drawing for winning $500 or more, call for details).

Daily ($60-$300, 9a-8p); New Year’s and MLK holiday weekend specials include
deepstack events, Jan. 2 & 16 ($400, 10a);
Daily ($60-$200), Tue. & Thurs. $4K guar. ($80, 10a); Wed. $10K guar. ($120, 7:30p)
& Fri. ($200, 2p); Sat. ($125, 10a); monthly $30K guar., Jan. 22 ($330, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quad eights) and stud (quad deuces).

Mon.-Thurs. ($65, noon, 4p, & 7p); Fri.-Sun. ($65-$340, noon, 4p & 7p); Sat. ($30$60, 9a).
Mon. & Wed. (noon); Fri.-Sun. (noon & 7p); monthly $3K freeroll, Jan. 15. See ad
on Page 47.
Tue. & Thurs. ($60, 11a); Sat. ($60 w/rebuy & add-on, 11a); monthly $5K guarantee,
Jan. 20 ($115, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em with descending qualifier; mini bad beat; high hand
pays up to $250.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks; Crushed Quads pays $500; royals
win poker room jacket and the rest of the table gets $50 (see website for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of kings; Splash Pots during football season.

Daily guarantees 11a & 7p ($40-$100) w/a $10K guarantee on Saturdays ($100,
11a). See ad on Page 5 for new February series schedule.
Friday and Saturday ($50, 7p) and Sunday ($100, 7p).See ad Page 27.

Flopped progressive straight flushes have five different payouts per suit; high hands
pay $100 every half hour (Sun.-Thurs.) & $500 every half hour (Fri.-Sat.).
Ask about flatscreen TV giveaway and NFL playoff games and full house promotions.
See ad Page 27.
Progressive flopped quads; royals pay $500; high hands pay $200 (Fri.,
8p-midnight); hourly Splash Pots (daily, 2p-6p & 8p-midnight); call for more.
Bad beat in limit, no-limit, Omaha and stud; early bird (Mon.-Fri., 10a-11a); Prime
Time (Mon.-Thurs., 5p-9p) & (Fri., 5p-1a); Super Sat. (noon-11:30p); Sun. (1p-5p).
Daily cash and prize promotions; high hands; tournament high hands; see website for
more promotions, which includes Ante Up cruise giveaways.
Big Easy Bad Beat is quad fives; Big Easy Backup Jackpot; mini bad beat is aces full of
jacks; royal flushes pay $250.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud (see website for rules and payouts);
quads pays $100-$220 (daily).
Bad-beat jackpot is quad 10s; high hands pay $400/hour from noon-midnight and
$250 (daily, 11a & 1a-3a); royals pay $500 (see website for times and payouts).
Progressive royal w/hearts paying $2K; tournament high hand pays $75; Fri. & Sat.
high hand ($300 for first, $100 for second).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha; high-hand jackpots in hold’em and
Omaha. Ask about the $100K Buckets of Cash High Hands Giveaway.
Royal flushes win jackpot.

COLORADO

AMERISTAR BLACK HAWK
(720) 946-4108 • ameristar.com/Black_Hawk.aspx
GOLDEN GATES CASINO
(303) 582-5600 • goldencasinogroup.com
ISLE CASINO BLACK HAWK
(303) 998-7777 • black-hawk.isleofcapricasinos.com
LADY LUCK CASINO
(303) 998-7777 • isleofcapricasinos.com
LODGE CASINO AT BLACK HAWK
(303) 582-1771 • thelodgecasino.com
MIDNIGHT ROSE CASINO
(719) 286-6060 • triplecrowncasinos.com

CONNECTICUT
FOXWOODS CASINO
(800) 369-9663 • foxwoods.com
MOHEGAN SUN CASINO
(860) 862-8000 • mohegansun.com

Progressive jackpots in hold’em ($20K minimum) and Omaha ($5K minimum);
hold’em jackpots increase to $40K minimum (7:30a-9:30a); cash drawings.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of 10s beaten); high hand; $3K cash giveaway
(Sun.); Chase for the Dough (play 80 hours and receive $499).
Graveyard Easy Money (call for details); Splash Pots; high hands.
Aces Cracked (Wed.); Splash the Pot (Mon., Tue., Thurs.); Faces Cracked (Mon.).

Progressive jackpots in hold’em (aces full of jacks beaten by quads) and Omaha
jackpot (quad eights); Cash Splash; high hands; Poker Yahtzee; call for details.
Progressive royals; high hands; Monday Night Football Frenzy pays $250 per quarter
and $250 at the end of each game (qualify with a full house or better).
High hands pay $50 (daily); Kings Can’t Lose (Mon.); Sinking Boat (Tue. & Wed.);
Aces Cracked (Thurs. & Sun.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hands (call for details). See ad Page 9.
Poker squares; $7 military nights (Sat.); 2X drawing tickets (call for details).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Super High Hand (Mon.); hourly high hand (Tue.Thurs.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is a decreasing qualifier.

High hands paid every four hours daily, seven days a week.

DELAWARE
DELAWARE PARK
(302) 355-1050 • delawarepark.com
DOVER DOWNS HOTEL & CASINO
(302) 674-4600 • doverdowns.com
HARRINGTON RACEWAY
(888) 887-5687 • harringtonraceway.com

FLORIDA

CALDER CASINO
(305) 625-1311 • calderracecourse.com/poker
CREEK ENTERTAINMENT GRETNA
(866) 946-3360 • creekentertainmentgretna.com
DANIA JAI-ALAI
(954) 927-2841 • dania-jai-alai.com
DAYTONA BEACH KENNEL CLUB
(386) 252-6484 • daytonagreyhound.com/pokerroom
DERBY LANE
(727) 812-3339 x7 • derbylanepoker.com
EBRO GREYHOUND PARK
(850) 234-3943 • ebrogreyhoundpark.com
FT. PIERCE JAI-ALAI & POKER
(772) 464-7500 • jaialai.net/poker.php
GULFSTREAM PARK
(954) 457-6336 • gulfstreampark.com
HAMILTON JAI-ALAI & POKER
(800) 941-4841 • hamiltondownsjaialai.com
ISLE CASINO AT POMPANO PARK
(954) 972-2000 x5123 • theislepompanopark.com
JEFFERSON COUNTY KENNEL CLUB
(850) 997-2561 • jckcpokerroom.com
MAGIC CITY CASINO
(305) 649-3000 • flaglerdogs.com

Mon.-Fri. ($30, 1p); Mon.-Tue. & Sun. ($65, 6:30p); Wed. & Sat. ($85 w/$25 bounty,
6:30p); Thurs. $1K freeroll; Fri. ($105, 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. ($65, 1p). See ad Page 16.
Daily ($35-$275); Friday Night Lights ($120, 7p); Sat. KO $2.5K guar. ($140, 7p);
Sun. Super DeepStack $7K guar. ($275, 1p). SNGs daily. See ad Page 25.
Daily ($50-$330) on Sun.-Thurs. (1p, 4p, & 7p) & Fri.-Sat. (1p, 6p, & 8p). See ad
Page 7.
Daily ($20-$220) on Sun.-Fri. (8p), Sat. (2p, 8p, midnight). See ad Page 11
Mon. ($75, 7p); Wed. ($55, 7p); Sat. ($100, 1:30p); Sun. ($55, 4p).
Daily (6:30p); Mon., Fri., Sun. ($60); Tue. & Thurs. ($80); Wed. ($100). Mon.-Wed.
tournaments have bounties and Sat. is a rebuy. See ad Page 21.
Almost Freeroll $600 guarantee Sundays ($5 w/$30 add-ons, 3p).
Daily ($100-$350); Mon.-Wed. & Fri.-Sat. (noon, 7:30p); Thurs. (7:30p); Sat. & Sun.
(noon); Isle Classic, Jan. 11-30 ($330-$2,500, see ad Page 19).
Fridays ($50, 7:30p, 2K chips, 15-minute levels).
SNGs daily ($65-$800); call for details.

Big Slick Royal Progressive; high hands pay $150; progressive Hot Table pays
minimum of $500 (daily); Hot Table 100 spins wheel (Sat., 2p, 6p, 10p & 2a).

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com
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CARDROOMS

LOCATION
NORMANDIE CASINO
(310) 352-3400 • normandiecasino.com
OAKS CARD CLUB
(510) 653-4456 • oakscardclub.com
OCEAN’S 11 CASINO
(760) 439-6988 • oceans11.com
PALA CASINO
(760) 510-5100 • palacasino.com
PECHANGA RESORT
(951) 693-1819 • pechanga.com
QUECHAN CASINO
(877) 783-2426 • playqcr.net
SAN MANUEL CASINO
(800) 359-2464 • sanmanuel.com
SOBOBA CASINO
(951) 665-1000 • soboba.net
SYCUAN CASINO
(619) 445-6002 • sycuan.com
TABLE MOUNTAIN CASINO
(559) 822-7777 • tmcasino.com
TACHI PALACE CASINO
(559) 924-7751 • tachipalace.com
THUNDER VALLEY CASINO
(916) 408-7777 • thundervalleyresort.com
VIEJAS CASINO
(619) 445-5400 • viejas.com

WHERE TO PLAY

CALIFORNIA (Continued)
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FLORIDA (Continued)
LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

MARDI GRAS CASINO
(877) 557-5687 x3167 • playmardigras.com
MELBOURNE GREYHOUND PARK
(321) 259-9800 • mgpark.com
MIAMI JAI-ALAI
(305) 633-6400 • casinomiamijaialai.com
MICCOSUKEE RESORT
(877) 242-6464 • miccosukee.com
NAPLES-FT. MYERS GREYHOUND TRACK
(239) 992-2411 • naplesfortmyersdogs.com
OCALA POKER AND JAI-ALAI
(352) 591-2345 • ocalapoker.com
ORANGE PARK KENNEL CLUB
(904) 646-0002 • jaxpokerroom.com
PALM BEACH KENNEL CLUB
(561) 683-2222 • pbkennelclub.com
PENSACOLA GREYHOUND TRACK
(850) 455-8595 • pensacolagreyhoundtrack.com
SARASOTA KENNEL CLUB
(941) 355-7744 x1054 • skcpoker.com
SEMINOLE CASINO BRIGHTON
(866) 222-7466 x121 • seminolecasinobrighton.com
SEMINOLE CASINO COCONUT CREEK
(866) 222-7466 • seminolecoconutcreekcasino.com
SEMINOLE HARD ROCK HOLLYWOOD
(866) 502-7529 • seminolehardrockhollywood.com
SEMINOLE HARD ROCK TAMPA
(866) 502-7529 • seminolehardrocktampa.com
SEMINOLE HOLLYWOOD CLASSIC
(866) 222-7466 • seminolehollywoodcasino.com
SEMINOLE CASINO IMMOKALEE
(866) 222-7466 • theseminolecasino.com
ST. JOHNS GREYHOUND PARK
(904) 646-0002 • jaxpokerroom.com
TAMPA BAY DOWNS
(813) 298-1798 • tampabaydowns.com
TAMPA GREYHOUND TRACK
(813) 932-4313 • luckyscards.com

Tue. Omaha/8 ($100, 7p); Thurs. $1.5K guarantee freeroll (7p). See ad on Page 29.

Buy a rack, get a $20 stack (daily, 11a); high-hand jackpots; 26 progressive jackpots;
$250K given away in monthly promos (call for details). See ad on Page 29 for more.
Bad beat in hold’em; straight flush pays $100; royals pay $500; Aces Cracked (Wed.);
Spin to Win (Sat., 1p & 3p); progressive high hand (Sun., 1p-3p-5p-7p-9p-11p).
Progressive royals and rolling quads of the day are progressive; hourly $100 high
hands plus tickets for Sunday raffle.
Spade royal flush pays jackpot; high hands pay $200 (Sun.-Thurs.) and $300
(Fri.-Sat.).
Diamond Big Slick Royal Progressive pays minimum of $25K; all other royals pay
$1K; high hand (daily); $1K hourly high hands, Jan. 4, 14 & 25.
Bad-beat jackpot is in hold’em and Omaha; Aces Cracked; high hand (daily); royals
pay $500 (daily); $2,012 in prizes awarded on New Year’s Eve.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud; royals and steel wheels pay $250
(spades pay $500); hourly high hands (Sun.-Thurs.).
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em ($200K at press time), Omaha, and stud.

Mon. ($65, 1p & 7p); Tue. ($35, 2p & 7p); Thurs. KO ($90, 7p); Fri. $5K guarantee
($45, 7p); Sat. ($120, 4p, 10K chips); Sun. ($65, 1p). See ad below.
Daily ($20-$165). (See story Page 22 to see when Miami re-opens).
Friday and Saturday ($110, 8p). Free buffet for all tournament players.
Mon. ($50, noon & NLO $50, 7p); Tue. ($50, 7p); Wed. ($65, 7p); Thurs. ($65, noon &
$50, 7p); Fri. ($115, 6p); Sat. ($115, 2p); Sun. KO ($125, 2p); Jan. 7 ($275, noon).
Mon. ($30, 7p); Tue. ($35, 7p); Wed. ($50, 7p); Thurs. ($30, 7p); Fri. ($115, 7p); Sat.
(varies); Sun. ($30, 7p). See ad Page 60.
Daily ($50-$150) at noon & 7p; Fri. Big Stack ($150, noon) & Sun. PLO/8 ($70,
noon); $50K guarantee, Jan. 28 ($560); call for details. See ad Page 15.
Daily ($30-$550) at noon & 6:30p; WSOP Circuit, Feb. 16-27 w/main event, Feb. 25
($1,600, 11a). See ad on facing page.
Daily ($50-$100); Mon., Fri. and Sun. ($50, 7p); Tue. & Fri. ($50, 2p); Wed. deepstack
($100, 7p); Sat. deepstack ($100, 7p). See ad Page 42.
Daily ($40-$440) including Fri. ($110, 1p, 25K chips); Sat. ($160, 1p, 15K chips,
30-minute levels); deepstack on first Sat. of month ($440, 1p). See ad back page.
Mon. ($50, 7p); Wed. ($20, 7p); Sat. ($50, 7p); Sun. ($40, 2p).
Call for information on scheduled single-table tournaments. See ad on Page 17.

Bad beat in hold’em (quads), Omaha (quad jacks) and stud (quads); full house or
better (daily, various times, call for details); mini bad beat (daily, midnight-4a).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quad deuces); progressive jackpots in all games;
$599/$299 high hands (Fri.-Sat.). See ad on back page.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; progressive spade royal flush; Aces Cracked
pays $100 (Thurs.); quads pays up to $100 (Sun.-Tue.); Rolling Cash Fever (Wed.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Daily ($35-$300); Betting for Justice event pays $10K to winner, Jan. 21 ($150,
noon). See ad Page 29 for WPT event Jan. 29-Feb. 14.
Daily ($40-$550), including Wed. ($240, 7:30p). See ad Pages 2-3.

Hourly high hands in limit and no-limit (daily); game of the month earns extra
rewards (call for details); gift-card promotion for hours played (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud.

Call for information on scheduled single-table tournaments.

High hand (Mon.-Wed. & Sun.); Card Shark Thursdays pays up to $1K; Spin to Win
(Sat.).
$100 progressive hand of the day; $2K progressive royals; $100 Quad Wednesdays
(11a-7p) and Fridays (10p-end); $5K drawing, Jan. 31.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud; royals and steel wheels pay $250
(spades pay $500); hourly high hands (Sun.-Thurs.).
Progressive payouts (quads and higher); Mon. pot multiplier (10X, 20X, 40X);
$599/$299 high hands (Fri.); get paid for quads, straight flush and royals.
Rise & Shine starts at $500 (daily, 11:30a-4p); quads ($50-$75), straight flushes ($150)
and royals ($300) from Sun.-Thurs. (4p-11p); high hands pay 2Xs (Fri.-Sat., 4p-11p).

Wed. ($35, 7:30p); Thurs. Omaha/8 ($50, 7:30p); Fri. HA ($60, 7:30p); Sat. KO event
($50, 1p) & deepstack ($115, 6:30p); Sun. crazy pineapple ($30, 4p). See ad Page 18.
Daily ($50-$150) at noon & 7p; Fri. Bounty ($120, 7p); Sat. Mega Stack ($150, 7p);
see ad Page 15.
Daily ($20-$200); Mon.-Sat. (1p & 7p); Sun. (1p & 4p). See ad on Page 13.
Daily ($20-$80); Sun.-Thurs. (2p & 6:30p); Fri.-Sat. (2p, 7:30p). Sunday Challenge, last
Sun. of every month ($115, 1p, 15K chips).

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com
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ILLINOIS
LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

HARRAH’S JOLIET
(815) 740-7480 • harrahsjoliet.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO AURORA
(630) 801-7471 • hollywoodcasinoaurora.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO JOLIET
(815) 927-2175 • hollywoodcasinojoliet.com
PAR-A-DICE CASINO
(309) 698-6693 • paradicecasino.com

Thurs. ($125, 7p, 4K chips, 20-minute levels); Sunday ($125, 4p, 4K chips,
20-minute levels).
Wednesday ($160, 1p).

Mega bad-beat jackpot (quad eights); mini bad-beat jackpot (aces full of kings); get
paid for straight and royal flushes.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quad fives.

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. ($115, 7p); Sun. ($115, 11a & $50, 7p).

No jackpots or promotions.

Tue. ($80, 6p); Wed. ($60, 6p); Fri. ($80, noon); Sun. ($80, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hand of the hour (Mon.-Thurs, 10a-2p) pays $50
per hour.
Aces Cracked (Sat. & Sun.); Hot Seat (Wed.).

INDIANA

BLUE CHIP
(219) 861-4820 • bluechipcasino.com
CASINO AZTAR
(812) 433-4000 • casinoaztar.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO LAWRENCEBURG
(812) 539-8000 • www.hollywoodindiana.com
HORSESHOE HAMMOND
(219) 473-6065 • horseshoehammond.com
HORSESHOE SOUTHERN INDIANA
(812) 969-6000 • horseshoe-indiana.com
MAJESTIC STAR II
(219) 977-7444 • majesticstarcasino.com

IOWA

DIAMOND JO CASINO NORTHWOOD
(641) 323-7777 • diamondjo.com
GRAND FALLS CASINO
(712) 777-7777 • grandfallscasinoresort.com
HORSESHOE COUNCIL BLUFFS
(877) 771-7463 • horseshoecouncilbluffs.com
ISLE CASINO BETTENDORF
(563) 359-7280 • bettendorf.isleofcapricasinos.com
ISLE CASINO WATERLOO
(319) 833-2183 • waterloo.isleofcapricasinos.com
MESKWAKI CASINO
(641) 484-2108 • meskwaki.com
MYSTIQUE GREYHOUND PARK
(563) 585-2964 • mystiquedbq.com

Monthly event, Jan. 8 ($100, 1p).
Daily ($80-$150) at 11:15a & 7:15p.
Mon. & Thurs. ($200, 7p); Tue. & Thurs. ($100, noon); Fri. & Sun. ($200, noon);
monthly event, Jan. 28 ($500, noon); Chicago Classic is in February ($500K added).
Daily ($50-$81); Mon. (noon); Tue. (noon, 7p); Wed. (7p); Thurs. (noon); Fri.
(midnight); Sat. (noon); Sun. (3p).
Mon. $5K/$10K guar. (call for details); Wed. ($55, 7p); Thurs. ($60, 7p); Fri. ($55,
11a & $130, 7p); Sat. ($60, 1p & $105, 7p); Sun. ($55, 11a & 3p & $60, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; WPT satellite freeroll for top tournament point-earners
(call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays out $100K guaranteed.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of kings; tournament bad-beat jackpot.

Tue. & Thurs. ($50, 7:30p); Sat. ($100, 2p); Sun. ($60, 2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. Omaha/8 ($40, 1p); Tue. ($40, 1p); Thurs. ($40, 6p); Sat. ($60, noon); Sun.
($100, 1p).
Mon., Wed., Sat. ($60, 10a); Tue. ($60 w/$60 re-entry, 7p); Thurs. KO ($70, 7p); Sun.
($40, 10a & 2p).
Mon. KO ($60, 6:45p); Tue. & Thurs. ($40, 6:45p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads).

Monday ($45 w/rebuy and add-on, 6:30p); Sunday Poker League ($50, 6:30p);
Sunday Poker League championship, Jan. 15 (call for details).
Tue. ($20 w/rebuys, 7p); Wed. KO ($45, 7p); Thurs. ($30, 7p); Sat. & Sun. ($30, 1p).
Thursday ($40, 6p); Friday ($60, 1p); Sunday ($50, 1p).

High-hand jackpot (quads or better).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of 10s) and Omaha (quad 10s); call for special
poker player hotel rates on high volume weekends.
High-hand jackpots in hold’em for straight and royal flushes (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royal-flush jackpot.
Straight flush progressive jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud pays 10 jackpots
(call for details).

WINNING
WOMEN
OF POKER
IS A HIT!
“Knowledgeable and, at times, fascinating
essays from 14 of the game’s best women
players into a handsome, first-of-its-kind book.”
— LUCKYDOG POKER
“Winning Women of Poker is a collection
of strategies and advice from countless
women who have stepped up to the table and
dared to throw down winning hands.”
— MIDWEST BOOK REVIEW
To order call 1-888-352-2665 or go to nolimitpokerbooks.com.
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LOCATION

PRAIRIE MEADOWS CASINO
(515) 967-8543 • prairiemeadows.com
RIVERSIDE CASINO
(319) 648-1234 • riversidecasinoandresort.com

KANSAS

PRAIRIE BAND CASINO
(785) 966-7777 • pbpgaming.com

LOUISIANA

AMELIA BELLE
(985) 631-1745 • ameliabellecasino.com
BELLE OF BATON ROUGE
(800) 266-2692 • belleofbatonrouge.com
BOOMTOWN NEW ORLEANS
(800) 366-7711 • boomtownneworleans.com
COUSHATTA CASINO
(800) 584-7263 • coushattacasinoresort.com
CYPRESS BAYOU/SHORTY’S CASINO
(800) 284-4386 • cypressbayou.com
ELDORADO CASINO SHREVEPORT
(318) 220-5274 • eldoradoshreveport.com
HARRAH’S NEW ORLEANS
(504) 533-6000 • harrahsneworleans.com
HOLLYWOOD BATON ROUGE
(225) 709-7777 • hollywoodbr.com
HORSESHOE CASINO BOSSIER CITY
(800) 895-0711 • horseshoebossiercity.com
ISLE OF CAPRI LAKE CHARLES
(337) 430-2407 • lake-charles.isleofcapricasinos.com
L’AUBERGE DU LAC CASINO
(337) 395.7777 • ldlcasino.com
PARAGON CASINO
(800) 946-1946 x1975 • paragoncasinoresort.com

MICHIGAN

FIREKEEPERS CASINO
(269) 962-0000 • firekeeperscasino.com
FOUR WINDS NEW BUFFALO
(866) 494-6371 • fourwindscasino.com
GREEKTOWN CASINO
(313) 223-2999 • greektowncasino.com
MGM GRAND DETROIT
(313) 465-1777 • mgmgranddetroit.com
MOTORCITY CASINO
(313) 237-7711 • motorcitycasino.com
SOARING EAGLE CASINO
(989) 775-7777 • soaringeaglecasino.com
TURTLE CREEK CASINO
(231) 534-8888 • turtlecreekcasino.com

MINNESOTA
CANTERBURY PARK
(952) 445-7223 • canterburypark.com
GRAND CASINO MILLE LACS
(800) 626-5825 • grandcasinomn.com
NORTHERN LIGHTS CASINO
(218) 547-2744 • northernlightscasino.com
RUNNING ACES HARNESS PARK
(651) 925-4600 • runningacesharness.com
SHOOTING STAR CASINO
(218) 935-2711 • starcasino.com
TREASURE ISLAND RESORT & CASINO
(651) 388-6300 • treasureislandcasino.com

MISSISSIPPI

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

Tue. ($30, noon); Wed. ($30, 7p); Sun. ($60, noon).
Mon. limit Omaha ($30, 11a); Wed. KO ($50, 7p); Thurs. ($30, 6p); Sat. ($30, 1p);
Sun. ($50, 2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks losing to quads; straight flush pays
$200.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of kings) and Omaha (quad 10s); player
comps (call for details).

Mon. & Thurs. ($65 w/rebuy, 7p); Thurs. ($45, noon); Sun. ($45, 2:15p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Sunday Poker Challenge ($50, 1p).

Bad-beat jackpot is quads over aces full of 10s.

Sunday ($50, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpot is any quads; Aces Cracked (Mon. & Wed., 9a-3p); Aces Cracked
happy hour (Mon.-Thurs., 6p-7p); hourly high hand (Tue. & Thurs., 9a-3p).
Bad-beat in hold’em (quads) and Omaha; high hands (Mon. & Wed.); Aces Cracked
(Tue. & Thurs.); 24-hour Flush Fever (Thurs., 11a) pays $50 for all four flushes.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Big Bonus Hands are progressive.

Tuesday freeroll (11a) for 4- or 5-Star Players; Wed. ($35 w/$10 add-on, 7p).
Daily ($15-$230); Tue. ($15, 6:30p); Thurs. ($75, 7p); Fri. ($20 w/rebuys, 7:30p); Sat.
($220, 2p). See ad Page 41.
Wed. ($40 w/two $20 rebuys & add-ons, 6:30p); Sun. ($40 w/$20 rebuys & $50
add-on, 1p).
Tue. ($65 w/$25 or $50 rebuy and add-on, 6:30p); Wed. ($100, 6:30p); Thurs. ($200,
6:30p); Sat. ($115 w/add-on, 11a); Sun. ($190, 11a).
Wednesdays ($120, 11a).

Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; Aces Cracked pays $100 (Thurs.);
cash games run on non-tournament days.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; Aces Cracked wins $100 (Mon.-Fri.); Splash
the Pot pays $100 (Mon.); high hand (Thurs.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads); Aces Cracked.

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of 10s beaten by quads.

Mon., Wed., Sat., Sun. ($100-$200 w/rebuys & add-ons), including Thursdays
($200, 6p).
Fri. ($60, noon & $90, 6:30p); Sat. ($115, noon); Sun. KO ($60, 2p).

High hands (Sun. & Wed.); Aces Cracked (Mon., Tue., Fri.); Splash Cash (Thurs.). Call
for details and times.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; minor jackpots daily; cash giveaways Mon.-Thurs.

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; player comps earned on a tier basis (call for details).

Mon. KO ($20 w/$15 rebuys, 7p); Tue. ($18, 10:30a); Fridays ($60 w/one $50 rebuy,
7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; get paid (24/7) for quads ($25), straight flush ($50)
and royals ($125); high hands pay $50 (Wed.).

Wed. ($70, noon); Sun. ($70, noon); Winter Freezout coming Feb. 2012 (call for
details).
Mon.-Fri. ($25, noon); Mon. ($30, 7p); Tue. & Thurs. ($10, 7p); Wed. ($50, 7p); Fri.
($30, 7p); Sat. ($30, noon & $50, 7p); Sun. ($30, noon & 4p).
Mon. ($75, 11a & 7p); Wed. ($75, 11a & $225, 7p); Thurs. ($45, 11a & 7p); Fri. & Sat.
($75, 11a); Sun. ($75, 11a & $100, 7p); monthly event, Jan. 28 ($340, 11a).
Monthly freerolls (call for details).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks beaten by quads.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Tue.-Thurs. ($65, 11a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha.

Mon. ($60, 6:30p); Tue. ($13 w/rebuys, 6:30p); Wed. KO ($45, 6:30p); Sun. ($60,
12:30p); monthly event, Jan. 28 ($175, 1p).
Tue. KO ($60, 7p); Wed. ($40 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Thurs. ($10 w/$10 rebuys and
add-on, 7p); Sun. ($120, 2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud; Soaring Hand jackpots increase daily
(call for details).
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads.

Mon., Wed., Fri., Sun. ($45, 10:30a); Tue. & Sun. ($45, 6:30p); Wed. ($235, 6:30p);
Sat. ($180, 10:30a).
Daily ($30-$160) including a Fri. deepstack ($160, 6:15p) and Sun. ($110 w/reentries, 2:15p).
Mon. KO ($30, 6:30p); Tue. ($30, 6:30p); Thurs. ($50, 6:30p); Sat. ($60, noon); Sun.
($40, 2p).
Mon. freeroll ($10 optional add-on, 6p); Tue., Thurs., Sun. ($40, 2p & $125, 6p);
Wed. ($65, 6p); Fri. ($65, 10:30a); Sat. ($65, 9:30a); Mid-States Tour in February.
Tue. ($30 for ladies & $40 for men, 7p); Fri. & Sat. ($45, 7p); Sun. KO ($60, 2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hand of the hour (Mon., 9a-midnight); Quads
Board (Thurs., 10a until all quads have been hit); Aces Cracked (Tue., 10a-6p).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royals pay $1K; Aces Cracked (Mon.-Fri., 10a-6p).

Wed. ($60, 6p); Thurs. ($50, 7p); Island Cup Deep Stack events on Mondays ($70,
6p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Aces Cracked (Thurs., 10a-6p); get paid for quads
($44), straight flush ($75) and royals ($100).

Thursdays ($70, 7p) with one optional add-on.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon.-Thurs. (6p); Tue. & Thurs.-Sun. (noon); Million Dollar Heater regional series,
Jan. 6-25 ($340-$5,175) w/main event, Jan. 21 ($5,175, noon).
No tournaments scheduled unless there is enough interest.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Aces Cracked; Pro Football Squares (call for details).

Daily ($35-$340).
Mon. ($35, 3p); Thurs. ($25, 3p); Fri. ($45, 3p); Sat. ($50 w/add-on, 3p);
Sun. ($55, 3p).
Tue. ($65, 7:30p, 10K chips; 25-minute levels); Fri. ($35 w/rebuys).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud; Aces Cracked (Tue.); high hand
(Mon. & Sun.).
Aces Cracked (Tue.); Aces Cracked Double the Pot (Thurs.); Aces Cracked progressive
(Fri.-Sat.); players earn $10/hour (Wed.) and $5/hour (Sun.-Thurs.).
Quad bonus (Mon. & Wed.); bonus high hand (Tue. & Thurs.). Call for details.

Bad-beat jackpot (aces full of kings); mini pays 10% (aces full of jacks); Aces Cracked
pays $100 (24/7) and $100/$200 (Mon.-Thurs., 4p-7p).
Bad-beat jackpots (call for details); win $100 every other hour (Mon.-Fri., 3a-10a);
get paid to play (25 hours minimum).
Bad-beat jackpot (aces full of queens beaten by quads); Hard Rock Jackpot Hands;
Four of a Kind Blows My Mind.
Bad-beat jackpot is aces full of 10s beaten by quads or better; bad-beat bonus
($10K); mini bad-beat jackpot pays $2K; Cash for Quads (Wed.); Aces Cracked.

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com
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AMERISTAR VICKSBURG
(601) 630-4996 • ameristar.com/vicksburg
BEAU RIVAGE RESORT AND CASINO
(228) 386-7092 • beaurivage.com
BOOMTOWN CASINO BILOXI
(228) 436-8999 • boomtownbiloxi.com
GOLD STRIKE CASINO AND RESORT
(662) 357-1136 • goldstrikemississippi.com
HARD ROCK BILOXI
(228) 374-7625 • hardrockbiloxi.com
HARLOW’S CASINO
(662) 335-9797 x144 • harlowscasino.com

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

WHERE TO PLAY
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MISSISSIPPI (Continued)
LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

HARRAH’S TUNICA
(800) 946-4946 x33760 • harrahstunica.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO BAY ST. LOUIS
(866) 758-2591 x4026 • hollywoodcasinobsl.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO TUNICA
(800) 871-0711 x5005 • hollywoodtunica.com
HORSESHOE CASINO TUNICA
(662) 357-5608 • horseshoetunica.com
IP CASINO RESORT & SPA
(888) 946-2847 x8554 • ipbiloxi.com
ISLE CASINO HOTEL BILOXI
(228) 436-7967 • biloxi.isleofcapricasinos.com
SAM’S TOWN CASINO TUNICA
(800) 456-0711 • samstowntunica.com
SILVER SLIPPER CASINO
(866) 775-4773 x3766 • silverslipper-ms.com
SILVER STAR CASINO (PEARL RIVER)
(601) 650-1234 • pearlriverresort.com

Daily at 1p ($50-$110), including a Thurs. $1.1K guarantee ($35 w/rebuys, 1p) and a
Thurs. ($50 w/one free rebuy, 6p).
Monday and Wednesday ($30 w/rebuys, 6:30p).

Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha, and stud; progressive royal single-table
promotion (call for payouts).
Aces Cracked (Mon.-Sat.) pays $100/$200/$300 (call for details); morning start-up
promotion rewards extra cash for live play.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads, must be in $3-$6 or higher) and Omaha.

MISSOURI

AMERISTAR ST. CHARLES
(636) 949-7777 • ameristar.com
AMERISTAR KANSAS CITY
(816) 414-7000 • ameristar.com
BORDERTOWN CASINO
(800) 957-2435 • bordertownbingo.com
HARRAH'S NORTH KANSAS CITY
(816) 472-7777 • harrahsnkc.com
HARRAH'S ST. LOUIS
(314) 770-8100 • harrahsstlouis.com
LUMIERE PLACE
(314) 881-7777 • lumiereplace.com
RIVER CITY CASINO
(888) 578-7289 • rivercity.com

NEVADA

ALIANTE STATION
(702) 692-7484 • aliantecasinohotel.com
ARIA
(866) 359-7111 • arialasvegas.com
ATLANTIS CASINO RENO
(800) 723-6500 • atlantiscasino.com
BALLY’S LAS VEGAS
(702) 967-4111 • ballyslasvegas.com
BELLAGIO
(702) 693-7111 • bellagio.com
BINION’S GAMBLING HALL
(702) 382-1600 • binions.com
BOULDER STATION HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 432-7777 • boulderstation.com
CAESARS PALACE
(702) 731-7110 • caesarspalace.com
CANNERY CASINO
(866) 999-4899 • cannerycasinos.com
CIRCUS CIRCUS LAS VEGAS
(702) 734-0410 • circuscircus.com
COLORADO BELLE HOTEL CASINO
(702) 298-4000 • coloradobelle.com
ELDORADO HOTEL CASINO
(775) 786-5700 • eldoradoreno.com
EXCALIBUR HOTEL AND CASINO
(702) 597-7777 • excalibur.com
FLAMINGO LAS VEGAS
(702) 733-3111 • flamingolasvegas.com
GOLDEN NUGGET LAUGHLIN
(702) 298-7111 • goldennugget.com
GOLDEN NUGGET LAS VEGAS
(702) 385-7111 • goldennugget.com
GRAND SIERRA RESORT
(775) 789-2000 • grandsierraresort.com
GREEN VALLEY RANCH
(702) 617-7777 • greenvalleyranchresort.com
HARD ROCK LAS VEGAS
(702) 693-5000 • hardrockhotel.com
HARRAH’S LAS VEGAS
(702) 369-5000 • harrahslasvegas.com
HARRAH’S LAUGHLIN
(702) 298-4600 • harrahslaughlin.com
HARVEYS LAKE TAHOE
(775) 588-6611 • harveystahoe.com

Daily ($10-$40). Mon., Wed., Thurs. (6p); Fri. & Sat. (7p); Sat. & Sun. (2p); Sunday
$1K guarantee ($10 w/rebuys & $20 add-on, 2p).
Daily ($65-$160), including a Saturday $10K guarantee ($150, 4p, 10K chips);
Sunday super deepstack ($100, 2p, 15K chips).
Daily ($60, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; Flush Frenzy ($100) if you make a flush in
every suit during your session.
Poker Squares pay up to $1K (Sun. & Mon.).

Mon. ($45, 2p); Tue. KO ($60, 2p); Wed. KO ($40 w/rebuy, 7p); Thurs. ($45, 2p); Fri.
($60, 2p); Sat. KO ($60 w/rebuy, 2p); Sun. ($20 w/rebuy, 7p).
Daily ($20-$70), including a $3K guarantee on Saturday ($20, 7p).

Progressive straight and royal flush (daily); Omaha’s Wheel Them Out (Sun.-Thurs.);
high hand (Sun.-Thurs.)
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; high hands; ticket drawings.

Mon. Turbo KO ($45, 6p); Thurs. KO ($75, 7p); Sat. Turbo KO ($45, noon); Sun. PLO
($65, 6:30p).
Daily ($35-$60), including a $2.5K guarantee on Sat. ($60, 2p). Start times for
events are Mon.-Thurs. (7p) & Fri.-Sun. (2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha; Aces Cracked wins up to $300 (Tue., Thurs.,
Fri., Sat.). Splash the Pot (Mon. & Wed.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads), Omaha (quad sevens) and stud (quads);
diamond royals pay $500.

Mon. & Tue. ($45 w/rebuys & add-on, 7p); Wed. & Thurs. ($55, 7p); Fri. ($75, 7p);
Sat. ($75, 2p); Sun. ($55, noon).
Monday Ladies Only ($50, 7p); Tue.-Thurs. ($85, 7p); Fri.-Sun. ($65, 11a).

Progressive high-hand jackpot pays quads, straight flushes and royals.

Daily at 2p and 7p; Mon. ($20); Tue., Wed., Fri., Sat., Sun. ($30); Thurs. ($30/$45);
monthly deepstack event, Jan. 14 ($100 w/$50 add-on, 7p).
Sun.-Thurs. ($50, 1p & 7p); Fri. & Sat. ($50, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament bad-beat jackpot.

Mon.-Wed. ($60, 1p & 7p); Thurs. ($60, 1p & $160, 7p); Fri. ($60, 1p & $125, 7p);
every other Sun. ($60, noon & 5p).
Daily ($60, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha.

Daily ($35, 3p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Aces Cracked (daily).

Daily ($30, noon); Mon., Tue., Sun. ($50, 7p); Wed.-Sat. KO ($65, 7p).

Multiroom Jumbo progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and
pays $100K guaranteed.
No jackpots.

Twice daily at 1p & 7p ($125, 10K chips, 30-minute levels).
Mon.-Fri. ($40, 11a & 7p); Sat.-Sun. KO ($75, 11a); monthly event, Jan 1 ($230, 11a).
Daily at 11a, 4p and 8p ($75, 5K chips, 20-minute levels).
Mon.-Thurs. ($120, 2p); Fri. & Sat. ($540, 2p); Sun. ($330, 2p).
Daily ($60-$100) at 10a, 2p, 7p and 10p.
No tournaments.
Mon.-Fri. ($70, 9a; $110, noon; $70, 3p; $110, 7p; $85, 10p); Wed. PLO ($110, 6p);
Sat. & Sun. $15K guar. ($235, 2p); WSOP Circuit, Jan. 19-30; call for details.
Nightly ($25, 7p); $10K monthly freeroll (play 40 hours to qualify).
Mon.-Sat. ($45 w/$20 add-on, 2p); Sunday freeroll, 2p (play 15 hours to qualify).
Daily ($30, 10a); Mon.-Fri. & Sun. ($50, 7p); Sat. KO ($100, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads); Aces Cracked pays $100.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hands (twice daily).

$500 rakeback for monthly hours; daily bonus hands for quads or better; poker room
comp points (call for details).
High hands pay quads ($50), straight flush ($250) and progressive royals (starting at
$1K); Round Table Royals pays $100-$500 to entire table when royal hits.
No jackpots.
High hands; quads pays ($50); straight flush pays ($100); royals pay ($250); Monday
Night Football promotion (call for details).
Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and pays
$100K guaranteed; high hand (Wed.); Aces Cracked (Thurs.); $500 high hand (Sun.).
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $10K (24/7); high hands (24/7);
payouts for quads ($100), straight flushes ($200) and royals ($500).
Progressive high-hand jackpot; Aces Cracked (daily).
High hands; Aces Cracked pays $50; get paid for quads ($50), straight flush ($100)
and royals ($200); football parlay card with quads or better (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha/8 and stud; Aces Cracked pays $25-$100
(24/7); Super Beat pays $10K guaranteed; quads of the day pays $100-$400.
Progressive bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and stud; quads or better is paid daily.

Tue.-Thurs. ($60, 6p, 6K chips, 20-minute levels); play in any live hold’em game after
tournament and get a $20 bonus.
Daily ($25, 9a; $40, 1p & 5p; $30, 8p) w/one rebuy and add-on; $500 first-prize
guarantee on Sat. ($40, 9p).
Daily ($70, 10a, 6p and 9p); daily ($60, 12:30a); daily KO ($80, 2p); Friday freeroll
$1.5K guarantee (9a); monthly freeroll $5K guarantee.
Daily ($45, 8K chips) at 10a, noon, 3p, 7p, and 10p; Sun. $2,012 guarantee ($60
w/$20 rebuy, noon, 8K chips, 20-minute blinds).
Daily ($65) at 11a, 3p, 7p, 10p, 1a, and 4a.

High hand between 2a-2p wins twice the jackpot.

Daily ($45, 10a); Sun.-Thurs. ($60, 6:30p); Fri.-Sat. ($80 w/$20 bounties, 6:30p).

Aces Cracked pays $50 (Sun.-Thurs.).

Daily ($40, 10a); Mon. Omaha/8 ($40, 7p); Tue. & Thurs.-Sun. ($40 w/rebuys, 6p);
Wed. H.O.R.S.E. ($40, 7p); $300K Poker Plus event in Jan 2012.
Daily ($55, noon & 8p).
Five tournaments daily: ($25, 8a); ($60, 10a & 3p); ($25, 1a); ($80 w/$20 bounties,
8p); monthly $10K guar. freeroll (30 hours min. to qualify; call for details).
Monthly cash-added tournaments (up to $3K added to prize pools).

Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and pays
$100K guaranteed; progressive quads high hand (daily).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quad aces); progressive high-hand jackpot pays quads
($100), straight flushes ($100) and royals ($250).
Mini bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full and pays ($500/$200/$50); high hands;
Aces Cracked pays $100 (9a-2p); Splash Pot football promo (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks beaten by quads.

Daily ($40, 10a); Mon. & Wed. ($60, 6p); Tue. & Thurs. ($80, 6p); Fri. ($100, 6p);
Sun. ($115, 2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; progressive rewards jackpot is quad nines or better;
get paid for straight and royal flushes.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full beaten by quads); spin the wheel pays $20$300 for quads or Aces Cracked.
High hand pays quads ($50), straight flush ($100) and royal (progressive by suit);
Aces Cracked pays $100 (8a-2p); bad-beat bonus: $2,500 for quads or better beaten.
Double high-hand progressive (9a-2p); Aces Cracked pays $50.

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com
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Mon.-Fri. at noon, 3p and 8p ($40); Sat. & Sun. ($25 w/rebuys, 9a).

Aces Cracked; get paid for quads ($50), straight flushes ($100) and royals ($250).

Daily ($35, 10:30a); ($60, 12:30p); ($60, 8:30p).

High hand (24/7) pays quads ($100), straight flushes ($200) and royals ($500).

Daily ($55, 10a & 6p); Tue. H.O.R.S.E. ($100, 7p).

Progressive high hand; bad-beat jackpot in Omaha.

Mon.-Thurs. ($40, 10a; $50, 3p & 7p); Fri.-Sat. ($40, 10a; $50, 1p; $100, 5p); Sun.
($50, 11a & 2p; $100, 5p).
Daily ($80) at 11:05a & 7:05p.

Tiered high-hand bonus (Mon. & Thurs.) pays to flop it ($500), turn it ($250) and
river it ($125); football promotion (Sat. & Sun., 10a-10p); call for details.
No jackpots.

Daily ($60, 11a & 7p).

Static bad-beat jackpot in hold’em includes a table-share payout; Aces Cracked pays
up to $150 (daily, 8a-2p); high hands; flopped royals pays table; football promos.
Increased uncapped progressive high-hand jackpot is quads or better with a new
progressive table share (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royal-flush jackpot; quads get paid.

Daily ($50, 9a) & ($60, 6p & 11p); Thurs. & Fri. ($40, 2p).
Mon. ($30, 8:30p); Thurs. ($40, 8:30p); Fri.-Sat. ($30, noon); Sun. ($40, 8:30p); all
tournaments have rebuys.
Daily ($75, noon & 7p) except Fri. ($125, 7p); variations include hold’em, Omaha/8
and H.O.R.S.E.
No tournaments. See Stations ad on Page 33.
Sun.-Fri. ($65, 10a); Wed. KO ($75, 7p).
Mon.-Fri. ($35-$115) at 2p & 6:30p; Sat. ($115, 1p & 6:30p); Sun. ($35 w/rebuys,
1p & 6:30p).
Daily ($70) at 10a, 2p and 7p.
No tournaments.
Daily ($100, 10a); Mon.-Wed. ($60, 6:30p); Thurs. & Sun. KO ($70, 6:30p); Fri.
Omaha/8 ($60, 5:30p); Red Rock Poker Challenge, Jan. 20-22 ($1,100).
Daily ($55, noon); ($55, 3p); ($65, 6p); ($75, 9p); ($55, midnight).
Fri. ($60, 6:30p); Sat. ($60, 2p).
Daily turbo at 10a, 5p and 11:30p ($15); Mon., Wed., Fri. and Sat. ($50, 6:30p).
Daily ($60) at 7a, 11a, 7p and 11p; monthly freerolls.
Daily ($23, 10a) & daily ($30 w/rebuy, 1:30p); Fri.-Sat. deepstack ($45 w/rebuy, 7p
& 11p); Omaha/8 and pineapple tournaments available.
Sun.-Thurs. ($45, 7p); Mon.-Sat. ($45, noon); Fri.-Sat. ($45, 6p).
Daily KO ($60) at 10a, 2p and 7p (unlimited re-entries during first hour). See ad on
Page 33 for more.
Daily at 11a, 7p and 11p ($45 w/$20 add-on).
Daily at 10a & 7p; Mon. & Tue. ($45 w/$20 add-on, 7p); Wed. & Sun. KO ($65 w/$20
bounties, 7p); all 10a tournaments are $45 w/$20 add-on.
No tournaments.
Thurs. & Sun. ($25 w/$20 rebuy, 10a).
Daily ($50) at 11a, 2p, 7p and 10p.
Daily at 10a, 2p, 8p and midnight (call for schedule).
Sun.-Fri. ($150, noon); nightly ($120, 7p); Tue. O/8 ($100, 2p); Wed. H.O.R.S.E.
($100, 2p); Sat. ($340, noon); Jan. 7 ($550, noon); DS Extravaganza, Jan. 26-Feb. 21.
Tue. ($10 w/$10 rebuys, 7p); Thurs. ($20 w/$10 rebuys, 8p); Fri. ($50, 8p); Sat. ($50,
8p); Sun. ($40 w/$10 bounty, 3p).
Daily ($120, 7p); Sun.-Fri. ($150, noon); Sat. ($340, noon).

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY
BALLY’S ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 340-2000 • ballysac.com
BORGATA HOTEL CASINO
(609) 317-1000 • theborgata.com

Daily ($5-$50). Times vary by day (1p, 4p, 4:30p, 5p, 7p). Big-stack events on
Saturdays ($50, 7p, 15K chips).
Daily ($5 w/rebuys-$60); Mon.-Fri. (5:30p & 8p); Sat. & Sun. (noon, 4p & 8p).

High-hand jackpots; quads pay $100; straight and royals are progressive starting
at $250.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Quadzillas pay $500; Aces Cracked pays $100; Splash
Pots pays $50.
Multiroom Jumbo progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and
pays $100K guaranteed.
Progressive royals start at $1K; cash drawings pay $100 (5a, 7a, 9a and 11a);
Graveyard Trip Comps (daily, 3a-noon) pays $3 per hour instead of $1 per hour.
High hands pay quads, straight flushes and royals; Aces Cracked.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha; Aces Cracked in hold’em and Omaha; high
hands pay quads ($25-$50), straight flush ($100), royal ($300).
High hands (call for details).
Uncapped progressive high hands; Aces Cracked pays $50 (midnight-noon & 4p-9p);
bad-beat jackpot (aces full of 10s beaten by quads) pays $10K.
Multiroom Jumbo progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and
pays $100K guaranteed.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot pays $25K minimum; players earn comps while
playing (call for details).
Royal- and straight-flush progressive jackpots; high-hand jackpot; get paid for
quads, straight flushes and royals.
High-hand bonus for quads or better; earn comp dollars for playing live games.
Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot; Splash the Pot (Tue.); Make 4 Flushes pays
$400 (Mon. & Thurs.); Aces Cracked double the pot (Wed., Sat. & Sun.).
Jumbo Jackpot is quad fours beaten.
High hands pay up to $500; quads spins wheel; straight flush spins w/2X multiplier;
royal spins w/5X multiplier; cash back promotion pays up to $599 (call for details).
Player comps; cash giveaways (call for more promos).
No promotions.
$30K bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads (call for info on more jackpots).
No jackpots.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (call for details).
No jackpots.

Daily ($80-$150) at 11a (Sat.), 1p (Fri.-Sun.), 3:30p, 4p (Sat.-Sun.), 5:30p, 7:30p
and 9p).
Daily ($5-$60). Times vary by day. Many of the tournaments have optional rebuys
and add-ons. See website for complete schedule.
Daily ($50-$250). Start times vary from 2p-9p (see website for schedule).

High hands pay $50 (Fri.-Sun.); royals pay $100 (Mon.-Thurs.); Aces Cracked pays
$25 (Mon.-Thurs.); call for details.
Mini-Monster (Wed. & Fri.); River 4,000 (call for details).

Daily ($30-$200); tournaments times vary (see website for schedule); Sat.
deepstack ($100, 1:30p); Sun. ($80, 1:30p).

Tournament bad-beat jackpot; call for other jackpots and promotions.

Daily ($55-$80); Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. (1p & 7p); Fri. (1p & 8p); Sun. (1p & 6p); Wed. &
Sun. are turbos; winners of tournaments will be invited to the $10K TOC Freeroll.
Daily ($100-$340); $10K guar. (Mon.), $30K guar. (Wed. & Fri.); Winter Poker Open,
Jan. 18-Feb. 3 ($230-$3,500) w/$2M guar. main event, Jan. 29-Feb.3 ($3,500).

Harrah’s AC multiroom bad-beat jackpot starts at quad queens and decreases Wed.
if not hit; high hand (Mon. & Tue.); bonus comps (Wed. & Thurs.); Aces Cracked (Fri.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quad 10s; mini bad beat in hold’em is quad deucesnines.

Tournament bad-beat jackpot; call for other jackpots and promotions.

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com
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THE LODGE AT BELMONT
(877) 872-2501 • thelodgeatbelmont.com
MANCHVEGAS POKER
(603) 668-6591
POKER ROOM AT HAMPTON FALLS
(603) 601-2486 • thepokerroomnh.com
RIVER CARD ROOM
(603) 249-5548 • riverpokerroom.com
ROCKINGHAM PARK
(603) 898-2311 • rockinghampark.com
SEABROOK GREYHOUND PARK
(603) 474-3065 • seabrookgreyhoundpark.com

$50K progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament player of the month
includes top point earners who will receive their share of a progressive prize pool.
Multiroom Jumbo progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and
pays $100K guaranteed. High hand of the hour (Mon.-Fri., 3a-11a).
Early bird promo pays $25 every hour between 8a-1p; earn up to $200 per day by
playing live cash games.
High hands; get paid for straight flushes and royals.

CARDROOMS

LOCATION

IMPERIAL PALACE
(800) 634-6441 • imperialpalace.com
LUXOR HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 262-4000 • luxor.com
M RESORT
(702) 797-1000 • themresort.com
MANDALAY BAY
702-632-7777 • mandalaybay.com
MGM GRAND LAS VEGAS
(702) 891-1111 • mgmgrand.com
MIRAGE
(702) 791-7111 • mirage.com
MONTE CARLO RESORT & CASINO
(702) 730-7777 • montecarlo.com
MONTEGO BAY HOTEL & CASINO
(775) 664-4000 • wendoverfun.com
THE ORLEANS
(702) 365-7111 • orleanscasino.com
PALACE STATION
(702) 367-2453 • palacestation.com
PALMS CASINO
(702) 942-7777 • palms.com
PEPPERMILL RESORT CASINO
(775) 826-2121 • peppermillreno.com
PLANET HOLLYWOOD
(702) 785-5555 • planethollywoodresort.com
RAINBOW HOTEL & CASINO
(775) 664-4000 • wendoverfun.com
RED ROCK CASINO
(702) 797-7777 • redrocklasvegas.com
RIO CASINO
(702) 777-7777 • riolasvegas.com
RIVER PALMS CASINO
(702) 298-2242 • river-palms.com
RIVERSIDE RESORT
(702) 298-2535 • riversideresort.com
RIVIERA HOTEL AND CASINO
(800) 634-3420 • rivierahotel.com
SAM’S TOWN LAS VEGAS
(702) 456-7777 • samstownlv.com
SANTA FE STATION CASINO
(702) 658-4900 • santafestationlasvegas.com
SOUTH POINT HOTEL CASINO
(702) 796-7111 • southpointcasino.com
STRATOSPHERE
(702) 944-4915 • stratospherehotel.com
SUNCOAST HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 636-7111 • suncoastcasino.com
SUNSET STATION
(702) 547-7982 • sunsetstation.com
TEXAS STATION
(702) 631-1000 • texasstation.com
TREASURE ISLAND
(702) 894-7111 • treasureisland.com
TROPICANA
(702) 739.2222 • troplv.com
VENETIAN RESORT
(702) 414-1000 • venetian.com
WENDOVER NUGGET HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 770-7000 • wendovernugget.com
WYNN LAS VEGAS
(702) 770-7000 • wynnlasvegas.com
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CAESARS ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 348-4411 • caesarsac.com
HARRAH’S ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 441-5000 • harrahsresort.com
SHOWBOAT ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 343-4000 • showboatcasino.com
TROPICANA ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 340-4000 • tropicana.net
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL CASINO RESORT
(609) 449-1000 • playtajpoker.com

Sun.-Thurs. ($120, 1:15p & 9:15p); Fri. ($120, 1:15p & $200, 9:15p); Sat. ($200,
1:15p & 9:15p); winners of each tournament will be invited to the $10K TOC freeroll.
Daily at 10:15a, 1:15p, 8:15p and midnight ($70-$125).
Daily $65 (11a, 2a & 7p); nightly $60 (11p); winners of each tournament will be
invited to the $10K TOC freeroll.
Daily ($62, 11:15a & 7:15p), including a Fri. ($122, 7:15p) and Sat. ($122, 11:15a &
7:15p); midnight tournaments run Sun.-Thurs. ($42) & Fri.-Sat. ($62).
Daily ($50-$230) at 12:15p, 4:15p, 7:15p, & midnight, including two deepstacks on
Saturdays ($230, 7:15p) & ($120, 4:15p & midnight).

Harrah’s AC multiroom bad beat starts at quad queens and decreases every Wed. if
it doesn’t get hit.
Harrah’s AC multiroom bad beat starts at quad queens and decreases every Wed. if
it doesn’t get hit.
Harrah’s AC multiroom bad-beat jackpot starts at quad Queens and decreases every
Wednesday if it doesn’t get hit; Sun. & Mon. night football promos (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; “3-8” special promotion jackpot (call for
details); tournament bad-beat jackpot is quads over aces full of kings.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads); high hands are entered into drawings to win
$1K; 50-50 club (call for details).

Tue. & Fri. (6:30p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha; four flush progressive jackpot.

Daily ($20-$50) at 2p & 7p, including Fri. & Sat. ($50, 7p); many tournaments have
rebuys and add-ons.
Mon.-Fri. ($20, noon); Mon. ($35, 7p); Tue. ($35, 6p); Wed. KO ($55, 6p); Thurs. ($25
w/rebuys, 6p); Sun. ($55, 2p).
Daily ($25-$55); Mon.-Fri. (10a); Tue. & Thurs. (7p); Sat. (1p); Sun. (7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament bad-beat jackpot; Deuces Never Loses
(call for details).
Aces Kicked & Kings Kracked wins a T-shirt (daily); bonus chips (call for details).

Tue. ($40, 7p); Thurs. ($50, 7p); Sun. ($40, noon); monthly Omaha event, Jan. 4 (call
for details); Big Dog event, Jan. 21 ($150, 2p).
Mon.-Fri. ($30, 11a); Tue. ($30, 7p); Wed. PLO & Thurs. KO ($40, 7p); Fri. ($100, 7p);
Sat. ($40, 11a) & H.O.R.S.E. ($40, 7p); Sun. Omaha/8 ($40, 11a) & ($40, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha.

NEW MEXICO
BUFFALO THUNDER CASINO
(505) 455-5555 • buffalothunderresort.com
HARD ROCK ALBUQUERQUE
(505) 724-3800 • hardrockcasinoabq.com
INN OF THE MOUNTAIN GODS
(575) 464-7777 • innofthemountaingods.com
ROUTE 66 CASINO
(505) 352-7866 • rt66casino.com
SANDIA RESORT
(505) 796-7500 • sandiacasino.com
SANTA ANA STAR CASINO
505-867-0000 • santaanastar.com

NEW YORK

SENECA NIAGARA
(877) 873-6322 • senecaniagaracasino.com
SENECA SALAMANCA
(877) 860-5130 • senecagames.com
TURNING STONE RESORT
(800) 386-5366 • turningstone.com

Daily ($35-$190); Mon.-Thurs. (10a & 7p); Fri. (10a & 8p); Sat. (11a); Sun. (10a, 6p);
DeepStacks Western New York Poker Championships, Feb. 15-19 ($1,500).
Mon.-Wed. ($60, 11a & 7p); Thurs. ($90, 6p); Sat. & Sun. ($60, noon)
.
Mon.-Thurs. ($60-$100) at noon & 7p; Fri. ($70, 2p & $90, 7p); Sat. ($100, 11a &
$125, 7p); Sun. ($125, 11a & $70, 7p).

Action Aces (Mon.-Thurs.); Splash the Pot.

Splash the Pot (Mon. & Tue., 8p-midnight); get paid for quads ($50), straight flush
($100) and royal flush ($250); Santa Ana Star Winter DeepStack series, Jan. 14-21.

Progressive bad beat jackpot in hold’em (quad deuces), Omaha (quad nines) and
stud (quad sevens); Preferred Player Rewards (call for details).
Progressive bad beat jackpot in hold’em (quad deuces), Omaha (quad nines) and
stud (quad sevens); Preferred Player Rewards (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot is in hold’em (quad deuces); royals pay $100.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA
HARRAH’S CHEROKEE (N.C.)
(828) 497-7777 • harrahscherokee.com
SUNCRUZ (S.C.)
(843) 280-2933 • suncruzaquasino.com

OKLAHOMA
CHEROKEE CASINO ROLAND
(800) 256-2338 • cherokeecasino.com
CHEROKEE WEST SILOAM SPRINGS
(918) 422-5100 • cherokeecasino.com
CHOCTAW RESORT CASINO
(580) 920-0160 • choctawcasinos.com
DOWNSTREAM CASINO RESORT
(918) 919-6000 • downstreamcasino.com
FIRELAKE GRAND CASINO
(405) 964-7263 • firelakegrand.com
FIRST COUNCIL CASINO
(580) 448-3015 • myfirstwin.com
HARD ROCK TULSA
(918) 384-7800 • hardrockcasinotulsa.com
OSAGE MILLION DOLLAR BARTLESVILLE
(877) 246-8777 • milliondollarelm.com
OSAGE MILLION DOLLAR TULSA
(877) 246-8777 • milliondollarelm.com
RIVER SPIRIT CASINO
(918) 299-8518 • creeknationcasino.com
RIVERWIND CASINO
(405) 322-6000 • riverwindcasino.com
WINSTAR WORLD CASINO
(580) 276-4229 • winstarcasinos.com

OREGON

CHINOOK WINDS CASINO
(541) 996-5825 • chinookwindscasino.com
SEVEN FEATHERS CASINO
(541) 839-1111 • sevenfeathers.com
SPIRIT MOUNTAIN CASINO
(503) 879-2350 • spiritmountain.com
WILDHORSE RESORT
(541) 278-2274 • wildhorseresort.com

Tuesday ($60, 6p); Saturday ($120, 10a); Sunday ($120, 2p).

Call for information.

Tuesday ($220, 7p); daily freerolls (call for schedule).

Bad-beat (aces full of jacks beaten by quads); get paid for quads ($50), straight
flush ($100) royals ($200).

Mon. ($50, 7p); Wed.-Sun. ($30 w/rebuys, 1p); Wed. $2K guarantee ($60, 7p); Thurs.
($60, 7p); Fri. ($60, 7p); Sat. ($60 w/rebuys, 5p); Sun. ($60, 5p).
Daily ($30-$80, 7p); Mon., Wed., Fri. ($30, 10a); Tue., Thurs., Sat. ($50, 10a).

High hands; get paid for quads ($50), straight flushes ($100) and royals ($250).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $10K.

Mon.-Fri. ($60- $115) at 2p & 7p; Sat. ($225, noon); WSOP Circuit, Jan. 12-23 w/
main event, Jan. 21 ($1,600); call for details.
Daily ($25-$60); Mon.-Sun. (11a); Mon.-Thurs. (7p); Fri. (2p); Sat.-Sun. (3p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads.

Mon. ($30, 11a & $30 w/rebuys, 7p); Tue.-Wed. ($15, 11a & $50, 7p); Thurs. ($50,
7p); Fri. ($30, 11a & $70, 6p); Sat. ($120, 2p).
Tue. $1K guar. ($25 w/$20 rebuys, 7p); Wed. $1K guar. ($40, 7p); Thurs. $1.5K guar.
($65, 7p); Sat. $1.2K guar. ($55, 3p); Sun. ($70, 3p).
Daily; ask about future satellites to major events.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon.-Fri. ($30 w/$10 rebuys and add-on, 2p); Sat.-Sun. KO ($30, 1p); $5K quarterly
freeroll tournament (call for details).
Mon.-Fri. ($40, noon); including Mon. PLO (7:30p); Sat. KO ($60, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Sun.-Fri. ($50, 9:30a); Mon. ($40 w/rebuys and add-on, 7p); Tue. ($50, 6p); Wed.
($60, 7p); Thurs. & Sun. KO ($70, 7p); Sat. KO ($70, 9:30a).
Daily ($40-$100) at 11a; Sun.-Thurs. (7p).

Progressive bad-beat in hold’em (quads); Omaha bad-beat jackpot pays $5K;
progressive tournament bad-beat jackpot and royal flush; Aces Cracked; high hands.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. ($115, 7p); Tue. ($100, 7p); Wed. ($60, 1p); Thurs. KO ($115, 1p); Fri. ($220,
11a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads or better and pays $20K minimum.

Mon. KO ($55, 6p); Tue. Omaha/8 ($45, 6p); Wed. ($45, 12:30p); Thurs. KO ($55,
12:30p); Sat. ($95, 2p); Sun. ($60, 6p); Winter Classic, Jan. 20-22 ($120-$220).
Monthly events on Jan. 1 & 15 (1:30p); freerolls are held Wed. & Fri. at 6p.

Tournament royal flush bonus pays $200; Boss Bounties pays up to $200; live game
bonus (call for details).
Monte Carlo Board (aces full or better) paid out daily; $100 hourly high hands (Sat.,
noon-midnight).
Spin the Wheel (Fri. & Sat.); Sunday Super High Hands; Monte Carlo Payouts (Mon.Thurs.).
Call for promotions.

Tue. ($50, 7p); Wed. ($25 w/$10 rebuys, 7p); Thurs. KO ($90, 7p); Fri. ($70, noon);
Sat. ($120, noon).
Tue. ($30 w/$25 rebuy & add-on, 6:30p); Wed. ($30 w/$25 rebuy & add-on, 6:30p);
Thurs. ($55, 6:30p); Sat. ($60 w/$55 rebuy & add-on, 1p); Sun. ($35, 1p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament bad-beat jackpot.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; splash pots pay $100; high-hand bonuses.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $10K.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com

LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

HARRAH’S CHESTER
(800) 480-8020 • harrahschester.com
HOLLYWOOD PENN NATIONAL
(717) 469-2211 • hcpn.com
MEADOWS CASINO
(724) 503-1200 • meadowsgaming.com
MOHEGAN SUN/POCONO DOWNS
(570) 831-2100 • mohegansunpocono.com
MOUNT AIRY CASINO
(570) 243-5184 • mtairycasino.com
PRESQUE ISLE DOWNS & CASINO
(866) 374-3386 • eriecasino.com
PARX CASINO
(215) 639-9000 • parxcasino.com
RIVERS CASINO
(412) 231-7777 • theriverscasino.com
SANDS CASINO BETHLEHEM
(877) SANDS-77 • sandsbethworks.com

WASHINGTON
7 CEDARS CASINO
(360) 683-7777 • 7cedarsresort.com
ANGEL OF THE WINDS CASINO
(360) 474-9740 • angelofthewinds.com
CLEARWATER CASINO
(360) 598-8700 • clearwatercasino.com
LITTLE CREEK CASINO
(360) 427-7711 • little-creek.com
MUCKLESHOOT CASINO
(253) 804-4444 • muckleshootcasino.com
NORTHERN QUEST CASINO
(509) 242-7000 • northernquest.com
SNOQUALMIE CASINO
(425) 888-1234 • snocasino.com
SWINOMISH NORTHERN LIGHTS
(360) 293-2691 • swinomishcasino.com
TULALIP RESORT CASINO
(360) 716-6000 • tulalipresort.com.com

HOLLYWOOD AT CHARLES TOWN
(800) 795-7001 • ctowntables.com
MARDI GRAS CASINO AT TRI-STATE
(800) 224-9683 • tristateracetrack.com
MOUNTAINEER RIVER POKER ROOM
(304) 387-8458 • mountaineerpoker.com
WHEELING ISLAND CASINO
(304) 232-5050 • wheelingisland.com

WISCONSIN

HO-CHUNK GAMING AT MADISON
ho-chunkgaming.com • (608) 223-9576
HO-CHUNK GAMING AT NEKOOSA
ho-chunkgaming.com • (800) 782-4560
HO-CHUNK GAMING AT WISCONSIN DELLS
ho-chunkgaming.com • (608) 356-6210
MENOMINEE CASINO
menomineecasinoresort.com • (715) 799-3600
ONEIDA MASON STREET
oneidabingoandcasino.net • (920) 494-4500
POTAWATOMI BINGO CASINO
(414) 645-6888 • paysbig.com
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Bad beat in hold’em (call for details).
Call for future jackpots.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

High-hand promotion (call for details).

Fridays ($100, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of kings.

Mon. ($75, 7:30p); Tue. ($50, 12:30p); Wed. KO ($75, 7:30p); Thurs. ($50, 12:30p;
Jan. 28 ($125, 11:30a); Winter Weekend of Poker, Jan. 13-16 ($75-$560).
Tue. ($120, 7p); Wed. ($120, noon); Thurs. ($120, 7p); Sat. ($230, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Call for details.

Daily ($65-$555); Sun.-Fri. (noon & 7p); Sat. (noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of jacks).

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads).

Wed. ($75, 6p); Thurs. Omaha/8 ($65, 6p); Sat. ($80, 1p); Sun. ($65, 6p); $777
added monthly event, Jan. 27 ($77, 6p).
Daily ($40, 10a) including Fri. ($75, 6:30p); many tournaments vary between
hold’em, Omaha/8 and crazy pineapple (call for schedule).
Daily ($25 w/$5 rebuys, 11:30a); Tue. Beat the Boss KO ($50, 6p); Wed. ($50 w/$20
add-on, 6p).
Mon. ($25 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Tue. KO ($35, 7p); Wed. ($45, 6p); Thurs. ($55, 7p); Fri.
KO ($35, 6p); Sat. KO ($35, 5p); Sun. Omaha/8 ($35, 5p).
Saturday ($40 w/rebuys, noon).

Double Hours (Thurs. & Sun.); call for details.

Mon.-Fri. KO ($40, 10:30a); Wed. ($20 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Mon. & Thurs. ladies night
($20, 7p); Sat. KO ($75, 10:30a); Best of the West Challenge, Jan. 20-22 ($450).
Mon.-Fri. ($30, 10:30a); Sat. ($60, 11a); Sun. KO ($60, 11a).
Daily at 12:15p & 7p; Mon.-Tue. & Sun. ($22); Wed. ($11 w/rebuys & $33); Thurs.
Omaha/8 ($22) & $33; Fri. ($22 & $55); Sat. ($27 & $33).
Mon.-Fri. (10:30a); Sat. (11a).

High hands and bonus high hands (call for details).
Daily Double jackpot; get paid for quads, straight flush and royals; Lightning Strikes
& Thunder Rumbles jackpots (call for details).
Extra tournament chips (two hours of live play required); call for details.
Bad beat in hold’em is quad eights and Omaha is quad 10s; good-beat jackpot in
hold’em; Hundred Dollar High Hand pays $100; Monte Carlo (call for details).
Call for promotions; ask about the Best of the West Challenge event, which adds
$50K to the prize pool and has a guaranteed first prize of $50K.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks beaten by quads; hourly high hands
pay $100-$300; Monte Carlo board (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; mini bad-beat jackpot; royal flush bonus.
Aces Cracked.

Tuesday ($150, 11a); Wednesday ($250, 7p).

None.

Daily ($45-$150); Mon. (1p); Tue. (7p); Wed. (7p); Thurs. (1p & 7p); Sun. (2p).

Bad-beat jackpots in Omaha and stud.

Daily ($25-$100) at 12:15p & 7:30p except Wed. (10:30a) & Sun. (2p).

Bad beat is aces full of kings; high hands pay $100 (call for details).

Mon.-Thurs. ($40, 7p); Fri. Turbo ($50, 7p); Sat. KO ($75, 7p); Sun. KO ($50, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; quads or straight flush lets you spin the wheel; early
bird special (Mon., Tue., Thurs.).

Mon. ($33, 1p); Tue. Turbo ($22, 7:30p); Wed. ($55, 7:30p); Thurs. Mega ($55, 7p);
Sat. ($88, noon).
Wed. ($45, 6:45p) and Sat. ($60, 4:15).

Hot Seats; rakeback (call for details).

Tue. ($55, 1p); Thurs. ($90, 6p); Sun. ($55, 3p); monthly event, Jan. 1 ($100, 3p).

Call for promotions.

Mon. ($50, 7p); Wed. ($40 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Sat. ($60, noon); Sun. ($35 w/$10
rebuys, 2p); 500 Poker Challenge, Jan. 21 ($500, noon).
Mon. ($35 w/rebuys, 7p); Wed. ($65 w/rebuy, 7p); Thurs. ($55, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of tens and Omaha is quads; Aces Cracked
pays up to $150.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Aces Cracked pays $100; royals pay $200.

Monday KO ($165 w/$10 add-on, 6p); Wednesday Omaha ($110 w/$10 add-on,
8p); Sunday ($110 w/$10 add-on, 3p).

None.

Call for promotions.

MORE BANG, LESS BUCK!

magazine.com

YOUR

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

CARDROOMS

WEST VIRGINIA

Daily ($60-$195). Starting times are Mon.-Fri. (10:30a & 6:30p) and Sat.-Sun.
(11:30a & 6:30p).
Mon. ($60, 12:15p); Tue.-Fri. ($80, 12:15p); Tue.-Thurs. ($60, 7:15p); Sat. & Sun.
deepstack ($100, 11:15a); Sun. KO ($125, 7:15p); SNGs available on demand.
Daily ($40-$225); Mon.-Sat. (10:30a & 7:30p) including Fri. (4p), Sat. (3p) and Sun.
(1p and 2p).
Daily ($60); Mon.-Fri. (noon & 7p), Sat.-Sun. (10a & 7p); Tue. KO ($120, 7p).

WHERE TO PLAY

PENNSYLVANIA

Ante Up is a national publication
with a local publication’s
advertising prices!
Ads start at just $250!
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Jim Rice was a contestant on the most recent season
of Survivor. While his job was listed as medical
marijuana sales, he’s also a recreational poker player
with some tournament accomplishments to his name.
Ante Up friend David Bloomberg had a chance to
chat with Rice to discuss his background and some
of the parallels he sees between poker and Survivor.

Do you think being a poker player helps on Survivor? There are a lot of
parallels between poker and Survivor in terms of how you’re constantly
assessing your situation. And just like a poker tournament, you can
play for days and one mistake, one slip costs you the whole thing.
Another parallel between the two: One of my strengths in tournaments is knowing that not everybody is there to win; some are there
just to make the money. Same thing with Survivor. That was one of my
downfalls in Survivor, assuming everybody was there to win.
How and when did you start playing poker? I started playing when I was
5 years old, on my grandfather’s lap. We played penny poker every
Thanksgiving and Christmas. It was definitely a big part of our holiday culture and it still is. That’s probably why I’m willing to gamble
on anything, like in the game of Survivor. But just like any poker player,
you get offended when they call it gambling. I don’t like calling it that;
I was assessing the odds and the best move for me in each step of the
game based on what I felt the implied odds were.
What do you feel are your biggest poker accomplishments? Winning more
than I’ve lost. I think that’s a big thing to be able to say. There are
tournaments I’m very proud I’ve won, which usually go back to a big
decision I’ve made. I have a couple of highlights, a World Poker Tour
bracelet from a couple of years back, and I finished third in a Heartland Poker Tour tournament this past year.
No matter how bad anything is in my life, whenever I have two cards
in my hand, it’s my form of meditation. Even if I don’t win, it takes
me away from whatever my stresses are in my everyday life. That’s
what poker has always been for me. It’s the only time I don’t have to
answer to somebody else. It’s a way that I remember my grandfather
and my family and I have a lot of positive memories. I don’t have any
negative memories surrounding poker. It stinks to lose, but it’s a pretty
special, pretty important piece of my life.
Your “official” job listed on Survivor was medical marijuana sales. How much
time do you spend playing poker compared to selling marijuana? Dispensaries
are my full-time job. More than anything, I am a serial entrepreneur.
Poker I play as often as I can. There’s a tremendous poker community
here in Colorado. On a weekly basis, there are $20,000 prize pools.
There was actually a million-dollar prize pool Heartland Poker Tournament and I finished 31st.
I was proud but disappointed I didn’t make it further. In April, I
was at the TV table and I couldn’t tell anybody I was going to be on
Survivor. I was able to give a few clues. I said my plan was to outwit,
outplay, and outlast everybody on the table. Nobody picked up on
that.

Do you think being a poker player helped you get on the show? I think it did.
The people they cast on Survivor, they’re looking for people to tell the
story. I tend to put things pretty succinctly. And it’s constant analysis
and reanalysis. It’s the same as a poker player, looking at their chip
stacks, seeing if they’re weak, if they’ll fold; if I do this, what’s this guy
going to do? There really are a lot of parallels.
You didn’t really talk much about being a poker player on Survivor; was that
by design (you did lie about your actual job) or just edited out? I just got done
watching Annie Duke on Celebrity Apprentice. As sweet as Annie is, nobody trusts a poker player. I wasn’t telling anybody that or I had a
marijuana dispensary or I have a masters degree. None of those advanced my game.
How would you compare your performance on Survivor and in poker to that of
Jean-Robert Bellande?
He made it further than I did and he made it further in the World
Series than I did. His track record is better than mine. The results
speak for themselves. I think I have a ways to go before I catch up to
his lifetime earnings.
Are you primarily a tournament player or do you spend a lot of time at the
cash games as well? Live tournaments are my bread and butter. In a
tournament, I realize the weight of every move I make. I get a little
more frivolous with money in a cash game. I don’t like grinding; I like
going for the big wins. I just haven’t had much luck with cash games. I
like having a finish line. There’s more finality in every person’s move,
really putting people to their test for their life is something I like to
do.
At the merge on Survivor, I was ready to put my life to the test. It was
an 86 percent chance I was going to be in great position for the final
three and a million bucks and a 14 percent chance of going home. Really a no-brainer. Not everybody was in it to win it, unfortunately.
What would you say your preferred style of play is? I kind of mentioned
this in the first couple of episodes. In the beginning of a tournament,
it’s slow-chip acquisition. Get a feel for the land, really just survive.
You really don’t start making your moves until the stakes are higher. It
doesn’t make much sense to play extremely aggressively when blinds
are low. Similar to Survivor, you want to survive, get your feet firmly
planted, get a good sense of where you’re at in the game.
In poker, if you don’t know who the sucker at the table is, it’s you.
Same with Survivor, if you don’t know who’s going next, it’s probably
you.
— David Bloomberg is the editor-publisher of Reality News Online
(RealityNewsOnline.com), Ante Up’s favorite reality television website.
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POKER CRUISE
MARCH. 17-22, 2012

PLAY POKER ABOARD THE JEWEL OF THE SEAS!
RATES STARTING AT $579, WITH PORT STOPS
IN COSTA MAYA, MEXICO AND COZUMEL, MEXICO!

TAMPA!

SAILS FROM

ALL BOOKINGS MUST BE MADE THROUGH ANTE UP TO PLAY
IN THE POKER ROOM, PER ROYAL CARIBBEAN POLICY.
QUESTIONS? CALL SCOTT LONG @ 727-331-4335

*All prices are per person, based on double occupancy, and include taxes,
government fees and port charges. Limited number of staterooms available
at these introductory rates. Ships Registry Bahamas

Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement on all guests if the price of West Texas Intermediate fuel
exceeds $65 per barrel. The fuel supplement for 1st and 2nd guests would be no more than $10 per guest per day, to a maximum of $140
per cruise; and for additional guests would be no more than $5 per person per day, to a maximum of $70 per cruise.
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